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Notice to readers 
This annual index is intended as a guide for tracing information published in 1976 in the Bulletin of the European 
Communities or in the Tenth General Report on the Activities of the European Communities in 1976. 
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subjects covered. 
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This index, which is intended as an aid to users of the Bulletin and the General Report, was compiled by a 
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List of abbreviations 
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific countries EDF European Development Fund 
ACPM Advisory Committee on Programme EEC European Economic Community 
Management EFTA European Free Trade Association 
ADB Asian Development Bank EMS European Monetary System 
ASEAN Association of South-East Asian Nations EP European Parliament 
ATC Air traffic control ERDC European Research and Development 
CAB El Centrai-American Bank for Economic Committee 
Integration ERDF European Regional Development Fund CBR Community Bureau of Reference 
CCT Common Customs Tariff (EEC) ESARDA European Safeguards Research and Development Association 
CEC Commission of the European ESC Economic and Social Committee Communities 
ESCAP Economic and Social Commission for Asia CEME Conference Europeenne des Ministres de and the Pacific (UN) !'Education (European Conference of 
Ministers ofTransport) ESTI European Solar Testing Installation 
CIEC Conference on International Economic EUA European unit of account 
Cooperation Euronet European (information) network for 
CIRCE Centre d'information et de recherche science and technology 
documentaire des Communautes Eurostat Statistical Office of the European 
europeennes Communities 
CJ Court of Justice FAO Food and Agriculture Organization (UN) 
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic Assistance FAST Forecasting and assessment in the field of 
(Comecon) science and technology 
COST European cooperation in the field of FADN Farm accountancy data network (EEC) 
scientific and technical research FIDE Federation internationale pour le droit 
CREST Comite de la recherche scientifique et europeen (International Federation for 
technique (Scientific and Technical European Law) 
Research Committee) GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
csc International Convention for Safe GDP Gross domestic product Containers GNP Gross national product CSCE Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe GSP Generalized system of preferences 
DISC Domestic international sales corporation GWe Gigawatt (electric) 
DOM Departement(s) d'outre-mer (French I AEA International Atomic Energy Agency (UN) 
overseas department(s) lATA International Air Transport Association 
EAGGF European Agricultural Guidance and IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Guarantee Fund Development (UN) 
EC European Community/Communities ICRISAT International Crops Research Institute for 
ECA European Cooperation Association the Semi-Arid Tropics 
ECE Economic Commission for Europe ICRP International Commission for Radiation 
ECMT European Conference of Ministers of Protection 
Transport lOA International Development Association 
ECOSOC Economic and Social Council (ofthe IDB (IADB) lnter-American Development Bank 
United Nations) lEA International Energy Agency (OECD) 
ECU European currency unit ILO International Labour Organization (UN) 
IV 
I MCO 
IMF 
IRRI 
JET 
JRC 
LAEO 
LAES 
MCA 
MFA 
MTN 
NAFO 
NASA 
NEA 
NEAFC 
NGO 
NRC 
OCT 
OECD 
PVD 
SDR 
SEDOC 
Inter-Governmental Maritime 
Consultative Organization (UN) 
International Monetary Fund 
International Rice Research Institute 
Joint t:uropean Torus 
Joint Research Centre 
Latin-American Energy Organization 
Latin-American Economic System 
Monetary compensatory amount(s) 
Multifibre Agreement (international 
arrangement for the textile trade) 
Multilateral trade negotiations 
North Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (USA) 
Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD) 
North-East Atlantic Fisheries Convention 
Non-governmental organization 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USA) 
Overseas countries and territories 
Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development 
Pays en voie de developpement 
(developing country/countries) 
Special drawing right(s) 
Systeme europeen de diffusion des offres 
et des demandes d'emploi enregistrees en 
compensation international& (European 
international vacancy clearing system) 
SME Small and medium enterprises 
Stabex Stability in export revenue (Lome 
Convention) 
TARIC Tarif douanier integra des Communautes 
europeennes 
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act (USA) 
u.a. Unit of account 
UCME Unite de compte monetaire europeenne 
(European unit of account used for 
transactions of the European Monetary 
Cooperation Fund (EMCF) until December 
1978) 
UNCTAD United Nations Conference ofTrade and 
Development 
UNDP United Nations development programme 
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization 
UNICE Union des industries de la Communaute 
europeenne (Union of European 
Community Industries) 
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization 
UNIPEDE Union internationale des producteurs et 
distributeurs d'energie electrique 
(International Union of Producers and 
Distributors of Electric Power) 
VAT Value-added tax 
WHO World Health Organization (UN) 
WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization 
(UN) 
V 

A 
Access to the occupation of carrier 
- Mutual recognition of formal qualifications for 
the occupation of carrier Assent P 87605-2421 . 
AssentS 87605-2456 
Accession negotiations (Greece) 
-Accession negotiations with Greece 87610-
2328; 87612-2338 
- Examination of Community secondary 
legislation in view of the accession of Greece 
87610-2329 
- Examination of Community secondary 
legislation within the framework of the accession 
negotiations with Greece 87612-2339 
- Opening of accession negotiations with Greece 
R7600-24; 87607-1201 
- Visit by the Greek Minister with responsability 
for the negotiations on the accession of Greece 
87609-2321 
Accident, occupational 
- Results of the study on accidents at work in the 
fishing industry 87605-2221 
- Study by the Commission on accidents at work 
in the sea-fishing industry 87601-2213 
Accountancy exploitation 
-Results ofthe Farm Accountancy Data Network 
R7600-347 
- 1974 results ofthe EEC Farm Accountancy Data 
Network Report C 87609-2231 
Accountancy network 
- Farm Accountancy Data Network Regulation 
c 87612-2254 
Accounts, closure of 
- Closure of the accounts ofthe EAGGF Guarantee 
Section for 1971 and 1972 87602-2241 
Accounts, group 
- 7th directive concerning group accounts within 
the framework of company law R7600-140 . 
Amended Proposal C 87603-2108 
ACP 
- ACP-EEC and EEC-OCT trade arrangements 
87601-2331 
- ACP-EEC trade arrangements Proposal C 87604-
2340 ; Regulations L 87606-2349 
- Activities of the Court of Justice R7600-60 
- Agreement on the guaranteed price for sugar 
originating in the ACP countries 87606-2350 
-Application of international agreements on 
coffee and cocoa Regulations L 87610-2320 
-Applications by Sao Tome and Principe and 
Cape Verde for accession to the Lome 
Convention Commumcation C 87609-2326 
-Applications by the Comoros, Cape Verde, Sao 
Tome and Principe for accession to the Lome 
Convention 87605-2339 
-Appointments within the ACP Council of 
Ministers 87609-2327 
- Debate in the EP on the motion of censure 
against the outgoing Commission 87612-2403 
- Derogation from the rules of origin in respect of 
certain textile products from Mauritius Regulation 
L 87607-2108 
- Entry into force of the Lome Convention R7600-
518; 87602-2339; 87602-2339. 87603-1101 
- Extension of the arrangements for imports of 
beef and veal originating in certain ACP 
countries Decision L 87606-2242 ; 87611-2246 
- Final meeting of the ACP-EEC Interim Committee 
87603-2348 
- Financing decisions within the framework of the 
EDF 87605-2341 ; 87609-2329; 87610-2342 
- Financing decisions within the framework of the 
4th EDF 87607-2351 ; 87612-2345 
- First implementation of the« Stabex >> system 
87607-1401 
- First meeting of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 87606-2347 
-Import arrangements for beef and veal from 
certain ACP countries Assent P 87611-2423 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACP countries Regulation 
L 87606-2351 ; Regulation L 87611-2343 
- Import arrangements for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the ACP countries Regulation 
L 87606-2352 
- Increase of tonnage of beef and veal originating 
in the ACP States which may be imported 
Dec1sion L 87605-2340 
- Last ratifications relating to the Lome 
Convention 87603-2347 
- Meeting between the presidents of the ACP and 
EEC Councils 87610-2339 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
87611-2342 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Interim Committee 
87602-2340 
-Meeting of the Economic and Social Council of 
the UN 87607-2336 
- Meetings on commodities within the framework 
of UNClAD 87610-2317 
- New financing decision under the 4th EDF 
87606-2354 
- Participation of the ACP countries in 
international trade fairs 87602-2318 ; 87607-
2350; 87609-2328. 87603-2314 
- Plenary session ofthe European Parliament in 
Luxembourg 87612-2401 ; 87610-2429. 87601-
2401 ; 87604-2401 ; 87607-2401 . 87609-2401 ; 
87611-2401 
- Preparations for a conference on the setting up 
of a common fund within the framework of 
UNClAD 87612-2320 
- Project for the establishment of an industrial 
development centre under the Lome Convention 
87603-2349 
- Promotion of the export of ACP products within 
the framework of the Dakar International Fair 
80000-
- Relations with certain countries in southern 
Africa 87604-2339 
- Rules of origin in the context of trade with the 
ACP 
ACP (Continuation) 
ACP States and the OCT 87606-2114 
-Statement by the European Council on the entry 
into force of the Lome Convention 87604-2423 
- State of the ratifications within the Lome 
Convention 87601-2330 
- State of the work of the Conference on 
International Economic Cooperation 87612-
2319 , R7600-453 
- Tariff quotas for rum, arrack and tafia originating 
in the ACP countri.es Regulation L 87606-2109 
- Trade promotion of the ACP States 87606-2353 
- Transfer under the STAB EX for the Central 
African Republic 87610-2341 
- Treatment applicable to agricultural products 
originating in the ACP countries Assent P 87612-
2347 
- Visit to Tanzania, Botswana, Zambia and 
Mauritius by the President of the Commission 
87610-2337 
- Visit to the Commission by President Senghor 
87610-2340 
- 1st meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
87607-2347 
- 1977 generalized tariff preferences scheme 
Regulations L Dec1s1ons L 87612-2324; R7600-
472; Commumcatlon C Proposals C 87606-1501 ; 
Assent 5 87609-2456 ; Assent P 87610-2407 
ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly 87612-2343 
Action programme for education 
- Action programme in the field of education 
R7600-402 , Resolution L 87602-2252 , Resolution 
p 87604-2404 
-Action programme in the field of education 
(Education Committee) 87601-2243, 87602-2253 
Action programme on air transport 
- Meeting with senior air transport officials 87610-
2275 
Address, programme 
- General report for 1975 and the work 
programme of the Commission 87602-1101 ; 
87602-2402 
- Programme address by the President of the 
Council before the EP 87601-2402 
Administrative cooperation 
- Rules of origin in the context of trade with the 
ACP States and the OCT 87606-2114 
Aeronautics industry 
- Lockheed affair before the European Parliament 
87605-2404 
- Talks between the Commission and the heads of 
Community airline companies 87606-2252 
Agreement between undertakings 
- Obligation of non-competition in the sales 
contract of a group of undertakings Case 96-
76 87610-2446 
Agreement, cooperation 
-Cooperation agreements and common 
commercial policy before the EP 87605-2410 
Agreement, EEC-Bangladesh 
- Conclusion ofthe EEC-Bangladesh trade 
cooperation agreement R7600-550 , 
Recommendation C 87607-2358 
Agreement, EEC-Israel 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Israel Agreement 
87611-2337 
Agreement, textile 
-Signing of the Agreement on textile products 
between the EEC and South Korea 87612-2313 
Agreement, unlawful 
- Abolition of a market-sharing agreement 
between operators of sand quarries 87611-2119 
- Application of the rules of competition to 
undertakings R7600-153 
- Firm ordered to provide information relating to 
its commercial activities 87607-2123 
- Rules of competition between undertakings in 
Germany Case 26-76 87603-2435 
-Unlawful trade agreement in Germany Case 26-
76 R 87607-2448 ; Case 26-76 R 87607-2480 
Agricultural aid 
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- Aid to hop producers for the 1975 harvest 87607-
2250 ; Assent P 87607-2431 
- Examination of State aids in the agricultural 
sector R7600-324 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aid in the 
agricultural sector in Italy Dec1s1on C 87612-2252 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aid to stock 
farming in Germany Decision C 87610-2245 
- Lists of State aid existing in agriculture in 1974 
provided by the Member States 87606-2246 
Agricultural alcohol 
- Common organization of the agricultural alcohol 
market 87606-2419 
Agricultural area, less-favoured 
- Applications for the refund of aid granted by the 
Member States in less-favoured areas Dec1s1on 
c 87606-2244 
Agricultural development, international fund 
for 
- Establishment of an international fund for 
agricultural development 87602-2315 
- Participation of the Community in the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
87604-2417; 87606-2330 
Agricultural expenses 
-Discharge of the accounts presented by different 
Member States in respect of the EAGGF, 
Guarantee Section AF 11-76,15-76,16-76,18-
76 87602-2429 
- Increase of EAGGF Guarantee Section 
appropriations 87609-2229 
- Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims in 
the field of agriculture D1rectwe L 87603-2103 
Agricultural income 
-Commission survey on the earnings of 
permanent workers in agriculture 87602-2212 
- Survey on earnings in agriculture Dec1s1on 
c 87604-2225 
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Agricultural income (Continuation) 
- Updating ofthe directives on the reform of 
0 
agriculture to eliminate the decline of purchasmg 
power Assent P 87607-2430 
Agricultural policy 
- Action to simplify agricultural regulations 
Resolut1on L 87611-2234 
Agricultural price 
-Adoption of new<< green ,, exchange rates on the 
agricultural market 87603-2246 
- Agricultural prices for the 1976n7 marketing 
year R7600-304 , Assent P 87602-2404 , Assent 
p 87604-2242 
- Application of agricultural prices for sugar 
produced in Guadeloupe and Martinique AF 54 
60-76 87606-2435 
-Application of the new green rates to the 
agricultural market Regulation C 87603-2248 
- Changes in the organization of the cereals 
market Regulations L 87603-2242 
- Classification of certain canned or frozen citric 
products Cases 69 and 70-76 87607-2456 
- Common organization of the market for the 
1976/77 marketting year 87603-2251 
- Fixing agricultural prices for the 1976/77 
0 0 
marketing year AssentS 87601-2444; Dec1s1ons 
L 87603-2239 
- Fixing agricultural prices in the beef and veal 
sector Regulations L 87603-2245 
-Fixing agricultural prices in the fruit and 
vegetable sector Regulations L 87603-2244 
- Fixing new M CAs for certain agricultural 
products 87607-2242 
- Fixing prices and aids in respect of durum wheat 
for the 1974n5 marketing year AF jointes 56 60-
74 87606-2437 
- Fixing prices for certain agricultural products 
and related measures 87601-2221 ; Assent 
s 87601-2244 
-Package deal on agricultural prices for the 1976/ 
1977 marketing year Regulations L Decisions 
L 87606-2232 
-Sales of durum wheat in Italy at prices below 
market rates Case 40-75 87601-2438 ; Case 60-
75 87601-2441 
Agricultural prices 
- Adoption of formal regulations for the« overall 
compromise ,, on agricultural prices for protein 
products Regulation L 87606-2238 
- Buying and selling of wheat on terms other than 
those laid down in the regulations Case 52-
76 87606-2433 
-Work of the Council on fixing the agricultural 
prices for the 1976n7 marketing year 87602-
2230 
Agricultural product 
- Authorization given to Denmark and the United 
Kingdom to suspend the customs duties on 
certain vegetables imported from non-member 
countries Dec1s1on C 87609-2103 
- Authorization given to Denmark and the United 
Kingdom to suspend the customs duties on 
certain vegetables imported from other member 
countries 87609-2102 
- Classification of certain canned or frozen citric 
products Cases 69 and 70-76 87607-2456 
Agri 
-Common organization of the market in 
agricultural products Decisions L 87604-2247 
- Consequences of the monetary measures taken 
by Italy on the imports of farm products 87605-
2240 
- Consultations on tariff and non-tariff measures 
applicable to agricultural products in the 
framework of the MTN 87611-2304 
- Definition of the notion of a fresh product as 
regards frozen raspberries Case 120-75 87606-
2444 
- Difference of approach within the cereals sub-
group 87605-2305 
- Fixing minimum prices for exporting flowering 
bulbs to the Netherlands Case 50-76 87606-2431 
- Imports into the Community of various 
agricultural products originating in Algeria, 
Morocco or Tunesia Assent P 87606-2345 
- Improvement in the processing and marketing of 
agricultural products Assent P 87607-2427 
- Meeting ofthe ECE Committee on Agricultural 
Problems 87602-2329 
- Meeting of the Sub-Groups on Meat and Dairy 
Products within the framework of the multilateral 
trade negotiations 87602-2304 
- Processing of citrus fruit juices imported into 
Germany Case 78-76 87607-2464 
- Refusal by the Commission to authorize the 
application by Luxembourg of special railway 
tariffs for agricultural products 87605-2285 
- Regulations concerning trade in agricultural 
products 87606-2235 
- Suspension ofthe autonomous CCT duties on 
certain vegetables Regulations L 87609-2101 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
agricultural products intended for use as 
feedingstuffs Dec1s1on L 87609-2104 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
industrial products DecisiOn L 87606-2105, 
Regulation L 87606-2103; Regulation L 87611-
2105 
- Suspension ofthe CCT on certain agricultural 
products originating in Turkey Resolut1on 
p 87612-2111 
-Tariff nomenclature of certain cereal and sugar 
products Assent P 87602-2102 
-Treatment applicable to agricultural products 
originating in the ACP countries Assent P 87612-
2347 
- Work of the Agricultural Group within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
87612-2302 
Agricultural product, processed 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to processed 
agricultural products R7600-130 
Agricultural production 
- Aid to hop producers for the 1975 harvest 87607-
2250 ; Assent P 87607-2431 
- Extension of the measures taken against the 
effects of the drought on agricultural production 
87609-2222 
- Measures in favour ofthe fight against drought 
87609-2411 
- Measures in the agricultural sector in order to 
lessen the consequences of the drought 87607-
1301 , Resolution P 87607-2426 
Agri 
Agricultural regulation 
-Action to simplify agricultural regulations 
Resolution L 87611-2234 
Agricultural Report, 1975 
- Publication oft he 1975 Agricultural Report 
87603-2264 
Agricultural structure 
-Adjustment of financial amounts relating to the 
improvement of agricultural structures Dec1s1on 
L 87610-2242 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section to the 
United Kingdom and Denmark within the 
framework of agricultural structure surveys 
Dec1s1on C 87605-2252 
- Improving inshore fishing structures and 
conservation of fish stocks Assent P 87605-2423 
-Joint measures in the field of agricultural 
structures R7600-301 
Agricultural structures, reform of 
- Commission report concerning the reform of 
agricultural structures Assent P 87611-2421 
- Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures Assent C 87610-2243 ; Report 
C 87603-2258 , Dec1s1ons C Assent C 87603-
2259 , Assent C 87605-2250 ; Dec1s1ons C Assent 
C 87607-2252 ; Dec1s1on C Assent C 87604-2254 , 
87612-2247 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in Germany Dec1s1on C 87601-2231 
- Increase of payments on account for aid for the 
reform of agriculture Proposal Directive C 87605-
2251 
- Joint measures in the field of agricultural 
structures R7600-301 
- Updating ofthe directives on the reform of 
agriculture to eliminate the decline of purchasing 
power Assent P 87607-2430 
Agricultural surplus 
- Measures to reduce tomato surpluses Assent 
p 87607-2432 
Agricultural worker 
- Project for a Community campaign for safety in 
agriculture 87604-2229 ; 87612-2223 
- Provision of socio-economic guidance for and 
the acquisition of occupational skills by persons 
engaged in agriculture Case 703-76 87610-2452 
- Setting up of a permanent information system 
on social security in agriculture 87607-2218 
-Work of the Joint Committee on the Social 
Problems of Agricultural Workers 87609-2209 
Agriculture Committee 
- Drawing up the work programme of the OECD 
Agriculture Committee 87607-2334 
Aid for private storage 
- Aid for private storage in the beef and veal sector 
Regulation C 87605-2247 ; 87606-2242 
Aid, specific 
-Authorization of aids in favour of the machine 
tools industry in the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
C87603-2114 
-Authorization of aids in favour ofthe paper 
industry in the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
C87605-2116 
- Authorization of aids in the computer industry in 
Germany and France 87612-2133 
- Authorization of aids in the hotel industry in 
Denmark 87603-2115 
- Authorization of aid to the Netherlands for the 
baking industry Dec1s1on C 87605-2115 
-Community contribution to the campaign ofthe 
FAO to eradicate foot-and-mouth disease 87601-
2232 
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- Convention concerning the supply offood aid 
between the Community and the UNRWA 87607-
2327 
- Specific aids to the United Kingdom for the 
purchase of off-shore installations Dec1s1on 
C87601-2110; 87612-2135 
- Supply of sugar to Palestinian refugees within 
the framework of the convention concluded with 
the UNRWA 87604-2416 
Air traffic control 
- Improving air traffic control 87610-2424 
Air transport 
- Improving air traffic control 87610-2424 
- Measures to improve the application of the rules 
of competition in the air and sea transport sector 
R7600-450 
-Meeting with senior air transport officials 87610-
2275 
Aircraft 
- Limitation of noise emission from subsonic 
aircraft Proposal DirectiVe C 87604-2239 ; Assent 
s 87610-2470 
- Limiting noise emission from aircraft Assent 
p 87607-2423 
-Putting Concorde into regular service 87601-
2414; 87605-2422 
-Suspension of customs duties for certain aircraft 
Regulation L 87611-2105 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
products for use in the construction of aircraft 
Regulat1on L 87610-2101 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
products imported from the new Member States 
for the construction of aircraft Regulation 
L 87610-2102 
Aircraft industry 
-Action programme for the European aircraft 
industry AssentS 87602-2453 ; Assent P 87607-
2414 
- Putting Concorde into regular service 87601-
2414' 87605-2422 
Aircraft research 
- Action programme for the European aircraft 
industry AssentS 87602-2453 ; Assent P 87607-
2414 
Airline company 
- Talks between the Commission and the heads of 
Community airline companies 87606-2252 
Alcohol 
- Common organization of the alcohol market 
87612-2240 
.. 
.. 
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Alcohol, agricultural 
-Common organization of the agricultural alcohol 
market B7606-2419 
Alcohol tax 
- French monopoly of alcohols Recommendation 
c B7612-2136 
- Method of taxing beer imported into Germany 
Case 127-75 B7606-2447 
- Putting the new German alcohol monopoly into 
line with the Treaty B7604-2114 
Alcoholized beverage 
- Fixing the quota of rum, arrack and tafia that can 
be imported duty-free from the OCT Regulation 
L B7606-2357 
- Import arrangements for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the ACP countries Regulation 
L B7606-2352 
- Method oftaxing beer imported into Germany 
Case 127-75 B7606-2447 
Allowance, family 
- Family allowance of a Commission official Case 
106-76 B7611-2441 
- Social security for migrant workers and their 
families Case 32-76 B7603-2439 
Ambassadors, committee of 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of 
Ambassadors B7607-2348 
Amount, monetary compensatory 
-Phasing out of MCAs granted via VAT in 
Germany Assent P B7602-2405 
- Repercussions of monetary problems on the 
common agricultural policy R7600-321 
Angola 
- Emergency aid to the repatriates from Angola in 
Portugal Dec1s1on C B7606-2317 
- Emergency food aid to Angolan refugees in Zaire 
Dec1s1on C Dec1sion L B7603-2319 
- Statement by the Foreign Ministers on Angola 
with in the framework of political cooperation 
B7602-2502 
Animal feedingstuffs 
- Compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk powder 
for use in animal feedingstuffs Regulation 
L B7603-2240 ; Case 83-76 B7607-2469 , Case 94-
76 B7609-2437, Case 114-76 B7612-2435, Case 
116-76 B7612-2437 , Case 119-76 B7612-2440, 
Case 120-76 B7612-2441 
Animal illness 
- Protection of the population against the risks due 
to the swine flu virus B7606-2224 
Anti-crisis plan 
-Crisis on the steel market B7612-2413 
Anti-dumping duty 
- Interim anti-dumping duty in respect of imports 
of cycle chains originating in Taiwan B7611-2308 
Anti-dumping procedure 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
polyethylene sacks and bags originating in 
certain State-trading countries B7603-2305 
Arra 
-Anti-dumping procedure in respect of imports of 
ball-bearings from Japan B7611-2307 
-Opening of an anti-dumping procedure 
concerning imports of certain steel products 
B7607-2311 
-Opening of an anti-dumping procedure 
concerning imports of fertilizers originating in 
Romania B7607-2311 
- Opening of an anti-dumping procedure for 
artificial or reprocessed wood from Brazil B7603-
2304 
-Opening of an anti-dumping procedure for 
imports of furazolidone from Hungary B7606-
2303 
- Termination of the anti-dumping procedure for 
imports of hard building board of wood pulp 
originating in Brazil B7606-2303 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
relating to exports of automobiles to the United 
States B7605-2343 
Anticrisis plan 
- Commission guidelines to combat the crisis in 
the steel sector B7607-2259 
- Implementation of crisis measures in the steel 
sector Dec1s1on C B7612-2257 
- Steel firms required to inform the Commission of 
their deliveries Dec1s1on C B7612-2258 
Appointment 
- Annulment of an appointment following an EP 
competition Case 8-76 B7601-2436 
- Appointment of a Council official Case 105-
75 B7609-2440 
-Appointment of an EP official Cases 122 and 123-
75 and 30-76 B7611-2449, Case 8-76 B7611-2450 
-Appointments to the EIB's Management 
Committee B7609-2463 
- Grading of a Commission official on 
appointment Case 116-75 B7603-2446, Case 102-
75 B7612-2448 
Apricot pulp 
-Tariff quotas for apricot pulp from Morocco and 
Tunisia Regulation L B7606-2111 
Argentina 
- Extension of the Trade Agreement between the 
Community and Argentina B7612-2356 
- Respect of human rights in Argentina Resolution 
p B7607-2405 
Arrangements, autonomous import 
- Derogation in order to permit the entry into force 
of the definitive autonomous ECSC 
arrangements with regard to the OCT Dec1s1on 
CB7607-2316 
Arrangements, import 
- Amendment to the import arrangements for beef 
and veal originating from certain ACP countries 
RegulatiOn L B7605-2247 
Arrangements, inward processing 
-Inward processing authorization in respect of 
certain products originating in EFTA States and 
the Faroe Islands 87601-2105; D1rectJVe L B7607-
2111 
ASE 
ASEAN 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
ASEAN countries R7600-552 ; B7607-2407 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission-ASEAN Study 
Group B7612-2353 
-Visit by Malaysia's Minister for Primary 
Industries B7603-2360 
Assistance, mutual 
-Elimination of double taxation in connection 
with the adjustment of transfers of benefits 
between associated enterprises Proposal 
DirectiVe C B7611-2127 
- Mutual assistance between national authorities 
on direct taxation R7600-190 , Proposal D1rect1ve 
CB7604-2116; AssentPB7611-2410, Assent 
s B7612-2460 
- Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims 
B7610-2119 
- Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims in 
the field of agriculture DirectiVe L B7603-2103 
Association agreement 
-Association of Overseas Countries and 
Territories with the EEC Dec1s1on L B7606-2355 
- Associations with the developing countries 
B7605-2412 
Atlantic - Institute 
- Work within the Atlantic Institute on the external 
relations of the EEC B7612-2331 
Atmospheric pollution 
- Measuring of urban atmospheric pollution by 
sulphur dioxide and suspended particulate 
matter B7602-2215 , B7602-2223 ; Assent 
s B7606-2455 
Audit Board 
- Audit Board report on the accounts for the 1975 
financial year B7607-2498 
Australia 
- Bilateral consultations with Australia underthe 
GA TI B7604-2345 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Australia B7607-2356 
- High-level contacts between Australian and 
Commission officials B7606-2368 
- Import restrictions applied in Australia on 
freezers from the Community B7611-2347 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and Australia R7600-545 
Austria-Switzerland- EEC Agreement 
- Agreement between the Community, Austria 
and Switzerland on Community transit Dec1s1on 
L B7606-2113; B7610-2108 
Automobile 
- Motor vehicle insurance for vehicles circulating 
in other countries Case 89-76 B7609-2433 
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Balance of the market 
-Action programme to restore balance in the milk 
market B7607-2240 ; B7610-2229 ; B7610-2402 
- 1977/80 action programme for the progressive 
achievement of balance in the milk market 
AssentS B7609-2449 
Baltic Sea 
- Helsinki Convention on the protection ofthe 
marine environment of the Baltic Sea area 
B7609-2215 
Banana 
- Abuse of dominant position on the banana 
market in the United Kingdom Case 27-76 B7603-
2436 
- International banana draft agreement B7607-
2332 
Bangladesh 
-Agreement between the Community and 
Bangladesh on textile products B7607-2314 
- Conclusion of the EEC-Bangladesh trade 
cooperation agreement R7600-550 ; 
Recommendation C B7607-2358 
- Entry into force of the Cooperation Agreement 
between the EEC and Bangladesh B7611-2349 
- Negotiations with Bangladesh for the conclusion 
of an agreement on jute products B7604-2311 ; 
B7605-2313 
- Signing of the Trade Cooperation Agreement 
between the EEC and Bangladesh B7610-2350 
-Visit to the Commission by a member of the 
Bangladesh Presidential Council B7605-2348 
Bank legislation 
- State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
bank legislation R7600-170 
Barcelona Convention 
-Signing of the Barcelona Convention on 
pollution in the Mediterranean B7609-2213 
Barrier, technical 
-Approximation ofthe laws on packaging and 
labelling of dangerous substances Proposal 
c B7609-2107 
- Making-up by weight or volume of certain 
prepackaged products Directive L B7601-2106 
- Nominal quantities permitted for certain 
prepackaged goods Proposal Directive C B7607-
2117 
- Results of the Community action in the field of 
elimination of technical barriers to trade Report 
c B7605-2109 
- Simplification of units of measurement Assent 
p B7605-2406 
-Talks with Japan on the removal of technical 
barriers to trade in cars B7605-2110 
-Technical barriers relating to units of 
measurement Amended Dtrective L B7607-2114 
-Technical barriers to trade AssentS B7605-2459 
- Technical barriers to trade concerning certain 
B 
commercial vehicles Assent P B7605-2427 
-Technical barriers to trade in boats and their 
fittings Proposal Directive C B7607-2116 
- Technical barriers to trade in industrial products 
DirectiVes C B7606-2118 
- Technical barriers to trade in matters of 
environmental protection AssentS B7606-2453 
-Technical barriers to trade in wire-ropes, chains 
and hooks Dtrectlve C B7604-2107 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to anti-roll 
devices for tractors (Amendment of a proposal 
for a Directive C) B7606-2119 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to industrial 
products R7600-121 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to lifting 
machinery and lifts AssentS B7602-2457 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to motor 
vehicles Dtrect!Ve L B7612-2116 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to processed 
agricultural products R7600-129 
R7600-130 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to the 
admission of wheeled farm or forestry tractors 
Dtrective L B7604-21 06 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to the 
classification, packaging and labelling of paints, 
varnishes and adhesives Assent P B7601-2419 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to the 
European Convention on the Grant of Patents 
Recommendation C B7602-2108 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to 
windscreen-wiper and -washer systems, 
defrosting systems and interior fittings 
concerning motor vehicles Proposal Dtrect!Ve 
c B7611-2113 
- Work of the Sub-Group on Technical Barriers to 
Trade B7602-2302 
Beef and veal sector 
-Abolition of the safeguard clause for the 
importation of beef and veal originating in non-
member countries Decis1on C B7612-2244 
- Adjustment of M CAs for the importation of beef 
and veal Case 7-76 B7601-2435 
- Advance fixing of export refunds for beef and 
veal Regulations C B7609-2228 
- Aid for private storage in the beef and veal sector 
Regulation C B7605-2247 ; B7606-2242 
- Amendment to the import arrangements for beef 
and veal originating from certain ACP countries 
Regulation L B7605-2247 
- Common organization ofthe market in beef and 
veal Regulations C B7603-2257 
- Community measures in the beef and veal sector 
B7610-2240 
- Detailed rules for the application of M CAs for 
imports of beef and veal into Italy Case 46-
75 B7601-2439 
- Extension of the arrangements for imports of 
beef and veal originating in certain ACP 
countries Decision L B7606-2242 ; B7611-2246 
- Fixing agricultural prices in the beef and veal 
sector Regulations L B7603-2245 
Belg 
Beef and veal sector (Continuation) 
- Fixing M CAs for importations of beef and veal 
originating in Argentina Case 7-76 B7607-2477 
-Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACP countries Regulation 
L B7606-2351 ; Regulation L B7611-2343 
- Import licence for beef and veal Decision 
c B7602-2239 
- Intervention measures in the beef and veal 
sector Regulations L B7606-2242 
- Introduction of import arrangements for beef 
and veal B7601-2230 
-Meeting of the Advisory Group on Meat under 
the GATI B7601-2318 
- Report by the Special Committee of Inquiry 
concerning its work in the beef and veal sector 
B7607-2497 
- Supplies of beef and veal for processing Report 
c B7605-2247 
- Tariff quotas for heads of cattle Regulations 
L B7606-2106 
Belgium 
- EIB loan to Belgium for small and medium-sized 
enterprises B7612-2472 
-Opinion of the Commission to the Belgian 
government on measures relating to inland 
waterway transport B7602-2270 
- Provision of socio-economic guidance for and 
the acquisition of occupational skills by persons 
engaged in agriculture Case 103-76 B7610-2452 
Belgrade Conference 
- Preparations for the Belgrade Conference B761 0-
2409 
Benefit, unemployment 
-Grant of unemployment benefit to employed 
persons moving within the Community Case 39-
76 B7612-2455 
Beverage, alcoholized 
-Fixing the quota of rum, arrack and tafia that can 
be imported duty-free from the OCT Regulation 
L B7606-2357 
- Import arrangements for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the ACP countries Regulation 
L B7606-2352 
-Method of taxing beer imported into Germany 
Case 127-75 B7606-2447 
Birds, protection of 
-Protection of certain birds against hunting 
B7602-2414' B7610-2426 
Border region 
-Regional policy relating to the regions straddling 
the Community's internal borders Resolution 
PB7611-2403 
Bracket tariff 
- Extension of the system of bracket tariffs Assent 
s B7612-2461 
- System of bracket tariffs for the carriage of 
goods by road Assent P B7612-2416 
- 6th report of the Committee of Experts on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs B7611-
2279 
Brazil 
- Negotiations with Brazil for the conclusion of a 
textile agreement B7601-2306 ; B7602-2311 
Brussels Convention 
- Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement 
of civil and commercial judgments extended to 
the three new Member States B7611-2118 
-Interpretation of the Convention on jurisdiction 
and enforcement of civil and commercial 
judgments AF 24-76,21-76,25-76.29-76 B7603-
2432 
Case 29-76 B761 0-2461 
Case 42-76 B7611-2454 
Case29-76B7610-2461; Case25-76B7612-
2450 , Case 12-76 B7602-2430 ; Case 42-76 
B7605-2440 
Case 27-76 B7611-2451 
Case 12-76 B7610-2459 
- Interpretation of the Convention on jurisdiction 
and enforcement of civil and commercial 
judgments concerning a sales contract Case 14-
76 B7602-2432 
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Budget, Community 
- Adoption of a financial correcting mechanism 
Regulation L B7605-2470 
- Adoption of the budget of the Communities for 
1977 B7612-2406 
-Amended budget B7611-2476 
- Amending the financial regulation applicable to 
the general budget of the European 
Communities R7600-81 , Proposal C B7605-2469 ; 
Assent P B7612-2409 
-Applying the unit of account to the budget of the 
European Communities Commumcation C B7603-
2468 ; B7609-2469 ; R7600-82 
-Audit Board report on the accounts for the 1975 
financial year B7607-2498 
-Conclusions of the Council meeting relating to 
the financing of Community activities B7604-
2447 
- Converting variable-interest Community loans 
into fixed-interest loans Dec1s1on L B7609-2203 
- Development of financial control activities by the 
Commission in 1976 R7600-83 
- Discharge on execution of the budget B7612-
2410 
-Draft budget for 1977 B7609-2405; B7611-2475 
- Draft budget for 1977 before the European 
Parliament B761 0-2482 
- Draft of the third amending budget 1977 Assent 
p B7612-2407 
- ECSC operational budget for 1976 R7600-67 
- ECSC operational budget for 1977 R7600-76 
- General budget for the financial year 1976 
R7600-66 
- General ECSC budget for 1977 R7600-68 
- Guidelines for the preliminary draft budget for 
1977 B7605-2466 
- Guidelines ofthe Community budget policy 
Commumcatlon C B7603-2469 
-Implementation of the budgets for 1975 and 1976 
R7600-77 
- Improving the interinstitutional dialogue within 
the framework of the budgetary procedure 
B7605-2425 
- Letter of amendment to the 1977 preliminary 
draft general budget B7609-2467 
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Budget, Community (Continuation) 
- Multiannual financial forecasts Dectston L B7606-
2479 
- Parliamentary budget control Assent P B7606-
2410 
-Preliminary draft general budget for 1977 B7607-
2404 
B7606-2409 
- Preliminary draft of the supplementary budget 
for the financial year 1976 in favour of the Friuli 
area B7606-2478 
- Preparatory work on the general budget for 1977 
B7607-2493 
- Revenue and expenditure account and financial 
balance sheet of the European Communities for 
the 1975 budgetary year B7605-2471 
- Second supplementary preliminary draft budget 
B7607-2494 
-Summary account ofthe budgetary procedure 
for establishing the 1977 budget B7612-2495 
- Supplementary and amended budget Assent 
p B7609-2468 
-The ECSC annual report for the 1975 financial 
year B7607-2499 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Own 
Resources B7612-2498 
Budget, ECSC operational 
- Fixing the ECSC levy rate and the ECSC 
operational budget for the 1977 financial year 
B7610-2484; B7611-2468; Assent P B7612-2408 
Budget, European social 
- Commission communication to the Council on 
the European social budget AssentS B7603-2448 
-Drawing up the second European social budget 
B7604-2221 
- Guidelines for the European social budget 
Assent P B7604-2403 
-Revised 1st European social budget B7605-2218 
- Working out forecasting methods for social 
expenditure B7603-2224 
- 1st European social budget Assent P B7611-2412 
Budget, operational ECSC 
- Amended ECSC operational budget for 1976 
B7610-2483 
Budget, supplementary 
- Second supplementary preliminary draft budget 
B7607-2494 
Budget, 1976 
- ECSC operational budget for 1976 R7600-67 
-General budget for the financial year 1976 
R7600-66 
- Implementation of the funds allocated for the 
developing countries in the 1976 budget 
Resolutions P B7606-24 1 1 
-Own resources in 1976 R7600-78 
Budget, 1977 
- Adoption of the budget of the Communities for 
1977 B7612-2406 
-Amended budget B761 1-2476 
- Draft budget for 1977 B7609-2405 ; B7611-2475 
- Draft budget for 1977 before the European 
Parliament B7610-2482 
- Draft of the third amending budget 1977 Assent 
P B761 2-2407 
Butt 
- Drawing up budget estimates of own resources 
B7609-2470 
- ECSC operational budget for 1977 R7600-76 
- Fixing the maximum rate of increase in non-
compulsory expenditure B7604-2448 
-General ECSC budget for 1977 R7600-68 
- Guidelines for the preliminary draft budget for 
1977 B7605-2466 
-Letter of amendment to the 1977 preliminary 
draft general budget B7609-2467 
- Plenary session of the European Parliament in 
Luxembourg B7612-2401 ; B7610-2429; B7601-
2401 ; B7604-2401 ; B7607-2401 ; B7609-2401 ; 
B761 1-2401 
- Preliminary draft general budget for 1977 B7607-
2404 
- Preparatory work on the general budget for 1977 
B7607-2493 
- Summary account of the budgetary procedure 
for establishing the 1977 budget B761 2-2495 
- Supplementary and amended budget Assent 
p B7609-2468 
Budgetary guidelines 
- Guidelines of the Community budget policy 
Communtcatton C B7603-2469 
Budgetary powers of the EP 
- Aid scheme for bee-keepers and budgetary 
powers oft he EP B7605-2424 
-Discharge on execution ofthe budget B7612-
2410 
Budgetary procedure 
- Improving the interinstitutional dialogue within 
the framework of the budgetary procedure 
B7605-2425 
Budgetary revenue 
- New rules relating to own resources B7606-2480 
Budgets, Working Party on the Comparison 
of 
-Work of the Working Party on the Comparison of 
Budgets B7603-22 12 ; B7606-2206 , B761 1-2210 
Business Cooperation Centre 
- Confirmation of the establishment of the 
Business Cooperation Centre Dectston C B761 2-
2264 
Butter 
- Export refund on butter exported to 
Czechoslovakia by a German firm Case 44-
76 B7605-2442 
- Export refund on butter in the case of mere 
transit through a country Case 125-75 B7606-
2446 
- Processing guarantee for butter purchased at a 
reduced price Cases 99 and 100-76 B7610-2449 
Butter-oil 
- 1976 milk products aid programme B7603-2318 
Canada 
- Cooperation with Canada relating to the 
protection of the environment 87606-2363 
- Discussions in the GA TI on the withdrawal by 
Canada of tariff concessions 87611-2330 
-Economic and commercial relations with Canada 
ResolutiOn P Assent P 87609-2408 
- Entry into force of the Framework Agreement for 
Commercial and Economic Cooperation with 
Canada R7600-541 ; 87609-2331 
- Industrial cooperation between the EEC and 
Canada 87603-2356 
- Meeting between delegations from the Canadian 
Parliament and the European Parliament 87609-
2333 
- Meeting of the EEC-Canada Joint Cooperation 
Committee 87612-2348 
- Negotiations for the conclusions of an outline 
economic and trade cooperation agreement with 
Canada 87602-2345 ; 87603-2355 
- Official visit to Canada by the President of the 
Commission 87602-2346 
-Proposals by Canada within the GATI 
concerning a sectoral approach 87604-2305 
- Provisions on safeguards in the Euratom-Canada 
Agreement Dec1s1on L 87606-2364 
- Regular consultations between the Community 
and Canada on industrial cooperation 87612-
2349 
- Relations between Canada and the Community 
within the framework of the commercial and 
economic cooperation agreement 87605-2344 
- Signing of the framework agreement for 
commercial and economic cooperation with 
Canada Commumcat1on C 87606-1201 . 87607-
2354 
-Visit to the Commission by the Canadian 
opposition leader 87609-2334 
Capacities, reduction of 
- Rationalization measures in the stockings and 
tights sub-sector Recommendation C 87609-2235 
Capital, free circulation of 
- Harmonization of systems of company taxation 
AssentS 87609-2453 
Catch quota 
- Deep-sea fish catch quotas 87602-2406 
-Measures adopted in the Netherlands in order to 
restrict catches of certain fish AF 3.4 et 6-
76 87607-2476 
CCT 
-Amendment of the tariff nomenclature in the 
cereals, beef and veal sectors Amended 
Regulations L 87604-2101 
- Arrangements applicable to products imported 
from certain countries in 1976 87602-2101 
- Classification of equipment used in mines Case 
108-76 87611-2443 
- Community import quotas for certain products 
originating in Finland, Norway, Portugal and 
Sweden 87605-2104 
c 
- Conditions for wines imported from Portugal to 
be included in the CCT subheadings Amended 
Regulat1on C 87606-2102 
- Conditions to be met by certain tallows to be 
included in heading 15.02 of the CCT Regulation 
c 87606-2101 
- Extension of the suspension of the autonomous 
CCT duties applicable to potatoes Dec1s1on 
L 87603-2255 . 87611-2245 
- Interpretation in Germany of the CCT for terra-
alloys Case 38-76 87604-2435 
- Interpretation of the CCT for fat compounds Case 
86-76 87609-2429 
- Interpretation of the CCT for ferro-alloys Case 38-
76 87612-2454 
- Interpretation of the CCT nomenclature for 
certain pork products (Case 36/76, 37n6) 
87604-2434 
- Preferential links within the framework of trade 
agreements concluded with non-member 
countries R7600-103 
- Publication concerning modifications of-the CCT 
in 1976R7600-102 
- Suspension of customs duties on foliage of 
asparagus plumosus Regulation L 87602-2104 
- Tariff classification of certain types of china Jomt 
Cases 98-75,99-75 87602-2449 
- Tariff classification of devices for the 
manufacture of toys Case 22-76 87609-2444 
- Updating the Common Customs Tariff Regulation 
L 87611-2101 
CEAM 
- Debate in the EP on the relations between the 
Community and the COMECON 87604-2405 
Central America 
-Visit by a delegation from the Central American 
Common Market 87606-2372 
CERD 
- easability study on a « low-energy-consumption 
society»,« CERD » 87610-2254 
-Meeting of the Energy Subcommittee ofthe 
European Committee for Research and 
Development 87607-2268 
- Meeting ofthe European Research and 
Development Committee (CERD) 87603-2270 ; 
87606-2258 
-Plenary session of the European Research and 
Development Committee (CERD) 87612-2268 
- Proposal for a « European Year of Science » 
87602-2249 
- Symposium on the scientific and technological 
policy 87605-2263 
-Work of the Energy Subcommittee of CERD 
87612-2267 
Cereals sector 
- Adjustment of M CAs in the cereals sector Case 
101-75 87603-2442 
- Application of« accession »and monetary 
compensatory amounts for certain cereal-based 
compound feedingstuffs Case 97-76 87610-2447 
.. 
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Cereals sector (Continuation) 
- Changes in the organization of the cereals 
market RegulatiOns L 87603-2242 
- Common organization ofthe market in cereals 
Regulations L 87606-2236; 87601-2225; Case 
117-76 87612-2438 ; Case 124-76 87612-2444 
- Common organization of the market in cereals 
and rice Regulations L 87605-2243 , Regulations 
L 87607-2245 
- Emergency aids as part of the food aid 
.programme in cereals Dec1s1on L 87612-2327 
- Export refund in the cereals sector in Germany 
Case 106-75 87604-2440 
- Fixing export levies in the cereals sector in 
Germany Case 95-75 87603-2441 
- Fixing prices and aids in respect of durum wheat 
for the 1974n5 marketing year AF jomtes 56 60-
74 87606-2437 
- Food aid programme in cereals R7600-480 , 
87603-2317 , Commumcat10n C 87610-2315 
- Import and export licences in the cereals and rice 
sector 87602-2236 
- Interpretation ofthe concept" date of import » 
for fixing the levy applicable to cereals Case 113-
75 87606-2442 
- Intervention expenditure on the German market 
in the cereals sector (Aft 47-75) 87605-2445 
- Inward processing scheme for certain cereal 
products D~rect!Ve C 87612-2115 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports of 
starch products produced from maize Case 26-
74 87605-2444 
- Production refund in the cereals and rice sectors 
Case 101-7687610-2450 
- Sales of durum wheat in Italy at prices below 
market rates Case 40-75 87601-2438 , Case 60-
75 87601-2441 
- Three-year food aid programme Commumcatton 
C 87609-1401 ; Assent P 87611-2415 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Cereals under the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations 87601-2301 
Charges of equivalent effect 
- Rules of the Court on administrative charges for 
health inspections of imported fruit Case 33-
76 87604-2431 
~ Chemical product 
-Temporary suspension of the customs duties on 
~ certain chemical products imported from the 
new Member States Regulation L 87606-2104 
Z) 
Chile 
- Condemnation of the violation of human rights 
in Chile Resolution P 87610-2410 
China 
- Import arrangements for certain preserves 
originating in China Case 29-75 87604-2436 
- State of the work relating to the projected trade 
agreement between the EEC and China R7600-
562 
CIDST 
-Work oft he Committee on Information and 
Documentation in Science and Technology 
B7603-2280; 87610-2264; 87611-2270 
Coal 
CIEC 
- Consequences of the 4th U NCTAD for the work 
of the CIEC 87606-2308 
- Meeting of senior officials in the context of the 
North-South dialogue 87607-2319 
- Meeting of the eo-chairmen of the Conference on 
International Economic Cooperation 87606-2309 
- Meeting of the Commissions of the North-South 
Dialogue 87607-2320; 87610-2310; 87611-2315 
- Participation ofthe Community in the 
Conference on International Economic 
Cooperation 87604-2316, 87606-2307; 87606-
2310 
- Results ofthe Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation before the EP 87602-2407 
- Resumption of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87609-2307 
- Statement by the Commission spokesman on 
the session of the North-South Conference 
87607-2321 
- State of the work of the Conference on 
International Economic Cooperation 87612-
2319 , R7600-453 
-Work of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87601-2309; 87602-
1301 ; 87607-2318 
-Work ofthe High-Level Group on economic 
relations with the developing countries 
concerning the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87603-2326 
- Work of the Monetary Committee 87604-2208 ; 
87601-2202; 87602-2203; 87603-2210' 87605-
2207 ; 87606-2204' 87609-2205; 87610-2205' 
87611-2208 
87612-2204 
Climatology 
- Draft research programme on climatic problems 
87612-2269 
Clothing industry 
- Advisability to intervene by applying the various 
financial instruments and certain EEC policies in 
the textile and clothing industry Commumcatlon 
c 87612-2263 
- Intervention ofthe Social Fund in favour of 
workers in the textile and clothing industries 
Dec1s1on L 87602-2208 
- Rationalization measures in the stockings and 
tights sub-sector Recommendation C 87609-2235 
CMEA 
- Proposal for the conclusion of an agreement 
between the EEC and the CMEA R7600-561 , 
87602-1201 
- Relations with State-trading countries and the 
CMEA 87611-1301 
Coal 
- Coal market situation and forecasts for 1976 
Report C 87603-2290 , Report C 87603-2458 
- Coking coal and coke for the iron and steel 
industry Assent A 87611-2471 
- Examination by the ECSC Consultative 
Committee of the medium-term guidelines for 
coal 87606-2460 · 
- Investment in the coal industry 87607-2280 
- Situation in the coal industry R7600-425 , 
Commumcat10n C 87612-2282 
Coal 
Coal (Continuation) 
- Use of coal for electricity production 87612-2283 
- Use of coal to secure energy supplies in the 
Community ResolutiOn P 87606-2417 
Coal, coking 
- Introduction of the EUA for coking coal Assent 
A 87603-2459 
- Modification of the aid scheme for the 
production of coking coal and coke Resolution 
p 87612-2285 
Coal-fired power-station 
- Use of coal for electricity production 87612-2283 
Coal industry 
- Authorization of actions by the Member States to 
assist the coal industry Dec1s1on C 87602-2263 
- Harmonization of working conditions in the coal 
industry 87605-2219 
- Investment in the coal industry 87607-2280 
- Notification by the Member States of 
information relating to financial aid for the coal 
industry DecisiOn C 87609-2256 
- Situation in the coal industry R7600-425 ; 
Commumcation C 87612-2282 
Coal market 
- Coal market situation and forecasts for 1976 
Report C 87603-2290 . Report C 87603-2458 
- Examination by the ECSC Consultative 
Committee of the medium-term guidelines for 
coal 87606-2460 
Coal research 
- ECSC financial aid to coal research Dec1s1on 
c 87603-2291 
- Financial aid for coal research R7600-428 . 
Memorandums C 87611-2275 
Cocoa, Agreement, International 
- Application by the Community of the 
International Agreements on Coffee and on 
Cocoa Regulations L 87610-2320 
- Application of international agreements on 
coffee and cocoa Regulations L 87610-2320 
-International Cocoa Agreement under UNCTAD 
87603-2323 
- New international agreement on cocoa 
Commumcatlon C 87604-2321 
- Participation of the Commission in the special 
sessions ofthe International Cocoa Council 
Agreement 87609-2314 
Code of conduct 
- Code of conduct for transnational corporations 
87603-2331 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 
- Exchange of views within the Council on 
problems concerning shipping 87611-2284 
Coffee 
- Import tax on powdered coffee in Germany Case 
81-7687607-2467; Case87-7687611-2455 
Coffee, Agreement, International 
-Application of international agreements on 
coffee and cocoa Regulations L 87610-2320 
- Entry into force of the International Coffee 
Agreement 87609-2313 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a new 
international agreement on coffee 
Commumcat!On C 87606-2332 
Coir product 
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-Negotiations with India for the conclusion of an 
agreement on coir products 87604-2309 ; 87602-
2313 
Columbia 
- Conclusion of a textile agreement with Columbia 
87604-2313 
- Negotiations with Columbia for the conclusion of 
an agreement on textile products 87601-2305 ; 
87602-2312 
Colza grain 
- Monetary compensatory amounts applicable to 
fats AF 67 85-75 87603-2440 
Commercial agent 
-Harmonization of the laws relating to 
commercial agents R7600-146. 87612-2120 
Commercial agreement 
- Continuation of the negotiations with Portugal 
87603-2342 . DirectiVe L 87604-2336 
- 1st meeting of the EEC-Uruguay Joint 
Committee 87606-2373 
Commercial and economic cooperation, 
agreement for 
-Signing ofthe framework agreement for 
commercial and economic cooperation with 
Canada CommumcattOn C 87606-1201 ; 87607-
2354 
Commercial cooperation 
- Agreement between the Community and India 
on trade in jute products 87606-2304 
- Community trade with Japan Resolution P 87612-
2417 
- Meeting of the EEC-8razil Joint Committee 
87612-2355 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission-ASEAN Study 
Group 87612-2353 
Commercial policy 
- Cooperation agreements and common 
commercial policy before the EP 87605-2410 
- Estabishment of a European export bank Assent 
s 87605-2455 
Commercial property 
- Copyright licences for toys in the United 
Kingdom 87602-2111 
- Exercise of exclusive copyright and free 
movement of goods Case 121-75 87606-2445 
- Protection of copyright in the field of 
photomechanical reproduction 87611-2411 
Commercial relation 
- Relations between Spain and the Community 
87602-2419 ; 87604-2334 
- Relations between the Community and the 
COMECON countries 87612-2418 
- Work within the Atlantic Institute on the external 
relations ofthe EEC 87612-2331 
,.. 
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Commercial vehicle 
-Technical barriers to trade concerning certain 
commercial vehicles Assent P 87605-2427 
Commission 
- Composition ofthe Commission R7600-44 
Commission, work programme of the 
-4th medium-term economic policy programme 
87609-1101 , R7600-222; 87601-2410 
Committee for Agriculture 
-Trends in the agricultural policies ofthe member 
countries of the OECD (OECD Committee for 
Agriculture) 87611-2327 
Commodity 
-Accession of the Community to the protocols 
further extending the Wheat Trade Convention 
and the Food Aid Convention 87605-2319 
-Application of the 5th International Tin 
Agreement 87606-2323 
- Commodities and world ·agreements R7600-459 
- Entry into force of the International Coffee 
Agreement 87609-2313 
- Establishment of a common fund for the 
financing of corn modity agreements R7600-476 
- Extension of the International Wheat Agreement 
Commumcatlon C 87601-2315 ; Commumcatlon 
c 87602-2325 ' 87607-2330 
- Meeting ofthe Intergovernmental Group 
responsible for the integrated programme on 
commodities within the framework of UNCTAD 
87611-2319 
-Meetings on commodities within the framework 
of UNCTAD 87610-2317 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a new 
international agreement on coffee 
Commumcatlon C 87606-2332 
- New international agreement on cocoa 
CommumcatJOn C 87604-2321 
- Participation of the Commission in the special 
sessions ofthe International Cocoa Council 
Agreement 87609-2314 
- Participation of the Community in the 
international negotiations on commodities 
Commumcatlon C 87607-2329 
- Participation ofthe Community in the 
International Olive Oil Council 87604-2320 ; 
87611-2325 
- Preparations for a conference on the setting up 
of a common fund within the framework of 
UNCTAD 87612-2320 
-Signing of the 5th International Tin Agreement 
Commumcatlon C 87604-2322 ; 87605-2320 
- UNCTAD IV integrated programme R7600-465 
-Work of the Trade and Development Board of 
UNCTAD relating to the establishment of a list of 
commodities 87603-2329 
-Work relating to commodities within the 
framework of the OECD 87603-2327 
Common agricultural policy 
-Action to simplify agricultural regulations 
Resolution L 87611-2234 
- Adjustment of the system of monetary 
compensatory amounts to fight against 
distortions of competition 87610-1101 
-Application of the common agricultural policy 
Comp 
acts in the enlarged Community 87607-2243 
- Commiss1on proposals in the field of agricultural 
policy Assent 5 87605-2458 
-Community agricultural policy and the Third 
World 87609-2413 
- Cooperation with trade organizations within the 
framework of the CAP R7600-349 
- Debate on request in the EP on monetary 
compensatory amounts 87610-2414 
- Extension of the exceptional arrangements for 
imports of New Zealand butter into the Umted 
Kingdom DeciSIOn L 87606-2367 
- Extension of the special tax arrangements on 
agriculture in Luxembourg 87612-2255 
- Harmonization of legislation in the agricultural 
field R7600-314 
- Repercussions of monetary problems on the 
common agricultural policy R7600-321 
- Request for information of the EP relating to 
expenditure on the common agricultural policy 
87607-2429 
- Research programme in the field of agriculture 
R7600-320 
-Work ofthe GATT Council relating to agricultural 
policy 87609-2316 
Common strategy 
- Economic situation and short-term policy to be 
pursued Assent 5 87605-2452 
- Meeting of senior officials in the field of 
employment 87602-2205, 87605-2212 
Community interest, project of 
- Programme for developing transport 
infrastructures 87603-2299 
Community patent 
- Patents situation R7600-413 
Community quota 
- Community tariff quotas for the carriage of 
goods by road DeciSion C 87607-2284 
Community transit 
- Draft Community rules concerning Community 
transit traffic through Austria and Switzerland 
Resolution P 87604-2409 
- Simplification of formalities and controls under 
the Community transit rules Regulation L 87612-
2112 
Comoros 
- Emergency food aid to the Comoros 87612-2326 
Company law 
- Statute for European companies R7600-141 
-2nd company-law directive on the formation of 
public companies R7600-139 
- 2nd directive on the formation of public 
companies and the maintenance or alteration of 
their capital 87612-2119 
-7th directive concerning group accounts within 
the framework of company law R7600-140 , 
Amended Proposal C 87603-2108 
Company, public 
- Statute for European companies R7600-141 
- 2nd company-law directive on the formation of 
public companies R7600-139 
Comp 
Compagny, public (Continuation) 
- 2nd directive on the formation of public 
companies and the maintenance or alteration of 
their capital B7612-2119 
Competition 
- 5th report on competition policy B7604-1201 ; 
B7604-2110 
Competition Commission 
-Admission to an internal competition of the 
Commission Case 9-76 B7601-2437, Case 73-
76 B7607-2459, Case 9-76 B7609-2441 
Competition, distortion of 
- Alteration of a contract restricting the use of 
goods after sale B7607-2122 
- Buying and selling of wheat on terms other than 
those laid down in the regulations Case 52-
76 B7606-2433 
- Concession agreement between a French and a 
Germail firm Case 63-75 B7602-2442 
- Condemnation of a German company's export 
prohibitions B7612-2124 
-Condemnation of the use of export prohibitions 
and false trademarks B7612-2125 
- Conditions of competition in the field of electrical 
energy production in Italy Dec1s1on C B7606-2123 
- Contract between undertakings relating to a 
market sharing arrangement B7610-2112 
- Lockheed affair before the European Parliament 
B7605-2404 
- Obligation of non-competition in the sales 
contract of a group of undertakings Case 96-
76 B761 0-2446 
- Prohibition of minimum prices imposed by a 
Dutch company B7612-2126 
- Prohibitions of exports and rei m ports following 
representations from publishing houses B761 0-
2110 
-Respect of the rules of competition of the 
Community by Switzerland B7607-2411 
- Restriction of competition in the field of 
transport insurances B7610-2111 
-Termination of private measures to regulate 
herbage seed imports B7603-2109 
Competition, report on 
- 5th Commission report on competition policy 
Resolution P B7609-2420 
- 5th report on competition policy B7604-1201 ; 
B7604-2110 
Competition, restriction of 
-Abolition of competition restriction in the 
mineral waters sector B7604-2111 
-Changes made to an exclusive patent licensing 
agreement in the automobile sector B7611-2120 
-Contract for the exclusive supply of brewery 
products in Belgium Case 47-76 B7606-2428 
- Distortion of competition due to a clause in 
restraint of trade B7607-2125 
- Distortion of competition due to a supply ban 
B7607-2124 
Competition, rules of 
- Authorization of a distribution system of a 
German clock and watch manufacturer B7612-
2123 
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-Authorization of a joint selling agreement B7603-
2112 
- Authorization of cooperation and rationalization 
contracts in the German steel industry B7612-
2128 
- Coordination and transparency for the award of 
public supply contracts R7600-132 
Competitivity 
-Energy price increases and competitivity B7601-
2412 
Computer industry 
-Authorization of aids in the computer industry in 
Germany and France B7612-2133 
Conference on the Law of the Sea 
- Guidelines for the 5th session of the Conference 
on the Law of the Sea Commumcatlon C B7605-
2327 
- Resu Its of the 4th session of the Conference on 
the Law of the Sea B7607-2410 
- Session of the United Nations Conference on the 
Law of the Sea B7605-2327 
- United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea 
B7603-2330 ' B7602-2229 
- 3rd United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea R7600-468 
Conservation of fishery resources 
- Conservation measures for fishery resources in 
the 200-mile economic zone B7602-2227 
- Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources B7612-1201 
- Measures adopted in the Netherlands in order to 
restrict catches of certain fish AF 3,4 et 6-
76 B7607-2476 
- Provisions on fishing restrictions in the 
Netherlands AF 3.4 et-76 B760 1-2433 
Consultation procedure 
- Extension ofthe consultation procedure 
provided for in the cooperation agreements to all 
non-member countries B7601-2334 
Consultations EEC-Japan 
- Regular high-level consultations between the 
Community and Japan B7612-2350 ; B7606-2365 
Consultations, EEC- United States 
- Bilateral consultations between the EEC and the 
United States under the GAIT B7603-2352 
- High-level six-monthly meetings between the 
Commission and the government of the United 
States B7604-2342 , B7610-2344 
Consultative Group of Eighteen 
-Meeting of the Consultative Group of Eighteen 
B7610-2323 
Consumer credit 
-Work relating to consumer credit R7600-144 
Consumer information 
-Community actions relating to consumer 
protection R7600-294 
- Consumer protection in the EEC B7611-2408 
- Survey carried out in the Community on the 
European consumer B7607-2233 
.. 
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Consumer information (Continuation) 
- Symposium of consumer organizations 87612-
2235 
-Work of the Commission and of national senior 
officials on consumer protection 87602-2225 
-Work of the Consumers' Consultative Committee 
87603-2237 ; 87605-2234' 87607-2234; 87610-
2225; 87612-2236 
Consumer protection 
- Community actions relating to consumer 
protection R7600-294 
- Consumer protection in the EEC 87611-2408 
- Examination for trichinae of imports of fresh 
pig meat Proposal Direct1ve C 87607-2255 
- Exchange of views between members of 
national parliaments and the Commission on 
problems relating to consumer protection 
87603-2236 
- Financing projects for environmental and 
consumer protection 87605-2418 
- Survey carried out in the Community on the 
European consumer 87607-2233 
- Symposium of consumer organizations 87612-
2235 
-Work ofthe Commission and of national senior 
officials on consumer protection 87602-2225 
r -Work of the Consumers' Consultative Committee 87603-2237; 87605-2234' 87607-2234; 87610-
2225; 87612-2236 
-Work relating to consumer credit R7600-144 
Consumers' Consultative Committee 
-Work of the Consumers' Consultative Committee 
87603-2237 '87605-2234; 87607-2234; 87610-
2225; 87612-2236 
Contract 
- Invitation to tender at the JRC at lspra for 
cleaning companies Case 22-76 87603-2434 
Contract, public 
- Reservations and preferences in the award of 
public contracts R7600-131 
_.. Contract, public supply 
- Coordination and transparency for the award of 
public supply contracts R7600-132 
- Coordination of the procedures for the award of 
public supply contracts Dtrect1ve L 87612-1401 
Contract, public works 
- Coordination of the procedures for the award of 
public works contracts Case 10-76 87609-2442 
- Procedures for the award of public works 
contracts in Italy Case 10-76 87602-2428 
Contract, sales 
- Alteration of a contract restricting the use of 
goods after sale 87607-2122 
Contract, work 
- Date of termination of a temporary contract at 
the Court of Justice Case 98-76 87610-2448 
Conurbation 
- Community action relating to the development 
of large conurbations 87602-2248 
Coop 
Convention, Barcelona 
-Conclusion of the Barcelona Convention on the 
pollution of the Mediterranean 87612-2229 
Convention, Brussels 
-Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement 
of civil and commercial judgments extended to 
the three new Member States 87611-2118 
Convergence of economic policies 
-Work of the Ministers of Finance and Economy 
87604-2206 
Cooperation, administrative 
-Protocol concerning the definition of the concept 
of« originating products » and methods of 
administrative cooperation 87603-2105 
Cooperation agreement 
- Conclusion of cooperation agreements between 
the EEC, Morocco and Tunisia Commun1cat10n 
c 87603-2340 
-Continuation of the negotiations with Portugal 
87603-2342 ; Directive L 87604-2336 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
ASEAN countries R7600-552 ; 87607-2407 
- Entry into force of the Interim Agreements 
concluded with Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 
87606-2339 
- Extension of the consultation procedure 
provided for in the cooperation agreements to all 
non-member countries 87601-2334 
-Meeting of the GATT Council 87606-2327, 
87602-2327 
- Negotiations aiming at concluding cooperation 
agreements with Egypt, Jordan and Syria 87602-
2337 
- Negotiations between the Community and Syria 
on a cooperation agreement 87610-2334 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of agreements 
between the EEC and Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia 87601-1301 
- Negotiations with Egypt on the conclusion of a 
cooperation agreement 87610-2332 
- Negotiations with Iran for the conclusion of a 
framework agreement for trade and economic 
cooperation R7600-547 ; Communication 
C 87603-2357 ; 87603-2358 ; Resolution P 87607-
2406; 87611-2348; 87612-2352 
- Negotiations with Jordan for the conclusion of a 
cooperation agreement 87610-2333 
- Opening of negotiations with Egypt with a view 
to a cooperation agreement 87601-2328 
- Overall Cooperation Agreements with Egypt, 
Syria, Jordan and the Lebanon R7600-513 
- Relations between Canada and the Community 
within the framework of the commercial and 
economic cooperation agreement 87605-2344 
- Signing of the Cooperation Agreements with 
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco R7600-509 ; 
87604-2332; Assent P 87610-2408 
- State of the negotiations on the agreements with 
the Mediterranean countries 87611-2333 
-State of various agreements negotiated between 
the Community and the Mediterranean countries 
87603-2332 
- Supplemantary directives on economic and 
financial cooperation with the Masrek countries 
87609-2324 
Coop 
Cooperation, commercial 
-Commercial cooperation with Pakistan 
Recommendatton C 87604-2346 ; 87605-2347 
Cooperation social 
- Consultations of European employers' and 
workers' organizations R7600-46 , R7600-265 , 
87611-2440' 87612-2433 
Copper 
-Consultation meeting on copper under UNCTAD 
87603-2322 
- Quantitative Community export quota for certain 
copper products Regulation C 87607-2317 
-Work of the Sector Approach Group within the 
framework of the Trade Negotiations Committee 
87610-2302 
Copyright 
-Copyright licences for toys in the United 
Kingdom 87602-2111 
- Protection of copyright in the field of 
photomechanical reproduction 87611-2411 
Corporation, transnational 
- Code of conduct for transnational corporations 
87603-2331 
COST 
- European cooperation in the field of scientific 
and technical research (COST) 87603-2271 , 
87611-2256 
- Meeting of senior officials in the field of scientific 
and technical research 87606-2257 
- Meeting of the COST ad hoc Working Party on 
Agricultural Research 87607-2269 
- Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of scientific and technical research 87601-
2238 
- Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 87611-2255 , 87601-2237 
Council 
- Institutional aspects and activities of the Council 
in 1976 R7600-37 
Council of Europe 
- Intervention of the President of the Commission 
before the Committee of Ministers of the Council 
of Europe 87605-2321 
- Joint session of the EP and of the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe 87609-2423 
-Participation of the Commission in the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 
Europe R7600-498 , 87601-2317 , 87605-2322 , 
87609-2315 
- Participation of the Commission in the Standing 
Conference of the European Education Ministers 
87605-2323 
Court of Auditors 
-State of the internal procedures to strengthen 
the powers ofthe EP and to set up a Court of 
Auditors R7600-28 
Court of Justice 
- Activities of the Court of Justice R7600-60 
-Candidature for a post as a lawyer linguist 
87609-2434 
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- Composition of the Court of Justice R7600-58 
- Precedence of Community law Resolutton 
p 87606-2404 
Credit, export 
- Failure by France, Italy, Germany and the United 
Kingdom to respect the treaties relating to an 
« understanding »on export credits Dectston 
c 87607-2313 
-Joint principles concerning credit insurance and 
guarantee schemes for export credits R7600-489 
- Project for the creation of a european export 
bank 87602-2308 
Credit insurance 
- Abolition of cost escalation guarantee schemes 
for export to non-member countries Proposal 
Dtrecttve C 87605-2307 
- Failure by France, Italy, Germany and the United 
Kingdom to respect the treaties relating to an 
« understanding »on export credits Dectston 
c 87607-2313 
-Joint principles concerning credit insurance and 
guarantee schemes for export credits R7600-489 
- Project for the creation of a european export 
bank 87602-2308 
CREST 
- Community action relating to the development 
of large conurbations 87602-2248 
- Present state of work on the research 
programme in the field of energy (CREST) 
87605-2262 
- Results of the Milan symposium on a scientific 
and technological policy for the European 
Community (CREST) 87606-2255 
- Work of CREST on the coordination of national 
research and development policies 87604-2264 
-Work of CREST on the dissemination of 
information and the results of scientific and 
technical research 87605-2265 
-Work of CREST on the draft JRC multiannual 
programme for 1977-80 87609-2237 
-Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of scientific and technical research 87601-
2238 
- Work of the CREST Sub-Committee on Energy 
Research and Development 87601-2236, 87609-
2238 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 87611-2255 , 87601-2237 
Criminal law 
- Draft amendment to the Treaties relating to 
protection under criminal law R7600-151 
- Draft amendment to the Treaties relating to the 
protection of the financial interests of the 
Community and its officials 87607-2121 
Customs arrangements 
-Customs treatment applicable to goods returned 
to the customs territory of the Community 
RegulatiOn C 87611-2112 
Customs Convention 
- Application ofthe Customs Convention relating 
to the international transport of goods Regulation 
L 87612-2114 
-Signing of the Customs Convention on the 
international carriage of goods Dectston L 87612-
2114 
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Customs duty 
-Charging of customs duties in connection with 
the import of frozen meat into Italy Case 110-
76 87611-2445 
- Health inspection duty levied in Italy on imports 
of skins from France and Senegal Case 87-
75 87602-2444 
- Relief from import duties under the outward 
processing procedure D1rect1ve C 87606-2116 
-Taxes having an equivalent effect to customs 
duties R7600-1 05 
-Tax on sugar in Italy Case 77-76 87607-2463 
Customs dut'y, exemption from 
- Duty-free imports of vital goods in the event of 
disasters 87605-2105 
- State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
legislation in the field of exemption from 
customs duties R7600-186 
Customs duty, suspension of 
- Authorization given to Qenmark and the United 
Kingdom to suspend the customs duties on 
certain vegetables imported from non-member 
countries Dec1s1on C 87609-2103 
-Authorization given to Denmark and the United 
Kingdom to suspend the customs duties on 
certain vegetables imported from other member 
countries 87609-2102 
- Extension of the suspension of the autonomous 
CCT duties applicable to potatoes Dec1s1on 
L 87603-2255 ; 87611-2245 
- Suspension by the new Member States of the 
import duties on certain vegetables 87607-2102 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain aircraft 
Regulat1on L 87611-2105 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain tropical 
products Regulation L 87611-2104 
- Suspension of customs duties in the CCT and 
adoption of certain tariff quotas Assent P 87606-
2117 
- Suspension of customs duties on foliage of 
asparagus plumosus Regulation L 87602-2104 
- Suspension of customs duties within the 
enlarged Community Regulation L 87602-2104 
- Suspension of duties on imports into the 
Community of iron and steel products Dec1s1on 
c 87607-2316 
- Suspension of the autonomous CCT duties on 
certain vegetables Regulat1ons L 87609-2101 
- Suspension of the autonomous CCT duty on 
certain vegetables Dec1s1on L 87607-2102 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
agricultural products intended for use as 
feedingstuffs Dec1s1on L 87609-2104 
-Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
industrial products Dec1s1on L 87606-2105; 
Regulation L 87606-2103; Regulation L 87611-
2105 
-Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
products for use in the construction of aircraft 
Regulation L 87610-2101 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
products imported from the new Member States 
for the construction of aircraft Regulation 
L 87610-2102 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on new potatoes 
and seed potatoes Dec1s1on L 87601-2229; 
87602-2103; 87602-2238; Regulation L 87604-
Cust 
2102; Regulation L 87605-2102 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on ware potatoes 
Dec1s1on L 87603-2102. Dec1s1on L 87607-2101 
-Suspension of the CCT on certain agricultural 
products originating in Turkey Resolut1on 
p 87612-2111 
- Suspension of the CCT on certain industrial and 
agricultural products originating in Malta 
Regulations L 87612-2101 
- Suspension of the CCT on certain mushrooms 
Regulation L 87611-2103 ; RegulatiOn L 87611-
2243 
- Temporary suspension of the customs duties on 
certain chemical products imported from the 
new Member States Regulat1on L 87606-2104 
Customs formalities, simplification of 
- Customs Union and simplification of customs 
formalities 87610-2418 
- Entry into force of the EEC-Austria Agreement on 
the simplification of formalities in respect of 
goods traded 87604-2104 
- Institution of a Community export declaration 
form 87612-2113 
- Removal of controls in intra-Community trade 
R7600-100 
- Simplification of formalities and controls under 
the Community transit rules Regulat1on L 87612-
2112 
-Work of the Customs Questions Committee 
87603-2101 
Customs franchise privilege 
-Approval of duty-free entry of goods imported 
for test purposes Regulation L 87607-2105 
- Duty-free importation of goods for the 
earthquake victims in the Friuli region Dec1s1on 
C 87607-2104, Dec1s1on C 87609-2105; Dec1s1on 
c 87612-2110 
- Extension of the duty-free importation of goods 
for the victims of the Friuli earthquake Dec1s1on 
c 87606-2112 
- Work relating to the regulations in the field of 
duty-free importation and exportation R7600-109 
Customs nomenclature 
- Amendment of the tariff nomenclature in the 
cereals, beef and veal sectors Amended 
Regulations L 87604-2101 
- Conditions for wines imported from Portugal to 
be included in the CCT subheadings Amended 
Regulation C 87606-2102 
- Conditions to be met by certain tallows to be 
included in heading 15.02 ofthe CCT Regulat1on 
c 87606-2101 
- Customs nomenclature of certain pigment 
products Jomt Cases 36 and 37-76 87612-2453 
-Interpretation of the CCT nomenclature for 
certain pork products (Case 36/76, 37n6) 
87604-2434 
- Tariff nomenclature of certain cereal and sugar 
products Assent P 87602-2102 
Customs procedure 
- Annexes to the International Convention on the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs 
Procedures Dec1s1on C 87611-2111 
- Customs treatment applicable to The Faeroes 
Assent P 87604-2414 
Cust 
Customs procedure (Continuation) 
- Goods returned to the customs territory of the 
Community Regulatton L 87603-2104 
- System of customs warehouses and free zones 
Assent P 87603-2417 ; Amended Otrecttve 
L 87607-2113 
- System of warehouses and free zones Assent 
s 87603-2454 
Customs regulations 
-Project for the establishment of a European 
customs code R7600-101 
-State of implementation ofthe programme for 
the harmonization of customs legislation R7600-
108 
-Work relating to the regulations in the field of 
duty-free importation and exportation R7600-1 09 
Customs tariff 
- Updating the Common Customs Tariff Regulation 
L 87611-2101 
Customs tariffs reduction 
-Work of the Trade Negotiations Committee 
87603-2301 ; 87604-2301 
Customs Union 
- Customs Union and simplification of customs 
formalities 87610-2418 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to customs 
debt Proposal Otrecttve C 87604-2103 . Assent 
P 87609-2419 ; AssentS 87610-2469 
-Harmonization of provisions in respect of the 
outward processing scheme Otrecttve L R7600-
107 
-Opening of Community tariff quotas for 1977 
Regulatton L 87610-2106 
- Precedence of Community law over national law 
in matters of customs legislation Case 118-
76 87612-2439 
- Project for the establishment of a European 
customs code R7600-101 
- Publication concerning modifications of the CCT 
in 1976 R7600-102 
- Removal of controls in intra-Community trade 
R7600-100 
- State of implementation of the programme for 
the harmonization of customs legislation R7600-
108 
-Tariff quotas for 1977 RegulatiOns L 87612-2103 
- Triangular system relating to the outward 
processing procedure Otrecttve C 87605-2106 
-Work of the Customs Questions Committee 
87603-2101 
Customs valuation 
- Customs valuation project under the multilateral 
negotiations (Customs Matters Sub-Group) 
87607-2305 
Customs valueation 
- International rules on customs valuation within 
the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations (Sub-Group on Customs Matters) 
87603-2302 
Cyprus 
- Emergency aid to the Cyprus refugees 87602-
2323 
- Extension of the arrangements applicable to 
imports of Cyprus sherry into the United 
Kingdom and Canada 87606-2338 
- Opening of negotiations with Cyprus 
CommumcattOn C 87602-2332 
- Session of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council 
87605-2336 
- State of the work within the EEC-Greece 
Association Council R7600-507 ; R7600-503 
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Dangerous substance 
- Approximation ofthe laws on packaging and 
labelling of dangerous substances Proposal 
c 87609-2107 
- Meeting of experts concerning the Seveso 
accident caused by dioxin 87610-2218 
Data-processing 
- Creation of a consultative committee in the field 
of data-processing Dec1sion L 87607-2263 
- Final report on the activities under the data-
processing programme 87609-2244 
- Four-year programme for European data 
processing 87610-1201 
- Projects within the framework of a Community 
data-processing policy Resolution L 87607-2263 
- Protection of the rights of the individual against 
data-processing 87604-2420 
- Research programme in the field of data-
processing (CREST) 87603-2269 
Data-processing industry 
- Community policy in the data-processing 
industry AssentS 87602-2454 
- Measures to support the European data 
processing industry Assent P 87601-2405 
Data-processing programme 
- Community policy in the data-processing 
industry AssentS 87602-2454 
- Four-year programme for European data 
processing 87610-1201 
- Projects within the framework of a Community 
data-processing policy Resolution L 87607-2263 
Defective product 
- Liability for defective products R7600-143 , 
DirectiVe C 87607-2119 
Denmark 
-Authorization of aid in favour of saving energy in 
Denmark Decision C 87611-2122 
-Authorization of aids to small and medium-sized 
firms for saving energy in Denmark 87612-2131 
-Authorization of State aids in Denmark in favour 
of small and medium-sized firms Dec1s1on 
c 87607-2128 
-Authorization to Denmark to grant aid for the 
slaughter of hens Dec1s1on L 87606-2245 
-Authorization to Denmark to grant State aid for 
the protection of the environment 87602-2115 
- El8 loans to Denmark for small and medium-
sized enterprises for a factory specializing in the 
production of wood veneers 87612-2473 
- El8 loan to Denmark for an industrial project 
87610-2477 
Dentist 
- Creation of an advisory Committee for the 
training of dental practitioners 87612-2274 
Developing countries 
- Associations with the developing countries 
87605-2412 
D 
- Community agricultural policy and the Third 
World 87609-2413 
- Creation of an European agency for trade 
cooperation with the developing countries 
R7600-474; 87611-2466; 87610-1401 
- Debate in the Council on the generalized 
preferences for developing countries 87611-2320 
-Debate on the 4th session of UNCTAD Resolut1on 
P87610-2406 
- El8 loan in' respect of a French metallurgical 
company in New Caledonia 87603-2466 
- El8 loan under the terms of the Yaounde 
Convention to Togo, the Ivory Coast and Ghana 
87603-2467 
- Financial aid to non-associated developing 
countries R7600-485; Resolution P 87606-2319, 
87610-2311 
- Generalized tariff preferences for developing 
countries Regulations L 87612-2106 
- Participation of the ACP countries in 
international trade fairs 87602-2318 ; 87607-
2350' 87609-2328; 87603-2314 
- Participation of the Commission in the meeting 
of the Consultative Group on food production 
and investment in developing countries 87602-
2316 
- Participation ofthe Commission in the work of 
the UNCTAD Special Committee on Preferences 
87601-2312 
- Rules of origin applicable to products from 
developing countries which benefit from the 
generalized tariff preferences Regulations 
c 87607-2109 
- Scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87611-2257 
- Seizure of EEC companies in Ghana Resolution 
p 87612-2347 
- Trade promotion actions in favour of the 
developing countries 87605-2317 
- Visit by a Commission delegation to certain Latin 
American countries to provide information on 
the GPS 87603-2316 
- Visit by a delegation from the Central American 
Common Market 87606-2372 
- Visit to the Commission by Thailand's Minister of 
Industry 87607-2359 
-Work of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87601-2309 , 87602-
1301 '87607-2318 
-Work ofthe Council (Development Cooperation) 
87611-2317 
- Work of the High-Level Group on economic 
relations with the developing countries 
concerning the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87603-2326 
- Work of the Trade Negotiations Committee 
87603-2301 ; 87604-2301 
- 1977 generalized tariff preferences scheme 
Regulations L Dec1s1ons L 87612-2324, R7600-
472 , CommumcatJon C Proposals C 87606-1501 ; 
AssentS 87609-2456 , Assent P 87610-2407 
Deve 
Developing countries, indebtedness of 
- Developing countries' debt problems within the 
framework of UNCTAD R7600-477 
-Exchange of views in the Council on the problem 
of indebtedness of the developing countries 
within the framework of the North-South 
Dialogue 87607-2322 
Development 
- Participation of the Community in the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
87604-2417; 87606-2330 
Development aid 
- Administration of financial and technical 
cooperation within the framework of the 
Yaounde Convention 87601-2332 
-Cooperation between the Community and the 
overseas countries and territories dependent on 
certain Member States R7600-535 
- Coordination of national development 
cooperation policies Communication C 87607-
2323 
- Development cooperation policy R7600-469 
- Establishment of an international fund for 
agricultural development 87602-2315 
- Exchange of views between the Commission and 
representatives of the Member States 
responsible for relations with the NGOs 87612-
2323 
- Financing projects submitted by the NGOs 
R7600-486. 87607-2324; 87609-2310. 87610-
2313. 87612-2322 
-Meeting of the NGO-Commission Liaison 
Committee 87610-2314 
-Participation of the Community in the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
87604-2417 . 87606-2330 
- Preparation of the fourth session of UNCTAD in 
Nairobi Commumcat1on C 87602-2328 
-Relations with certain countries in southern 
Africa 87604-2339 
-Work of the Council (Development Cooperation) 
87611-2317 
- Work of the non-governmental organizations 
specializing in development cooperation 87601-
2311 
-4th session of UNCTAD in Nairobi 87605-1201 
Development strategy, international 
- Coordination of national development 
cooperation policies Commumcat1on C 87607-
2323 
- Development cooperation policy R7600-469 
- International development strategy within the 
framework of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations Resolut1on P 87602-2408 
- Participation of the Community in the work of the 
OECD R7600-499 
-31st session of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations R7600-494; 87610-2324 
Dioxin 
- Community actions following the contamination 
of the population by toxic products in Seveso 
87607-2230 
Diplomatic representation 
- Diplomatic representation of Chad, Indonesia, 
Barbados and Ghana at the European 
Communities 87604-2349 
- Diplomatic representation of Chile, Sudan, 
Korea, Surinam and Argentina at the European 
Communities 87607-2361 
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- Diplomatic representation of Guyana, the United 
States, Austria and Uganda at the European 
Communities 87603-2361 
- Diplomatic representation of Libya, Mauritania 
and Mauritius at the European Communities 
87609-2336 
- Diplomatic representation of Peru and Japan at 
the European Communities 87605-2349 
- Diplomatic representation of Ruanda and Spain 
at the European Communities 87612-2357 
- Diplomatic representation of Surinam at the 
European Communities R7600-563 
-Diplomatic representation of Tanzania, Lesotho, 
Guatemala, Fiji and Jamaica at the European 
Communities 87611-2352 
Disaster 
- Aid by the Member States for the victims of the 
Friuli earthquake 87610-2416 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section under 
the Community assistance to Friuli 87606-2243 ; 
87611-2249 ; 87612-2249 
- Community aid for the victims of the earthquake 
in Guatemala Deciswn C 87603-2320 
-Community solidarity following the Friuli 
earthquake 87605-1501 
- Consequences of the Seveso disaster in Italy 
87609-2416 
- Duty-free imports of vital goods in the event of 
disasters 87605-2105 
- Emergency aid to disaster victims R7600-484 
- Emergency aid to the victims of an earthquake in 
Guatemala 87602-2322 
- Exceptional aid to the victims of the earthquake 
in Turkey 87611-2336 
- Meeting of experts concerning the Seveso 
accident caused by dioxin 87610-2218 
Dismissal 
- Indemnity in the case of the dismissal of a 
Commission official Case 92-75 87602-2447 
Dismissal, individual 
- Draft report by the Commission concerning 
safeguards for workers in the event of individual 
dismissal 87605-2222 
Dismissal of an official 
-Dismissal of an El8 official Case 110-75 87611-
2448 
Dissemination of research results 
- Dissemination of knowledge applicable to the 
indirect research action R7600-412 
Distillation 
- Wine distillation operations DeciSIOn L 87606-
2239 . Regulations L 87607-2248 
Distribution agreement 
- Authorization of a distribution system of a 
German clock and watch manufacturer 87612-
2123 
.. 
... 
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Doctor 
- Freedom of establishment and freedom to 
provide services for doctors 87612-2273 
- Inaugural meeting ofthe Advisory Committee on 
medical training 87605-2276 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training 87609-2249 
- Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of Public Health 87601-2245 
-Work within the Committee of Senior Officials in 
the field of Public Health 87611-2268; 87606-
2263 
Documentation, automatic 
-Coordination in the administration of data banks 
87611-2269 
- Internal documentation system ofthe 
Commission R7600-48 
Dominant~osition, abuse of 
-Abuse of dominant position by an American firm 
Case 27-76 87604-2442 
-Abuse of dominant position in the 
pharmaceutical industry in Switzerland Dec1s1on 
C 87606-2124; Case 85-76 87607-2471 
- Abuse of dominant position on the banana 
market in the United Kingdom Case 27-76 87603-
2436 
-Community merger control 87601-2407 
- Work of the Panel on American fiscal legislation 
appointed by the GATI Council 87603-2328 
Dragon project 
- Extension of the Dragon Agreement covering a 
programme of research in the field of high-
temperature gas-cooled reactors Decis1on 
c 87602-2244 
Drinking water 
- Quality of water for human consumption Assent 
p 87601-2416 ; 87612-2231 
Driving licence 
- Creation of a European driving licence Assent 
p 87609-2421 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to driving 
licences AssentS 87605-2456 
Drought, fight against 
- Extension of the measures taken against the 
effects of the drought on agricultural production 
87609-2222 
- Extraordinary meeting of the Council of 
Agricultural Ministers on the consequences of 
the drought 87609-2221 
- Measures in favour of the fight against drought 
87609-2411 
-Measures in the agricultural sector in order to 
lessen the consequences of the drought 87607-
1301 ; ResolutiOn P 87607-2426 
- Security of water supplies in the Community 
87609-2216 
-Work of a group of experts on climatic problems 
in the Community 87609-2239 
Dumping 
- Closure ofthe anti-dumping procedure against 
Hungary, Poland and the GDR 87607-2311 
- Inquiry concerning imports of certain household 
articles originating in Spain 87604-2307 
Duty 
Duty 
- Reduced or suspended duties on the import of 
certain iron and steel products Dec1s1on C R7600-
491 , Dec1sion C 87607-2316 
Duty, countervailing 
- Subsidies and countervailing duties under the 
MCAs 87604-2303 , 87607-2307 
Duty, export 
- Repayment of import or export duties in the wine 
sector AssentS 87605-2460 
Duty, import 
- Repayment of import or export duties in the wine 
sector AssentS 87605-2460 
EAGGF 
- EAGGF checks AssentS 87612-2468 
- EAGGF claims AssentS 87612-2467 
-Fight against irregularities to the prejudice ofthe 
EAGGF R7600-356 
-Reimbursement of aid granted by the Member 
States 87612-2251 
-4th financial report of the EAGGF Assent 
p 87605-2426 
-5th EAGGF Financial Report 87610-2244 
EAGGF assistance 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
R7600-350 
- Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section 
R7600-354; 87612-2250 
- EAGGF checks AssentS 87612-2468 
-Second allocation of grants for 1976 by the 
EAGGF Guidance Section Dec1s1on C 87607-2254 
EAGGF Guarantee 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
R7600-350 
- Closure of the accounts of the EAGGF Guarantee 
Section for 1971 and 1972 87602-2241 
- Discharge of the accounts presented by different 
Member States in respect of the EAGGF, 
Guarantee Section AF 11-76,15-76,16-76,18-
76 87602-2429 
- Fi.nancing of intervention measures by the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section Amended Regulation 
L 87603-2260 ; Amended Regulation L 87611-
2248, Amended Regulations L 87612-2248 
-Increase of EAGGF Guarantee Section 
appropriations 87609-2229 
EAGGF Guidance 
-Amended D1rectwe L 87603-2261 
- Aid granted from the EAGGF Guidance Section 
to the fishing sector 87604-2255 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section 
R7600-354; 87612-2250 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section to the 
United Kingdom and Denmark within the 
framework of agricultural structure surveys 
DecisiOn C 87605-2252 
-Allocation ofthe EAGGF Guidance Section under 
the Community assistance to Friuli 87606-2243 , 
87611-2249; 87612-2249 
-Applications for the refund of aid granted by the 
Member States in less-favoured areas Dec1s1on 
c 87606-2244 
- Extension of EAGGF Guidance Section aid to the 
French overseas departments Regulation 
L 87607-2253 
- Second allocation of grants for 1976 by the 
EAGGF Guidance Section Dec1s1on C 87607-2254 
EC-United States consultation 
- Meeting between members of the EP and 
representatives of the US Congress 87604-2341 ; 
87609-2330 
E 
EC-United States relations 
- Imports of non-rubber footwear into the United 
States 87604-2343 
- Meeting between senior American officials and 
the Commission 87606-2361 
ECE 
-Annual session of the Economic Commission for 
Europe (ECE) 87604-2326 
- Development of East-West trade (ECE 
Committee on the Development of Trade) 87612-
2335 
-Meeting of the ECE Committee on Agricultural 
Problems 87602-2329 
Economic achievements 
-Economic situation in the Community 87602-
2403 , Commumcat1on C 87604-2205 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission before the EP on the economic 
situation 87602-2202 
Economic and commercial agreement 
- Negotiation project with Iran with a view to an 
outline economic and trade cooperation 
agreement 87610-2347 
Economic and Social Committee 
- Activities ofthe Economic and Social Committee 
R7600-62 
- Plenary session of the Economic and Social 
Committee 87602-2450 
-Re-election of the members ofthe Economic and 
Social Committee R7600-61 
Economic and social situation 
- Preparations of the EP for the Tripartite 
Conference 87606-2405 
- Worldwide economic situation under discussion 
in the United Nations Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) R7600-495 
Economic growth 
- Concern in the EP regarding measures to 
relaunch and organize economic and monetary 
union Resolution P 87603-2413 
-Examination by the Committee of Experts on 
short-term economic policy of the economic 
situation in the Community 87612-2201 
- Examination by the Group of Experts on 
economic budgets of current economic world 
trends 87612-2202 
- Joint measures to meet the crisis in the industrial 
sector 87606-2408 
- Protection of employment at Community level 
R7600-250 
- Recovery of the economic situation R7600-195 
- Survey on the outlook of production among 
industrialists 87604-2207 
Economic guidelines 
- Work of the Study Group on medium-term 
economic assessments concerning demographic 
problems 87611-2211 
.. 
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Economic policies, convergence of 
-Coordination of economic and monetary policies 
at Community level R7600-198 
- Measures taken by the Member States on 
economic and monetary policies R7600-203 
-Operation of the Community exchange rate 
scheme R7600-204 
-Work ofthe Council (Economic and Financial 
Affairs) relating to the economic situation in the 
Community 87609-2202 ; 87611-2202 
Economic policies, coordination of 
-Work of the Economic Policy Committee 87612-
2205 
87601-2203; 87602-2204; 87603-2211 . 87605-
2208 . 87606-2205 ; 87607-2204 . 87609-2206 ; 
87610-2206; 87611-2209 
-Work of the Monetary Committee 87604-2208 ; 
87601-2202 , 87602-2203 1 87603-2210; 87605-
2207 ; 87606-2204. 87609-2205; 87610-2205. 
87611-2208 
87612-2204 
Economic Policy Committee 
- Preliminary draft medium-term economic policy 
programme 87604-2209 
-Work of the Economic Policy Committee 87601-
2203 ; 87602-2204 ; 87603-2211 ; 87605-2208 ; 
87606-2205; 87607-2204; 87609-2206. 87610-
2206 ; 87611-2209 
87612-2205 
-4th medium-term economic policy programme 
87609-1101; R7600-222; 87601-2410 
Economic policy guidelines 
-Adjustment of the economic policy guidelines 
for 1976 87603-2209 
- Coordination of economic and monetary policies 
at Community level R7600-198 
- Economic and monetary action Commun~catlon 
C R7600-216; Commun~catlon C 87604-2204 
-Economic policy to be followed in 1976 
Commun~catlon C 87606-2203 
- Establishment of an Institute for Economic 
Analysis and Research R7600-229 , Assent 
P 87603-2415 ; AssentS 87603-2450 
- Measures taken by the Member States on 
economic and monetary policies R7600-203 
- Statements at the end of the European Council 
87604-2202 
- Summary account ofthe economic policies 
pursued in 1975 87603-2209 
- Work of the European Council relating to 
problems raised by the economic and monetary 
situation 87604-2201 
-Work of the Study Group on economic prospects 
87610-2207 
-4th medium-term economic policy programme 
87609-1101 ; R7600-222; 87601-2410 
Economic policy, medium-term 
- Draft fourth medium-term economic policy 
programme 87611-2206 ; AssentS 87611-2457 
- Preliminary draft medium-term economic policy 
programme 87604-2209 
- Statement by the Commission on the economic 
policy measures taken by the United Kingdom 
87612-2203 
-Work of the Economic Policy Committee 87601-
Econ 
2203 . 87602-2204 . 87603-2211 ; 87605-2208 ; 
87606-2205. 87607-2204; 87609-2206; 87610-
2206 ; 87611-2209 
87612-2205 
-Work of the Study Group on economic prospects 
87610-2207 
-Work of the Study Group on medium-term 
economic assessments concerning demographic 
problems 87611-2211 
-4th medium-term economic policy programme 
87609-1101, R7600-222, 87601-2410 
Economic record 
- Adoption by the Council of the Annual Report on 
the economic situation in the Community 87611-
2204 
Economic results 
- Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community 87610-2201 , AssentS 87610-2466 , 
87611-2203 , Assent P 87611-2407 
Economic situation in the Community 
- Adjustment of the economic policy guidelines 
for 1976 87603-2209 
-Adoption by the Council of the Annual Report on 
the economic situation in the Community 87611-
2204 
- Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community 87610-2201 ; AssentS 87610-2466, 
87611-2203 ; Assent P 87611-2407 
- Concern in the EP regarding measures to 
relaunch and organize economic and monetary 
union Resolution P 87603-2413 
- Economic situation and short-term policy to be 
pursued AssentS 87605-2452 
- Economic situation in the Community 87602-
2403 ; CommunicatiOn C 87604-2205 
- Economic situation in the Community before the 
European Council Communication C 87611-2201 
- Examination by the Committee of Experts on 
short-term economic policy of the economic 
situation in the Community 87612-2201 
- Examination by the Group of Experts on 
economic budgets of current economic world 
trends 87612-2202 
- Recovery ofthe economic situation R7600-195 
- Situation on the exchange markets 87603-2205 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission before the EP on the economic 
situation 87602-2202 
- Statements at the end of the European Council 
87604-2202 
- Summary account oft he economic policies 
pursued in 1975 87603-2209 
- Survey on the outlook of production among 
industrialists 87604-2207 
- Work of the Council (Economic and Financial 
Affairs) relating to the coordination of economic 
policies 87607-2201 
-Work oft he Council (Economic and Financial 
Affairs) relating to the economic situation in the 
Community 87609-2202 . 87611-2202 
-Work of the European Council relating to 
problems raised by the economic and monetary 
situation 87604-2201 
-Work of the Ministers of Finance and Economy 
87604-2206 
Econ 
Economics in the Community situation 
- Economic and monetary action Commumcatlon 
C R7600-216. Commumcatlon C 87604-2204 
- Economic policy to be followed in 1976 
Commumcation C 87606-2203 
ECOSOC 
-Worldwide economic situation under discussion 
in the United Nations Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) R7600-495 
ECSC annual report 
-The ECSC annual report for the 1975 financial 
year 87607-2499 
ECSC Consultative Committee 
-Constituent session of the ECSC Consultative 
Committee R7600-64 
- Drawing up lists of candidates for the ECSC 
Consultative Committee Case 66-76 87607-2453 
- Examination of the ECSC steel policy in the ECSC 
Consultative Committee 87611-2469 
-Examination of the situation in the iron and steel 
industry 87602-2242 
-Meeting of the ECSC Consultative Committee 
87601-2451 
-Replacement of the ECSC Consultative 
Committee 87607-2482 
- Safety information at the workplace 87611-
2470 . Assent P 87607-2419 ; AssentS 87609-
2458 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission on the Commission's policy in the 
steel sector 87610-2473 
ECSC Consultative Committee, constituent 
session of the 
- Constituent session ofthe ECSC Consultative 
Committee R7600-64 
ECSC financial aid 
- Aid for the financing of iron and steel research 
projects Dec1s1on C 87605-2260 
- Aid for the financing of low-cost housing R7600-
262 
-Aid for the readaptation of ECSC steelworkers 
R7600-257. 87604-2219 
- Industrial property arrangements applicable to 
financial aids for research R7600-411 
ECSC product 
-Aid for through international railway tariffs for 
coal and steel in Belgium Dec1s1on C 87605-2287 
- Creation of direct international railway tariffs for 
the carriage of coal and steel 87602-2265 . 
Assent A 87603-2455 . Resolution A 87606-2459 
-Meeting of the ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committees 87611-2281 
- Meeting of the Joint Agreement Committees 
between the ECSC and certain EFTA countries 
R7600-543 
ECSC readaptation 
- Aid for the readaptation of ECSC steelworkers 
R7600-257; 87604-2219 
ECSCTreaty 
- Limitation periods in proceedings and the 
enforcement of sanctions under the rules of the 
ECSC Treaty DeciSIOn C 87612-2122 
EDF 
-Financial commitments of the second Yaounde 
Convention R7600-536 
- Financing decisions for Zaire within the 
framework of the EDF 87612-2346 
-Financing decisions of the EDF within the 
framework of the Yaounde Convention 87605-
2342 . 87607-2352 
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- Financing decisions within the framework of the 
EDF 87605-2341 . 87609-2329; 87610-2342 
- Financing decisions within the framework of the 
4th EDF 87607-2351 , 87612-2345 
- Financing decision under the third EDF for Upper 
Volta 87606-2358 
- Financing decision under the third EDF in favour 
of Cameroon Dec1s1on C 87603-2351 
- New decisions under the 3d EDF within the 
framework of the Yaounde Convention 87602-
2343 
- New financing decision under the 4th EDF 
87606-2354 
- Promotion of the export of ACP products within 
the framework of the Dakar International Fair 
80000-
Education 
- Action programme in the field of education 
R7600-402 ; Resolution L 87602-2252 . Resolut1on 
p 87604-2404 
-Action programme in the field of education 
(Education Committee) 87601-2243 ; 87602-2253 
-Colloquium for school and university education 
administrators 87611-2265 
-Cooperation in business studies 87611-2266 
-Inauguration of the European Institute in 
Florence 87611-2267 
- Meeting of national experts within the 
framewwork of the work of the Education 
Committee 87606-2261 
- Meeting of representatives of higher education 
establishments 87604-2268 
-Meeting ofthe Ministers of Education 87611-
1201 
- Multiannual programme in the field of scientific 
and technical education and training Proposal 
C 87607-2272 ; Assent P 87611-2405 ; Assent 
s 87610-2471 
- Participation of the Commission in the Standing 
Conference ofthe European Education Ministers 
87605-2323 
-Preparations for a future session ofthe Council 
and a meeting of the Ministers of Education 
(Education Committee) 87611-2264 
-Work of the Education Committee 87603-2276 
Education Committee 
-Action programme in the field of education 
(Education Committee) 87601-2243. 87602-2253 
- Examination of the action programme in the field 
of education within the framework of the 
Education Committee 87606-2262 
- Meeting of national experts within the 
framewwork of the work of the Education 
Committee 87606-2261 
- Preparations for a future session of the Council 
and a meeting of the Ministers of Education 
(Education Committee) 87611-2264 
-Work of the Education Committee 87603-2276 
- Work of the Education Committee on the 
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Education Committee (Continuation) 
transition to working life B7605-2275 ; B7607-
2276 ; B7609-2248 
Education, migrant worker 
- Education of migrant workers' children B7605-
2417 
- Education of the children of migrant workers 
AssentS B7601-2209, AssentS B7601-2450 
EEC-Austria Agreement 
- Entry into force of the EEC-Austria Agreement on 
the simplification of formalities in respect of 
goods traded B7604-21 04 
EEC-Bangladesh Agreement 
- Entry into force of the Cooperation Agreement 
between the EEC and Bangladesh B7611-2349 
-Signing of the Trade Cooperation Agreement 
between the EEC and Bangladesh B761 0-2350 
EEC-Brazil Agreement 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Brazil Joint Committee 
87612-2355 
EEC-Canada Agreement 
- Economic and commercial relations with Canada 
ResolutiOn P Assent P B7609-2408 
- Entry into force of the Framework Agreement for 
Commercial and Economic Cooperation with 
Canada R7600-541 ; B7609-2331 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Canada Joint Cooperation 
Committee B7612-2348 
- Negotiations for the conclusions of an outline 
economic and trade cooperation agreement with 
Canada B7602-2345 ; B7603-2355 
- Signing of the framework agreement for 
commercial and economic cooperation with 
Canada Communicatton C B7606-1201 ; B7607-
2354 
EEC-Canada consultation 
- Meeting between delegations from the Canadian 
Parliament and the European Parliament B7609-
2333 
EEC-China Agreement 
- State of the work relating to the projected trade 
agreement between the EEC and China R7600-
562 
EEC-Cyprus Association Agreement 
- Opening of negotiations with Cyprus 
CommunicatiOn C B7602-2332 
- Session of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council 
87605-2336 
- State of the work within the EEC-Greece 
Association Council R7600-507 ; R7600-503 
EEC-EFT A Joint Committee 
- Meeting of the EEC-EFT A Joint Committees 
87612-2336 
- Meeting of the EEC-Finland Joint Committee 
B7606-2336 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Sweden and EEC-Norway 
Joint Committees B7605-2331 
-Meeting of the EEC-Switzerland and EEC-Austria 
Joint Committees B7611-2332 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
EEC-Switzerland Agreement 87605-2330 
EEC 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
Switzerland-EEC Clock and Watch Agreement 
B7609-2320 
-Operation of the agreements with the EFTA 
countries and the meeting of the Joint 
Committees R7600-542 
EEC-Greece Association Agreement 
-Agricultural harmonization within the framework 
of the EEC-Greece Association Agreement 
B7605-2334 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association Council 
B7603-2333 ' B7606-2337 ; B7607-2340 
- Problems relating to agricultural harmonization 
under the terms of the association between the 
EEC and Greece B7603-2334 
- State of the work within the EEC-Greece 
Association Council R7600-507 ; R7600-503 
EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee B7605-2333; 87611-2334 
EEC-Iceland Joint Committee 
- Meeting of the EEC-Iceland Joint Committee 
87606-2335 
EEC-India Agreement 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a new 
agreement on trade in coir products with India 
87604-2310 
- Preparations for the meetings of the joint 
committees on the Agreements between the EEC 
and India on jute and coir products 87611-2311 
EEC-Israel Agreement 
- Work of the Joint EEC-Israel Committee R7600-
511 
EEC-Malta Association Agreement 
- Derogation from the rules of origin for reception 
apparatus with-in the framework of the EEC-
Malta Agreement Regu/atton L 87607-2107 
- Entry into force of one of the Protocols relating to 
the adaptation to the enlargement of the EEC-
Malta Association Agreement 87604-2330 
- Extension of the provisions of the first stage of 
the Association Agreement between the EEC and 
Malta Assent P 87603-2412 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of protocols to 
supplement the existing Association Agreement 
between the EEC and Malta Communtcatton 
c 87601-2322 
- Protocol relating to the Association Agreement 
between the Community and Malta Assent 
p 87604-2407 
-Signing of the EEC-Malta Protocols on the 
Association Agreement B7603-2338 
- State of the work within the EEC-Malta 
Association Agreement R7600-508 
EEC-Mexico Agreement 
- Work of the Joint EEC-Mexico Committee 87611-
2350 
EEC-Morocco Agreement 
- Derogation from the rules of origin in respect of 
certain textile products within the framework of 
the EEC-Morocco Agreement 87607-2106 
EEC 
EEC-Pakistan Agreement 
- Commercial cooperation with Pakistan 
Recommendatton C 87604-2346 , 87605-2347 
-Signing ofthe EEC-Pakistan Cooperation 
Agreement R7600-549 
- State of the ratificationsrelating to the entry into 
force of the trade cooperation agreement with 
Pakistan 87606-2369 
EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
-Entry into force of the Interim Agreement 
between the EEC and Portugal 87610-2331 
- Meeting of the EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
87610-2330 
- Negotiations with Portugal to extend the Free 
Trade Agreement 87601-2326 
EEC-Spain Agreement 
- New impetus to the negotiations with Spain 
87606-2340 ; 87607-2344 
-Relations between Spain and the Community 
87602-2419 ' 87604-2334 
-State of the negotiations with Spain R7600-514 
EEC-Sri Lanka Agreement 
-Meeting of the Joint Committee of the EEC-Sri 
Lanka Agreement R7600-551 ; 87610-2349 
EEC-Turkey Association Agreement 
- Community offer within the framework of the 
development of the EEC-Turkey Association 
87607-2341 
-Meeting ofthe EEC-Turkey Association 
Committee 87607-2342 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association Council 
87603-2336 ; 87612-2341 
- Recommendations ofthe EEC-Turkey Joint 
Parliamentary Committee concerning the further 
development of the Association Resolutton 
p 87603-2409 
- State of the work within the EEC-Turkey 
Association Agreement R7600-504 
- Visit to Turkey by the President-in-Office of the 
Council and the Vice-President of the 
Commission 87609-2322 
-Work ofthe Joint EEC-Turkey Parliamentary 
Committee 87604-2328 
EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary 
Committee 87611-2335 
EEC-United States relations 
- Customs duties in the United States on imports 
of brandy from the Community 87611-2345 
- Import quotas in the United States for special 
steels coming from the Community 87601-2335 
- Statement by a member of the Commission in 
the United States 87607-2353 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission about the relations between the 
United States and the Community 87607-2409 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and the United States R7600-538 
EEC-Yugoslavia Agreement 
- Joint statement following the visit of Community 
representatives to Yugoslavia 87611-2340 
- Meetings of the subcommittees on agriculture 
and industry under the EEC-Yugoslavia 
Agreement 87605-2338 
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- State ofthe relations between the Community 
and Yugoslavia R7600-516 
- Visit to Yugoslavia by a Commission delegation 
87609-2325 
Eel 
- Increase of tariff quotas for certain eels 
RegulatiOn L 87610-2105 
EFTA countries 
- Community supervision of imports originating in 
the EFT A-countries Regulatton L 87601-2103 , 
Regulations L 87612-2109 
- Derogation from the rules of origin for fuel 
elements from EFTA countries Regulations 
L 87607-2110 
- Import quotas in Sweden for shoes coming from 
the Community 87605-2332 
-Meeting of the EEC-EFT A Joint Committees 
87612-2336 
- Meeting of the EEC-Finland Joint Committee 
87606-2336 
- Meeting of the EEC-Iceland Joint Committee 
87606-2335 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Sweden and EEC-Norway 
Joint Committees 87605-2331 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Switzerland and EEC-Austria 
Joint Committees 87611-2332 
- Meeting of the Joint Agreement Committees 
between the ECSC and certain EFTA countries 
R7600-543 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
EEC-Switzerland Agreement 87605-2330 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under the 
Switzerland-EEC Clock and Watch Agreement 
87609-2320 
-Operation of the agreements with the EFTA 
countries and the meeting of the Joint 
Committees R7600-542 
EFTAStates 
-Inward processing authorization in respect of 
certain products originating in EFTA States and 
the Faroe Islands 87601-2105; DtrecttVe L 87607-
2111 
Egg and poultrymeat sector 
- Health problems affecting trade in fresh 
poultrymeat Assent P 87611-2424 
Egg sector 
- Marketing standards relating to the water 
content in certain poultrymeat 87611-2247 
Egypt 
- Agreement between the Community and Egypt 
on textile products 87605-2309 
- Official visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission 87606-2344 
- Opening of negotiations with Egypt with a view 
to a cooperation agreement 87601-2328 
EIB 
- Activities ofthe EIB in the regional sector R7600-
241 
- Annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the 
EIB 87606-2463 
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EIB (Continuation) 
-Appointment of the Management Committee of 
the EIB B7606-2473 
-Appointments to the EIB's Management 
Committee B7609-2463 
-Dismissal of an EIB official Case 110-75 B7611-
2448 
- EIB annual report for 1975 B7606-2464 
- Loans granted by the EIB in 1976 R7600-89 
EIB annual report 
- EIB annual report for 1975 B7606-2464 
EIBioan 
- Exceptional emergency aid to Portugal in the 
form of a EIB loan B7602-2336 ; B7606-2476 
Election of the EP, direct 
- Results of the discussions by the European 
Council on the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage B7604-2402 
Election of the president of the EP 
- Re-election of Mr Spenale to the presidency of 
the European Parliament R7600-25 
Election programme 
-Act relating to the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage B7609-2503 
- Preparations for the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage B7601-2423 ; B7606-2502 , 
Assent P B7609-2402 ; B7611-2425 
Electrical energy 
- Community actions relating to the use of 
electrical energy R7600-429 
- Conditions of competition in the field of electrical 
energy production in Italy Dec1s1on C B7606-2123 
Emergency aid 
- Aids to the victims of the Friuli earthquake in 
Italy B7605-2402 
- Emergency aid for the population of Zaire 
Dec1s1on L B7606-2315 
- Emergency aid to disaster victims R7600-484 
- Emergency aid to Lebanon B7602-2324 
- Emergency aid to the Cyprus refugees B7602-
2323 
- Emergency aid to the populations of the 
Lebanon B7611-2339 
- Emergency aid to the repatriates from Angola in 
Portugal Dec1s1on C B7606-2317 
- Emergency aid to the victims of a cyclone in 
Mozambique B7604-2318 
- Emergency aid to the victims of an earthquake in 
Guatemala B7602-2322 
-Emergency aid to Vietnam B7606-2316 
- Emergency food aid for the Bolivia operation of 
the Red Cross Decision L B7606-2316 
- Emergency food aid to Angolan refugees in Zaire 
Dec1s1on C Dec1s1on L B7603-2319 
- Emergency food aid to Niger and Mali Proposal 
c B7606-2318 
-Emergency food aid to Niger, Mali, Chile, Zambia 
and to the repatriates from Angola in Portugal 
Dec1s1on L B7607-2326 
- Emergency food aid to the Timor refugees 
Decision L B7606-2314 
- Exceptional emergency aid to Portugal B7603-
2343 
Em pi 
- Food aid for Vietnam, Zaire and Bolivia B7605-
2318 
- Renewal of the aid to Palestinian refugees Assent 
p B7606-2415 
Employment 
- Commission communication to the Council on 
the European social budget AssentS B7603-2448 
- Commission guidelines in the field of 
employment stability B7604-2214 
-Coordination of employment policies Assent 
s B7603-2449 
- Crisis in the textile industry B7601-2409 
- Draft report concerning the transition of young 
people from study to working life B7604-2269 
- Employment situation in the iron and steel 
industry Resolut10nA B7601-2206, Assent 
A B7601-2453 
- Equal treatment for male and female workers 
R7600-252 
- European seminar on vocational guidance 
B7610-2211 
- Fight against unemployment in the Community 
AssentS B7602-2451 
- Guidelines ofthe programme of employment 
statistics B7607-2210 
- Introduction of a common vocational training 
policy R7600-253 
- Joint statement at the end of the 2nd Tripartite 
Conference B7606-1101 
- Labour market policy R7600-249 
- Measures in favour of employment ResolutiOn 
A B7606-2458 
- Measures with a view to preparing young people 
for the transition from education to work B7611-
2263 
- Meeting of senior officials in the field of 
employment B7602-2205; B7605-2212 
- Organization of a sample survey on manpower 
B7611-2218 
- Preparations for the second Tripartite 
Conference B7605-2201 
- Priority action to relieve unemployment Assent 
s B7611-2459 
- Protection of employment at Community level 
R7600-250 
- Public aids for the vocational training of adults 
B7605-2217 
- Re-establishment of full employment and 
preparations for the Tripartite Conference 
Resolution P B7606-2207 
- Report on employment prospects in the 
Community until1980 B7607-2209 
- Results of the Tripartite Conference R7600-219 ; 
B7607-2417 
-Revised 1st European social budget B7605-2218 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission before the EP on the employment 
problem B7604-1101 
- Status for women and equal opportunity B7606-
2406 
- Transfers of multinational companies' activities 
B7601-2408 
- Trend of the social situation in the Community 
R7600-246 , AssentS B7605-2453 
- Working out forecasting methods for social 
expenditure B7603-2224 
- Work of the European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training B7602-2209 
Em pi 
Employment (Continuation) 
-Work of the European Council relating to 
measures in favour of employment 87604-2213 
-Work of the Standing Committee on 
Employment87605-2211; 87612-1311 
- 1st Tripartite World Conference on employment 
87606-2328 
Employment of women 
- Creation of a department concerned with the 
problems relating to the employment of women 
87611-2217 
Employment of young people 
-Community policy for the employment of young 
people 87607-2418 
- Fight against youth unemployment Assent 
P ResolutiOn P 87611-2413 
- Recommendation to the Member States on the 
vocational preparation of unemployed young 
people Assent C 87607-2208 
-Vocational training for young people R7600-251 
Employment, Standing Committee on 
- Labour market policy R7600-249 
-Work of the Standing Committee on 
Employment87605-2211, 87612-1311 
Energy Agency, International 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
International Energy Agency ofthe OECD 
D~rectJVes C Dec1s1ons L 87605-2325 
Energy Committee 
-Work of the Energy Committee 87604-2273 ; 
R7600-418, 87605-2281 , 87607-2278, 87610-
2266; 87612-2277' 87611-2271 
Energy consumption 
-Measures for the rational utilization of energy 
R7600-422 ; Report C 87603-2285 
Energy cooperation 
-Consultation between the Energy Ministers of 
the Nine 87603-2281 
- easability study on a « low-energy-consumption 
society»,« CERD n 87610-2254 
-Work of the Energy Subcommittee of CERD 
87612-2267 
Energy dependence 
-Commission report on the rational use of energy 
programme Resolution P 87610-2421 
- Reduced dependence on energy 87609-2254 , 
87603-2284 
- Relations with energy exporting countries 
R7600-420 
- Relations with other energy importing countries 
R7600-419 
- Report on the energy situation in the Community 
R7600-421 
-Security of energy supply 87609-2255 
Energy electrical 
- Conditions of competition in the field of electrical 
energy production in Italy Dec1s1on C 87606-2123 
Energy market situation 
- Trends in the energy market situation in the 
Community Report C 87604-2274 
Energy policy 
-Community actions in the oil and gas sector 
R7600-423 
-Community actions relating to nuclear 
programmes R7600-431 
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-Community energy policy Commumcatlon 
C R7600-416 , Commumcat1on C 87609-2253 
-Energy matters before the Council 87610-2265, 
87612-2276 
- Implementation of the energy policy guidelines 
87603-2282 ; Assent 5 87605-2454 
- Memorandum by Italy on the formulation and 
implementation of an energy policy 87605-2280 
- New impetus to the Community energy policy 
Commumcat1on C Reports C 87601-1201 , 87602-
2259 
- Reduced dependence on energy 87609-2254 ; 
87603-2284 
- Revised energy research and development 
programme Assent P 87611-2406 , Assent 
5 87611-2463 
- State of the Community energy policy Resolut1on 
p 87611-2404 
-Work of the Energy Committee 87604-2273, 
R7600-418, 87605-2281 , 87607-2278, 87610-
2266' 87612-2277' 87611-2271 
Energy product 
- Investment projects of interest to the Community 
in the petroleum, natural gas and electricity 
sectors 87603-2288 
Energy programme 
- Programme of indirect action for energy 
research (ACPM) 87602-2247 
Energy research 
- Meeting ofthe Energy Subcommittee ofthe 
European Committee for Research and 
Development 87607-2268 
-Outline agreement on cooperation between the 
European Communities and the lEA in the field 
of research 87607-2333 
- Present state of work in the field of energy 
research (ACPMs) 87603-2268 
- Present state of work on the research 
programme in the field of energy (CREST) 
87605-2262 
- Research programme concerning systems 
analysis and geothermal energy 87606-2254 
- Research programmes in the field of energy 
(ACPM) 87604-2261 
- Revised energy research programme 87612-
2270 
- Revision of the multiannual research and 
development programme in the field of energy 
Proposal C 87607-2266 
- Work of the Energy Committee 87604-2273 , 
R7600-418, 87605-2281 , 87607-2278, 87610-
2266; 87612-2277; 87611-2271 
Energy saving 
-Commission report on the rational use of energy 
programme Resolut1on P 87610-2421 
- Liquefaction of coal for manufacturing 
petroleum substitutes Resolution P 87604-2411 
- Measures for the rational utilization of energy 
R7600-422 , Report C 87603-2285 
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Energy situation 
-Consultation between the Energy Ministers of 
the Nine 87603-2281 
- Energy matters before the Council 87610-2265 ; 
87612-2276 
- Implementation ofthe energy policy guidelines 
87603-2282 ; AssentS 87605-2454 
- Memorandum by Italy on the formulation and 
implementation of an energy policy 87605-2280 
- New impetus to the Community energy policy 
Commumcatlon C Reports C 87601-1201 ; 87602-
2259 
- Report on the energy situation in the Community 
R7600-421 
-State ofthe Community energy policy Resolution 
p 87611-2404 
-Work of the Energy Committee 87604-2273 ; 
R7600-418; 87605-2281 ; 87607-2278; 87610-
2266; 87612-2277 '87611-2271 
- Work of the Energy Committee on problems 
connected with refining 87602-2260 
Energy, substitute 
- Liquefaction of coal for manufacturing 
petroleum substitutes Resolution P 87604-2411 
Energy supply 
- Activities of the Supply Agency R7600-436 
- Arrangements in the event of difficulties in the 
supply of oil and oil products 87603-2283 
- Community energy policy CommumcatJon 
C R7600-416 , Commumcatlon C 87609-2253 
- Implementation of the energy policy guidelines 
87603-2282 ; AssentS 87605-2454 
- Imports of crude oil into the Community Report 
c 87607-2279 
- Reduced dependence on energy 87609-2254 , 
87603-2284 
- Relations with energy exporting countries 
R7600-420 
- Relations with other energy importing countries 
R7600-419 
- Security of energy supply 87609-2255 
-Trends in the energy market situation in the 
Community Report C 87604-2274 
- Use of coal to secure energy supplies in the 
Community Resolution P 87606-2417 
-Work of the Energy Committee 87604-2273 , 
R7600-418; 87605-2281 ; 87607-2278, 87610-
2266; 87612-2277' 87611-2271 
Enforcement of Community rules 
- Limitation periods in proceedings and the 
enforcement of sanctions under the rules of the 
ECSC Treaty Dec1s1on C 87612-2122 
Enlargement, consequences of 
- Maintenance of the Community preference for 
the new Member States Regulat1on L 87611-2102 
Enlargement of the Community 
- Application of the common agricultural policy 
acts in the enlarged Community 87607-2243 
- Extension of the exceptional arrangements for 
imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom Dec1s1on L 87606-2367 
- Imports of manufactured tobacco originating in 
the new Member States 87602-2117 
- Political conditions for the accession of Spain to 
En vi 
the Community Resolution P 87605-2407 
- Press release on the negotiations with Spain 
87601-2324 
- Statement by the Council of the EEC on an 
eventual accession of Spain to the EEC 87604-
2335 
- Suspension of customs duties within the 
enlarged Community Regulation L 87602-2104 
Enterprise, small and medium-sized 
- Aids for small and medium-sized firms 
Resolution P 87605-2405 
Environment, action programme of the 
-Technical seminar on the harmonization of 
biological methods for evaluating the quality of 
surface waters 87610-2221 
Environment, action programme on the 
- Adoption of the second European Community 
action programme on the environment 87612-
2227 
- Fixing of noise pollution criteria Commumcation 
c 87612-2221 
- Work of the ACPM responsible for the second 
indirect environmental action programme 
87609-2242 
- Work relating to the prevention and reduction of 
pollution R7600-277 
- 2nd action programme on the environment 
87603-1301 , ResolutiOn P 87607-2422; Assent 
s 87609-2460 
Environmental policy 
- Delay ofthe Council in studying the proposals 
concerning the environment Assent P 87612-
2415 
- Improvement of the environment R7600-288 
- Participation ofthe Community in international 
conventions in the field of environment R7600-
291 
- Participation of the Community in the 
Conference of Environment Ministers of the 
member countries of the Council of Europe 
87603-2234 
Environmental protection 
- Adoption ofthe second European Community 
action programme on the environment 87612-
2227 
-Agreement on the mutual exchange of 
information between Switzerland and the 
Community 87609-2217 
- Authorization of aids to the environment in 
Danmark Dec1s1on C 87605-2118 
- Cooperation with Canada relating to the 
protection of the environment 87606-2363 
- Delay of the Council in studying the proposals 
concerning the environment Assent P 87612-
2415 
- Ecological consequences of pollution in the 
marine environment 87602-2217 
- European Convention for the protection of 
animals AssentS 87606-2454 
- Fight against noise nuisance regarding transport 
in the Netherlands Assent C 87602-2271 
- Financing projects for environmental and 
consumer protection 87605-2418 
- Health aspects ofthe environment R7600-269 
-Improvement of the environment R7600-288 
En vi 
Environmental protection (Continuation) 
- Operation of the 1973 information agreement 
concerning the environment R7600-292 
- Participation of the Commission in the United 
Nations Conference on human settlements 
87606-2333 
-Participation of the Community in international 
conventions in the field of environment R7600-
291 
- Participation of the Community in the 
Conference of Environment Ministers of the 
member countries ofthe Council of Europe 
87603-2234 
- Protection of certain birds against hunting 
87602-2414; 87610-2426 
- Research program me on the environment 
(ACPM) 87603-2275 , 87606-2260 , 87607-2273 , 
87610-2260 '87611-2260 
-Technical barriers to trade in matters of 
environmental protection AssentS 87606-2453 
- Work of the ACPM responsible for the second 
indirect environmental action programme 
87609-2242 
- 2nd action programme on the environment 
87603-1301 , Resolut1on P 87607-2422 , Assent 
s 87609-2460 
Environmental research 
- Research programme on the environment 
(ACPM) 87603-2275 ; 87606-2260 , 87607-2273 , 
87610-2260 ; 87611-2260 
- Work of the ACPM for environmental research 
87604-2267 
EP, budgetary powers of the 
- State of the internal procedures to strengthen 
the powers of the EP and to set up a Court of 
Auditors R7600-28 
EP, consultation of the 
-Consultation ofthe EP in the Community's 
legislative procedures Resolut1on P 87610-2428 
EP, control of 
- Debate in the EP on the motion of censure 
against the outgoing Commission 87612-2403 
EP, direct election of the 
- Act relating to the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage 87609-2503 
-Agreement of the European Council concerning 
the number and the distribution of seats in the 
European Parliament elected in 1978 87607-1101 
-Allocation of seats for the future European 
Parliament 87609-2404 
-Decision on the election ofthe EP by universal 
suffrage Resolut1on P 87603-2405 
- Election of the EP by direct universal suffrage 
R7600-26 
- Multimedia information campaign for the 
election of the EP by direct universal suffrage 
87610-2413 
- Preparation by the Council for the election of the 
EP by direct universal suffrage 87610-2411 
- Preparations for the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage 87601-2423; 87606-2502, 
Assent P 87609-2402 ; 87611-2425 
- Proceedings of the European Council in 
Luxembourg on the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage 87604-2501 
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- Provisions relating to the election ofthe EP by 
direct universal suffrage DeciSIOn L 87609-2502 
- Request from the EP in respect of honouring the 
commitments made relating to its direct election 
87606-2403 
EP information 
-Request from the EP concerning better 
information and more transparency within the 
EEC 87611-2426 
EP, plenary session of the 
- Plenary session of the European Parliament in 
Luxembourg 87612-2401 , 87610-2429; 87601-
2401 ' 87604-2401 ; 87607-2401 ; 87609-2401 ' 
87611-2401 
-Plenary session of the European Parliament in 
Strasbourg 87602-2401 , 87603-2401 , 87605-
2401 ' 87610-2401 
- Programme address by the President ofthe 
Council before the EP 87601-2402 
EP, seat of the 
- Statement by the President of the Council on the 
seat of the EP 87610-2412 
Equal pay 
- Equal pay for men and women Case 43-
75 87604-2438 
Equal treatment 
-Application of the principle of equal treatment 
for men and women D1rectwe L 87602-2210 
- Creation of a department concerned with the 
problems relating to the employment of women 
87611-2217 
- Economic situation of women in the Community 
AssentS 87602-2452 
-Work relating to social security for migrant 
workers R7600-260 
Equality for men and women 
- Application by Ireland of equal pay for men and 
women 87602-2107; 87602-2211, DeCISIOn 
c 87604-2223 
-Application by the Member States of equal pay 
for men and women R7600-264 
-Application of the principle of equal treatment 
for men and women D1rectwe L 87602-2210 
-Community measures for the situation of 
women 87610-2415 
- Economic situation of women in the Community 
AssentS 87602-2452 
- Equal pay for men and women Case 43-
75 87604-2438 
- Equal treatment between men and women in the 
field of social security 87612-2217 
- Equal treatment for male and female workers 
R7600-252 
- Status for women and equal opportunity 87606-
2406 
Equivalence of controls 
-Equivalence of controls of seeds carried out in 
non-member countries D1rectwe L 87603-2262 
ERDF 
- Adoption of the First Annual Report on the 
European Regional Development Fund 87606-
1301 
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ERDF (Continuation) 
- Allocation of ERDF assistance R7600-235 
- Allocation of ERDF assistance for the Friuli 
disaster area 87611-2212 
- First allocation of grants for 1976 by the ERDF 
Dec1s1on C B7601-2204 
- First annual report on the activities of the ERDF 
AssentS B7611-2460 
- Fourth allocation for 1976 by the ERDF B7612-
2207 
-Guidelines in the field of Community regional 
policy 87612-2206 
- Publication in the OJ of the first list of projects 
receiving assistance from the ERDF B7611-2214 
- Second allocation of grants for 1976 by the ERDF 
B7604-2210 
- Symposium on the future development of the 
regional policy B7611-2213 
-Third allocation for 1976 by the ERDF B7607-2206 
-Work of the ERDF Committee B7612-2208 
- 1st report on the activities of the Regional Fund 
Resolution P B7612-2414 
ERDF assistance 
- Allocation of ERDF assistance R7600-235 
- First allocation of grants for 1976 by the ERDF 
Decision C 87601-2204 
- First annual report on the activities of the ERDF 
AssentS B7611-2460 
-Fourth allocation for 1976 by the ERDF 87612-
2207 
- Publication in the OJ of the first list of projects 
receiving assistance from the ERDF 87611-2214 
- Second allocation of grants for 1976 by the ERDF 
B7604-2210 
-Third allocatic.n for 1976 by the ERDF 87607-2206 
ERDF Committee 
- Work of the ERDF Committee 87612-2208 
ESC, plenary session of the 
- 139th plenary session ofthe Economic and 
Social Committee 87605-2450 
- 142nd plenary session of the Economic and 
Social Committee B7610-2464 
- 143nd plenary session of the Economic and 
Social Committee 87611-2456 
ESCAP 
-Participation of the Community in the plenary 
session of the Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific B7604-2327 
ESF 
-Breakdown of the ESF budgetary allocation 
R7600-254 
-Examination of the applications for assistance 
from the ESF submitted by the Member States 
B7611-2220 
- First allocation of grants for 1976 by the ESF 
87605-2215 
- Intervention of the Social Fund in favour of 
workers in the textile and clothing industries 
Decision L B7602-2208 
- Meeting of the Social Fund Committee 87606-
2217 ; 87612-22201 
- Resolution passed by the European Social Fund 
Committee on the financial resources put at its 
disposal B7604-2218 
Euro 
- Second allocation of grants for 1976 by the ESF 
B7607-2214 
-Settlement of expenditure incurred by the old 
Social Fund B7612-2215 
-Third allocation for 1976 by the ESF 87612-2214 
- 3rd report on the activities of the new ESF in 
1976 Resolution P B7601-2415 
- 4th report on the activities of the European 
Social Fund B7607-2213 
ESF assistance 
- Breakdown of the ESF budgetary allocation 
R7600-254 
- Examination of the applications for assistance 
from the ESF submitted by the Member States 
[37611-2220 
-First allocation of grants for 1976 by the ESF 
B7605-2215 
-Second allocation of grants for 1976 by the ESF 
87607-2214 
- Settlement of expenditure incurred by the old 
Social Fund 87612-2215 
-Third allocation for 1976 by the ESF B7612-2214 
- 3rd report on the activities of the new ESF in 
1976 Resolution P 87601-2415 
ESF Committee 
- Meeting ofthe Social Fund Committee 87606-
2217 'B7612-22201 
- Resolution passed by the European Social Fund 
Committee on the financial resources put at its 
disposal B7604-2218 
-Work of the Social Fund Advisory Committee 
concerning the vocational retraining of workers 
87603-2220 
EUA 
- Applying the unit of account to the budget of the 
European Communities Commumcat1on C B7603-
2468 , B7609-2469 , R7600-82 
- Introduction of the EUA for coking coal Assent 
A B7603-2459 
- Utilization of the EUA for certain Community 
transactions AssentS B7612-2466 
EUA, application of the 
-Utilization of the EUA for certain Community 
transactions AssentS B7612-2466 
EUA, applying to the Community acts 
- Applying the unit of account to the budget of the 
European Communities Commumcatlon C B7603-
2468 ; 87609-2469 , R7600-82 
Euratom-Canada Cooperation Agreement 
- Provisions on safeguards in the Euratom-Canada 
Agreement Dec1s1on L B7606-2364 
Euro-Arab Dialogue 
- Agreement on the date of the first meeting of the 
General Commission ofthe Euro-Arab Dialogue 
B7603-2502 
- Meeting of the first Euro-Arab working parties 
and spezialized groups on the Euro-Arab 
dialogue B7607-2503 
-Meeting ofthe General Committee of the Euro-
Arab Dialogue R7600-517 ; 87605-1101 
- Present state of the Euro-Arab dialogue 
Resolution P B7604-2507 
-Work of the European Council relating to the 
EUR 
Euro-Arab Dialogue (Continuation) 
Euro-Arab dialogue 87604-2506 
-Work of the Political Committee relating to the 
Euro-Arab dialogue 87603-2501 
EURONET 
- Cooperation between various bodies in view of 
the setting up ofthe EURONET project 87603-
2278 
- Cooperation with the European Space Agency 
within the framework of EURONET 87604-2272 
-Creation of a single command language for the 
data bases within the framework of EURONET 
87609-2250 
- Implementation of the outline agreement 
between the Commission and the postal and 
telecommunications administrations 87602-2255 
- National organizations for the optimum 
utilization of research results 87602-2256 
- Setting up EURONET R7600-408 ; 87603-2277 , 
87604-2271 ' 87605-2277 
-Signing of a contract between the Commission 
and the national Postal and Telecommunications 
Administrations on the EURONET project 87606-
2264 
- Use of Community data bases 87609-2251 
- Use of the documentation and information 
system for metallurgy 87602-2257 
-Work of the CIDST on the setting up and 
operation of EURONET 87607-2277 
-Work of the CIDSTwith a view to the link-up of 
data banks and data bases to the EURONET 
network 87605-2278 
European agency for trade cooperation 
- Creation of an European agency for trade 
cooperation with the developing countries 
R7600-474; 87611-2466; 87610-1401 
European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training 
- State of the work in the field of vocational 
training 87607-2217 
European Council 
-Agreement of the European Council concerning 
the number and the distribution of seats in the 
European Parliament elected in 1978 87607-1101 
- Allocation of seats for the future European 
Parliament 87609-2404 
-Economic situation in the Community before the 
European Council Commumcatlon C 87611-2201 
-Examination ofthe Tindemans Report in view of 
the European Council 87607-2502 
- Exchange of views in the European Council on 
the Tindemans Report 87604-2504 
- Outcome of the European Council at The Hague 
87612-2405 
-Position of the European Council on the North-
South dialogue 87611-2316 
- Proceedings of the European Council in 
Luxembourg on the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage 87604-2501 
- Results ofthe discussions by the European 
Council on the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage 87604-2402 
-Statement at the end of the European Council in 
The Hague on European Union 87611-2501 
-Statement by the European Council concerning 
the fight against international terrorism 87607-
2504 
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-Work of the Council (Economic and Financial 
Affairs) relating to the coordination of economic 
policies 87607-2201 
-Work of the European Council relating to 
measures in favour of employment 87604-2213 
-Work of the European Council relating to political 
cooperation 87604-2505 
- Work of the European Council relating to the 
Euro-Arab dialogue 87604-2506 
European foundation for the improvement 
of living and working conditio 
- Creation of the European foundation for the 
improvement of living and working conditions 
87610-2223 
- Establishment of a European foundation for the 
improvement of living and working conditions 
AssentS 87609-2462 
-Work of the European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
87605-2230' 87611-2228 
European Institute in Florence 
- Inauguration ofthe European Institute in 
Florence 87611-2267 
European Parliament 
- Activities of the European Parliament in 1976 
R7600-30 
- Aid scheme for bee-keepers and budgetary 
powers of the EP 87605-2424 
-Censure motion against the Commission 
defeated Assent P 87606-2402 
- Election of the EP by direct universal suffrage 
R7600-26 
-Joint session ofthe EP and of the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe 87609-2423 
- Motion of censure tabled against the 
Commission ofthe European Communities 
87605-2403 
- New structure for the Committees of the EP 
87601-2422 
- Preliminary draft general budget for 1977 87606-
2409 
- Re-election of Mr Splmale to the presidency of 
the European Parliament R7600-25 
- Report at the end of the probationary period at 
the EP Case 61-75 87601-2442 
European Science Foundation 
- Participation ofthe Commission in the annual 
assembly ofthe European Science Foundation 
87610-2255 
European Trade Union Institute 
- Financial aid granted to set up European Trade 
Union Institute 87612-2220 
European Union 
-Discussions of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the Tindemans Report 87609-2509 
- Examination of the Tindemans Report in view of 
the European Council 87607-2502 
- Intensification of political cooperation between 
the Nine R7600-500 
-Statement at the end of the European Council in 
The Hague on European Union 87611-2501 
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European Union (Continuation) 
- Tindemans Report on European Union R7600-
22' 87601-2501 
-Work of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the 
Nine 87610-2502 
European Youth Forum 
-Creation of a temporary secretariat for young 
people 87610-2439 
Exchange rate 
- Adjustment of M CAs for all currencies not 
belonging to the« snake » 87611-2239 
-Adjustment of MCAs for Ireland and the United 
Kingdom 87606-2334 
- Adjustment of M CAs for sterling, the Irish pound 
and the lira 87604-2246 
- Adjustment of M CAs for the French franc and the 
Italian lira 87612-2241 
-Adjustment of MCA's in face of movements in 
the exchange rates of the pound and the lira 
87609-2224 
- ~djustment of M CAs relating to the situation of 
tne I i ra 87605-2241 
- Adjustment of MCMs due to exchange rate 
fluctuations 87607-2241 
- Adjustment of monetary compensatory amounts 
87603-2250 
- Adjustments of the M CAs by the Member States 
87610-2231 
-Calculation of the Community aid granted for 
skimmed milk processed into casein Case 80-
76 87607-2466 
-Community measures to counter monetary 
movements in the Member States 87610-2232 
-Community measures to counter the drop in 
sterling 87610-2233 
- Consequences of the abolition of the MCA's 
following the fluctuation of currencies Case 74-
74 87606-2438 
-Conversion into national currencies of fines 
imposed on sugar undertakings AF 41,43 et 44-
73 87609-2439 
- Effects of the depreciation of currencies on the 
common agricultural policy 87604-2243 
- Effects of variations in exchange rates on the 
social security benefits payable to migrant 
workers 87606-2216 
- Fixing a new exchange rate following the 
withdrawal of the French franc from the 
Community snake 87603-2249 
- Fixing the new representative exchange rate of 
the Irish pound in the agricultural sector 87612-
2242 
- Fluctuations on the foreign exchange markets 
87610-2202 
- Measures taken by Italy in favour of the lira 
87603-2207 
- Monetary situation in Italy 87605-2203 
-Operation of the Community exchange rate 
scheme R7600-204 
- Realignment ofthe intervention rates within the 
snake 87610-2203 
- Situation on the exchange markets 87603-2205 
- Withdrawal of the French franc from the 
currency snake 87604-2408 , 87603-2206 
Exchange rate, cc green ,, 
- Adoption of new« green » exchange rates on the 
agricultural market 87603-2246 
Expo 
Exchange rate scheme, Community 
- Fluctuations on the foreign exchange markets 
87610-2202 
Exchange system, Community 
- Adjustment of MCMs due to exchange rate 
fluctuations 87607-2241 
- Fixing a new exchange rate following the 
withdrawal of the French franc from the 
Community snake 87603-2249 
- Measures taken by Italy in favour of the lira 
87603-2207 
- Protective measures by Italy in view of the 
monetary situation 87605-2204 , Dec1s1on 
C 87605-2205: Dec1s1on C 87609-2204; 87610-
2204 
Exchange system, monetary 
-Withdrawal of the French franc from the 
currency snake 87604-2408 , 87603-2206 
Excise duties 
- Exc1se duties on manufactured tobacco in France 
87602-2118 
- Harmonization of excise duties on manufactured 
tobacco R7600-187 , Proposal D1rect1Ve C 87607-
2133, AssentP87607-2415, AssentP87610-
2420, Dec1s1on L 87612-2139 
Expatriation allowance 
- Expatnation allowance for a Commission official 
Case 1-76 87601-2431 : Case 42-75 87602-2438. 
Case 107-75 87603-2443, Case 1-76 87606-2448 
Expenses, illness 
- Disability allowance for a Council official Case 
101-74 87602-2437 
Export aid 
- Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions ofthe Member States R7600-165, 
R7600-163, R7600-164, R7600-167 
-Infringement procedure against Italy for export 
aids to the toy industry Dec1s1on C 87603-2116 
- Infringement procedure relating to State aids in 
Italy to the textile, clothing and footwear sectors 
Dec1s1on C 87604-2112 
-State aid in Italy to improve sales of Italian 
products Dec1s1on C 87609-2108 
Export credit 
-Abolition of cost escalation guarantee schemes 
for export to non-member countries Proposal 
D1rect1ve C 87605-2307 
- Estabishment of a European export bank Assent 
5 87605-2455 
- Failure by France, Italy, Germany and the United 
Kingdom to respect the treaties relating to an 
<< understanding » on export credits Dec1s1on 
c 87607-2313 
-Joint principles concerning credit insurance and 
guarantee schemes for export credits R7600-489 
- Project for the creation of a european export 
bank 87602-2308 
Export duty 
-Conditions for the repayment of import or export 
duties 87601-2104 
- Repayment of import or export duties in the wine 
sector Assent 5 87605-2460 
Expo 
Export, prohibition 
-Changes made to an exclusive patent licensing 
agreement in the automobile sector 87611-2120 
- Condemnation of a German company's export 
prohibitions 87612-2124 
- Condemnation of the use of export prohibitions 
and false trademarks 87612-2125 
Export quota 
- Modification of the quotas for scrap exports 
R7600-492 ; 87606-2306 
Export refund 
-Certificate of export of sugar in Belgium Case 88-
76 87609-.2431 
- Export arrangements for certain categories of 
compound foodstuffs and feedingstuffs Case 
725-76 87612-2445 
- Export refund in the cereals sector in Germany 
Case 706-75 87604-2440 
- Export refund on butter exported to 
Czechoslovakia by a German firm Case 44-
76 87605-2442 . 
- Export refund on butter in the case of mere 
transit through a country Case 125-75 87606-
2446 
- Export refund on raw tobacco Regulations 
c 87602-2237 
-Export refund on white sugar 87601-2226 
- Export refund on white sugar in Germany Case 
175-75 87603-2445 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports to 
Italy and the United Kingdom 87604-2245 
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FADN 
- Farm Accountancy Data Network Regulat1on 
c B7612-2254 
-Results of the Farm Accountancy Data Network 
R7600-347 
- 1974 results of the EEC Farm Accountancy Data 
Network Report C B7609-2231 
Family allowance 
- Entitlement to family allowances for migrant 
workers Case 19-76 B7602-2434 
- Family allowance of a Commission official Case 
106-76 B7611-2441 
- Social security for migrant workers and their 
families Case 32-76 B7603-2439 
FAO 
- Community contribution to the campaign of the 
FAO to eradicate foot-and-mouth disease B7601-
2232 
- FAO Regional Conference for Europe B7609-2319 
- International banana draft agreement B7607-
2332 
- Meeting ofthe FAO Council B7607-2337 
-Meeting of the Intergovernmental Group on 
Meat ofthe FAO B7610-2325 
- Participation of the Commission in the meeting 
of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on jute, 
kenaf and allied fibres B7601-2316 
- Session of the FAO Council B7612-2332 
- Working out of a world early warning and 
information system within the FAO B7612-2333 
-Work of the Committee on World Food Security 
connected with the international cereals market 
B7604-2324 
Farm modernization 
-Implementation ofthe reform of agricultural 
structures Assent C B761 0-2243 ; Report 
C B7603-2258 ; Dec1s1ons C Assent C B7603-
2259 ; Assent C B7605-2250 ; Dec1s1ons C Assent 
C B7607-2252 ; Dec1s1on C Assent C B7604-2254 . 
B7612-2247 
Farming area, less-favoured 
- Less-favoured farming areas in France added to 
the Community list B7604-2254 
Farming, mountain and hill 
- Amended DirectiVe L B7603-2261 
Farms, modernization of 
- Interest rate subsidy on the modernization of 
farms in Italy Dec1sion L B7604-2254 
Faroe Islands 
- Customs treatment applicable to The Faeroes 
Assent P B7604-2414 
- Inward processing authorization in respect of 
certain products originating in EFTA States and 
the Farce Islands B7601-2105; Directive L B7607-
2111 
F 
Fauna, protection of 
- Protection of flora and fauna B7612-2233 
Feedingstuff 
- Addition of skimmed-milk powder to animal 
feeds Assent P B761 0-2403 
- Establishment of a scientific committee for 
feedingstuffs B7609-2230 
- Export arrangements for certain categories of 
compound foodstuffs and feedingstuffs Case 
125-76 B7612-2445 
- Marketing standards for feedingstuffs D1rect1ve 
L B7611-2237 
Ferro-chromium 
-Tariff quotas for terre-chromium Regulation 
L B7606-2107 
Fibre, hard 
- Preparatory meeting on hard fibres under 
UNClAD B7612-2329 
Financial aid 
- Aid for the financing of iron and steel research 
projects Dec1s1on C B7605-2260 
-Aid for the financing of low-cost housing R7600-
262 
-Aid for uranium prospection B7611-2276 
Financial aid, Community 
- Allocation of a credit for Friuli Assent P B7606-
2412 
- Community aid for the victims of the earthquake 
in Guatemala Dec1s1on C B7603-2320 
- Community assistance to the restructuring of the 
Portuguese economy B7601-2325 
- Financial aid for the realization of pilot projects in 
the field of vocational training Dec1s1on C B7603-
2221 
- Measures to support the European data 
processing industry Assent P B7601-2405 
- Modification of the aid scheme for the 
production of coking coal and coke Resolution 
p B7612-2285 
- Support for Community projects in the oil and 
gas sector Amended Proposal C B7603-2287 ; 
Commumcatlon C B7611-2273 
Financial aid, ECSC 
- ECSC aid for research projects on mines safety 
B7612-2224 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of coal and steel 
workers in the Community B7612-2216 
- ECSC-aid for the readaptation of colliery workers 
in Germany Dec1s1on C B7605-2216 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of steel workers in 
Germany, Belgium, France and the United 
Kingdom Dec1s1on C B7607-2216 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of workers in 
Germany and the United Kingdom B7611-2221 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of workers in 
Germany, Belgium and the United Kingdom 
B7606-2218 
Fin a 
Financial aid, ECSC (Continuation) 
- ECSC aids in view of the crisis in the iron and 
steel industry 87601-2214 
- ECSC financial aid to coal research DeciSion 
c B7603-2291 
- ECSC research policy in the social field R7600-
272 
- ECSC social research to improve life and working 
conditions B7602-2219 
- Financial aid ECSC for a research project 
concerned with the protection of workers agamst 
toxic risks 87606-2226 
- Financial aid for coal research R7600-428 , 
Memorandums C B7611-2275 
- Financial aid under the research programme on 
ergonomics and readaptation B7605-2226 
- Financial aid under the research programme on 
the fight against pollution in the iron and steel 
industry B7603-2230 
-5th, 6th, 7th and 8th programmes of financial aid 
for low-cost housing in Belgium B7603-2227 
-7th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Italy and Belgium B7602-2213 
- 7th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Italy and Ireland B7607-2219 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing B7611-2222 
-8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Belgium, France, Germany and the 
Netherlands B7609-2208 
-8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Denmark and in Ireland B7612-2219 
-8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in France, Germany and Italy 87605-
2224 
-8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Germany B7604-2226 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Germany, France, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Belgium and the United Kingdom 
B7607-2220 
Financial and technical cooperation 
- Financial aid to non-associated developing 
countries R7600-485, Resolut1on P 87606-2319, 
B7610-2311 
Financial assistance, short-term 
- Short-term monetary support to Italy B7605-2206 
Financial control 
- Development of financial control activities by the 
Commission in 1976 R7600-83 
- Report by the Special Committee of Inquiry 
concerning its work in the beef and veal sector 
B7607-2497 
Financial forecasts for 1977-78-79 
- Multiannual financial forecasts DeciSIOn L B7606-
2479 
Financial management 
- Financing of intervention measures by the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section Amended Regulation 
L B7603-2260 , Amended Regulat1on L 87611-
2248, Amended Regulat1ons L B7612-2248 
Financial mechanism 
-Adoption of a financial correcting mechanism 
Regulation L B7605-2470 
Financial protocol 
- Negotiations on a 2nd fmancial protocol 
between the EEC and Greece B7612-2340 
- Opening of negotiations with Portugal 87602-
2335 
-Signing of an additional protocol, a fmancial 
protocol and an intenm protocol between the 
EEC and Portugal B7609-1301 
Financial regulation 
36 
-Amending the financial regulation applicable to 
the general budget of the European 
CommunitieS R7600-81 , Proposal C B7605-2469 , 
Assent P 87612-2409 
Financial report 
-4th financial report ofthe EAGGF Assent 
p B7605-2426 
-5th EAGGF Financial Report B7610-2244 
Financial year, 1975 
- Revenue and expenditure account and financial 
balance sheet of the European Communities for 
the 1975 budgetary year B7605-2471 
-4th report on the activities of the European 
Social Fund 87607-2213 
Financing of expenditure 
- Request for information of the EP relating to 
expenditure on the common agricultural policy 
B7607-2429 
Financing of expenses 
-Conclusions of the Council meeting relating to 
the financing of Community activities 87604-
2447 
- Financing food a1d R7600-353 
- Financing of intervention measures by the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section Amended Regulation 
L B7603-2260 , Amended Regulation L B7611-
2248, Amended Regulations L 87612-2248 
- Fixing the max1mum rate of increase in non-
compulsory expenditure 87604-2448 
Finet Foundation 
-Awarding of scholarships by the Paul Fin et 
Foundation to the children of ECSC workers 
R7600-275, 87601-2218, 87604-2233, B7607-
2227 ' 87610-2219 
Fisheries policy, common 
-Common fisheries policy Resolution P 87612-
2256 
-Common fisheries policy before the EP 87611-
2422 
B7611-2422 
-Community export policy and mternal 
arrangements concerning fishenes 
Commumcat1on C R7600-466 , Commumcatlon 
CB7609-1201 
-Community system for the conservation and 
management of fishery resources Proposal 
c B7610-2241 
- Establishment of a 200-mile fishing zone Assent 
P 87610-2405 , Commumcat1on C 87602-2226 , 
Resolution L 8761 0-1501 
-Fishery resources policy AssentS B7612-2469 
- Measures in favour ofthe fishing industry 87601-
2420 
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Fisheries policy, common {Continuation) 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of fishery 
agreements with third countries B7611-2344 
Fishering zones 
- United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea 
B7603-2330 ; B7602-2229 
Fishery agreement 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of fishery 
agreements with third countries B7611-2344 
Fishery law 
- Provisions on fishing restrictions in the 
Netherlands AF 3.4 et-76 B7601-2433 
Fishery resource, conservation of 
-Fishery resources policy AssentS B7612-2469 
Fishery resources, conservation of 
- Common fisheries policy ResolutiOn P B7612-
2256 
- Community system forthe conservation and 
management of fishery resources Proposal 
c B761 0-2241 
- Conservation measures for fishery resources in 
the 200-mile economic zone B7602-2227 
- Deep-sea fish catch quotas B7602-2406 
- Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources B7612-1201 
- Provisions on fishing restrictions in the 
Netherlands AF 3.4 et-76 B7601-2433 
Fishery rights 
- Community export policy and internal 
arrangements concerning fisheries 
Communtcat!On C R7600-466 , Communtcatlon 
c B7609-120 1 
- Negotiations with third countries concerning 
fishery rights B7602-2228 
Fishing industry 
- Measures in favour of the fishing industry B7601-
2420 
Fishing resources, conservation of 
- Maintenance of the safeguard clause for the 
French fresh tunny market Dec1s1on L B7604-2253 
Fishing, sea 
-Aid granted from the EAGGF Guidance Section 
to the fishing sector B7604-2255 
- Results of the study on accidents at work in the 
fishing industry B7605-2221 
- Social problems in the sea fishing sector B7603-
2229 
- Study by the Commission on accidents at work 
in the sea-fishing industry B7601-2213 
Fishing zone 
- Community export policy and internal 
arrangements concerning fisheries 
Communtcat!On C R7600-466 ; Communication 
c B7609-1201 
- Conservation measures for fishery resources in 
the 200-mile economic zone B7602-2227 
- Establishment of a 200-mile fishing zone Assent 
P B7610-2405; Communtcatlon C B7602-2226; 
Resolution L B7610-1501 
- Negotiations with third countries concerning 
fishery rights B7602-2228 
Food 
Flora, protection of 
- Protection of flora and fauna B7612-2233 
Food 
- Participation of the Commission in the meeting 
of the Consultative Group on food production 
and investment in developing countries B7602-
2316 
Food aid 
- Convention concerning the supply of food aid 
between the Community and the UNRWA B7607-
2327 
- Emergency aids as part of the food aid 
programme in cereals Dec1s1on L B7612-2327 
- Emergency food aid to Niger and Mali Proposal 
c B7606-2318 
- Emergency food aid to Niger, Mali, Chile, Zambia 
and to the repatriate~ from Angola in Portugal 
Dec1s1on L B7607-2326 
- Emergency food aid to the Comoros B7612-2326 
- Emergency food aid to the Timor refugees 
Dec1s1on L B7606-2314 
- Financing food aid R7600-353 
- Food aid for Vietnam, Zaire and Bolivia B7605-
2318 
- Food aid programme in cereals R7600-480 , 
B7603-2317 ; Commun1cat1on C B761 0-2315 
- Food aid programme in skimmed milk powder 
for 1976 Communtcat!On C B7602-2321 
-Food aid to Somalia B7601-2313 
- Food aid to the Western Sahara B7601-2314 
- Planning Community food aid R7600-478 
- Renewal of the aid to Palestinian refugees Assent 
p B7606-2415 
- Skimmed-milk powder as gifts to the starving 
peoples B7607-2428 
- Skimmed-milk powder food aid to certain non-
governmental organizations Communtcatlon 
c B7611-2321 
- Supplementary supply of skimmed-milk powder 
under the 1976 food aid programme (Decision L) 
B7607-2251 
-Supply of skimmed-milk powder to Uruguay and 
offlourto Bolivia B7612-2328 
- Supply of skimmed-milk powder under food aid 
Assent P B7607-2328 
- Supply of sugar to Palestinian refugees within 
the framework of the convention concluded with 
the UNRWA B7604-2416 
- Three-year food aid programme Communtcatlon 
CB7609-1401; AssentPB7611-2415 
- 1976 milk products aid programme B7603-2318 
-2nd instalment of the skimmed-milk powder 
food aid programme for 1976 B7607-2325 
Food aid, management of 
- Planning Community food aid R7600-478 
- Three-year food aid programme Communtcatwn 
C B7609-1401 , Assent P B7611-2415 
Food safety 
- FAO Regional Conference for Europe B7609-2319 
Food security 
- Work of the Committee on World Food Security 
connected with the international cereals market 
B7604-2324 
Food 
Food situation, world 
- Participation ofthe Community in the World 
Food Council B7605-2316; B7606-2331 
Food supply safeguards 
-Working out of a world early warning and 
information system within the FAO B7612-2333 
Foodstuff 
-Accession of the Community to the European 
Convention for the protection of animals kept for 
breeding purposes B7604-2258 
-Admissible standards fixing the quantity of 
erucic acid in oils and fats intended for human 
consumption DirectiVe L B7607-2235 
- Approximation of the laws on labelling of 
foodstuffs AssentS B7609-2461 
- Consumer protection relating to materials and 
articles which may come into contact with 
foodstuffs D1rect1Ve L B7611-2235 
- Consumer protection relating to maximum 
permitted levels for pesticide residues in fruit 
and vegfltables DirectiVe L B7611-2236 
- Deletion from the Community list of colouring 
matters in food DirectiVe L B7604-2240 
- Entry into force of the agreement on the 
international carriage of perishable foodstuffs 
B7607-2289 ; AssentS B7609-2455 
- Labelling and advertising of dietetic foodstuffs 
DirectiVe L B7612-2238 
-Labelling and presentation of foodstuffs B7603-
2238 ; Assent P B7607-2425 
- Maximum admissible content of vinyl chloride 
monomer in contact with foodstuffs D1rectwe 
L B7612-2238 
- Preservatives used in foodstuffs Amended 
Directive L B7605-2253 ; AssentS B7606-2231 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to processed 
agricultural products R7600-129 
- Transport of perishable foodstuffs Assent 
p B7610-2425 
Footwear 
-Authorization granted to Ireland to levy a duty on 
imports of footwear Dec1sion C B7606-2120 
- Extension of protective measures for the 
importation of certain footwear into Ireland 
B7611-2115 
- FFixing duties for the import of footwear 
originating in the EFTA countries into Italy 
Decis1on L B7607-2118 
-Import quotas in Sweden for shoes coming from 
the Community B7612-2337 
-Protective measure with regard to imports of 
footwear originating in certain EFTA countries 
Dec1s1on L B7602-2106 
-Technological research in the footwear sector 
AssentS B7611-2465 
Forecasts for 1977-78-79, financial 
- Multiannual financial forecasts Dec1s1on L B7606-
2479 
Foreign exchange market 
- Suspension of official dealings on foreign 
exchange markets in Italy B7601-2201 
Formalities at frontiers 
- Control of travellers at frontiers B7607-2421 
- Italian foreign exchange controls B7607-2420 
France 
- A_uthorization for the new French development 
a1ds scheme B7612-2132 
- EIB loan to France for improving 
telecommunications in Brittany B7606-2475 
- EIB loan to France for the improvement of 
telecommunications in the Auvergne B7612-
2475 
-Human rights in France B7602-2412 
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- Less-favoured farming areas in France added to 
the Community list B7604-2254 
- Withdrawal of the French franc from the 
currency snake B7604-2408 , B7603-2206 
Free movement of goods 
- Approval of duty-free entry of goods imported 
for test purposes Regulation L B7607-2105 
-Authorization of protective measures in Italy 
Dec1s1on C B7605-2108 
- Certificate of export of watches in France Case 
53-76 B7606-2434 
-Customs treatment applicable to goods returned 
to the customs territory ofthe Community 
Regulat1on C B7611-2112 
- Exercise of exclusive copyright and free 
movement of goods Case 121-75 B7606-2445 
-Exercise of trademark rights AF JOintes 51,86 et 
96-75 B7606-2439 , Case 119-75 B7606-2443 
- Goods returned to the customs territory of the 
Community Regulation L B7603-2104 
- Marketing of reeds and vegetables in Italy Case 
52-75 B7602-2440 
- Nominal quantities permitted for certain 
prepackaged goods Proposal DirectiVe C B7607-
2117 
- Protective measures in Italy and Ireland R7600-
113 
-Reservations and preferences in the award of 
public contracts R7600-131 
- Results of the Community action in the field of 
elimination of technical barriers to trade Report 
c B7605-2109 
Free movement of persons 
- Control of travellers at frontiers B7607 -2421 
-Creation of a European driving licence Assent 
p B7609-2421 
-Creation of a uniform European passport 
Resolution P B7607-2403 
- Fight against illegal immigration of migrant 
workers Proposal D1rectwe C B7611-2219 
- Prohibition of any discrimination on grounds of 
nationality or residence R7600-137 
- Right of residence for a French national in 
Belgium Case 48-75 B7604-2439 
-Right of residence for Community nationals in 
Italy Case 118-75 B7607-2474 
Free movement of workers 
-Abuse of the principle of the free movement of 
workers Resolut1on P B7611-2414 
- Freedom of movement for professional football 
players Case 13-76 B7602-2431 ; Case 13-
76 B7607-2478 
- Free movement of Turkish workers 
Commumcat1on C B7604-2217 
-Implementation of the SEDOC system R7600-258 
-Statistics on migrant workers Regulat1on L B7602-
2206 
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Free movement of workers (Continuation) 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Freedom of 
Movement for Workers on the coordination of 
migration policies vis-a-vis non-member 
countries 87612-2212 
-Work oft he Consultative Committee on Freedom 
of Movement for Workers concerning migrant 
workers 87603-2218 
Freedom of establishment 
- Freedom of establishment and freedom to 
provide services for doctors 87612-2273 
- Freedom of establishment and freedom to 
provide services for insurance agents and 
brokers Directive L 87612-2143 
- Freedom of lawyers to provide services Assent 
S 87601-2449; Assent P 87602-2418, 87604-
2422 , Case 71-76 87607-2457 
- Mutual recognition offormal qualifications for 
the occupation of carrier Assent P 87605-2421 ; 
AssentS 87605-2456 
- Prohibition of any discrimination on grounds of 
nationality or residence R7600-137 
-Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of Public Health 87601-2245 
Freedom to provide services 
- Freedom of lawyers to provide services Assent 
S 87601-2449; Assent P 87602-2418; 87604-
2422 , Case 71-76 87607-2457 
- Freedom to provide services in the insurance 
sector Assent P 87601-2411 
Friuli 
-Aid by the Member States for the victims of the 
Friuli earthquake 87610-2416 
-Aids to the victims of the Friuli earthquake in 
Italy 87605-2402 
-Allocation of a credit for Friuli Assent P 87606-
2412 
- Allocation of ERDF assistance for the Friuli 
disaster area 87611-2212 
- Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section under 
the Community assistance to Friuli 87606-2243 ; 
87611-2249' 87612-2249 
-Community solidarity following the Friuli 
earthquake 87605-1501 
- Duty-free importation of goods for the 
earthquake victims in the Friuli region Dec1s1on 
C 87607-2104; Dec1s1on C 87609-2105; Dec1s1on 
c 87612-2110 
- El8 loan to Italy to help small and medium-sized 
enterprises destroyed by the Friuli earthquake 
87612-2482 
- Extension of the duty-free importation of goods 
for the victims of the Friuli earthquake Dec1s1on 
c 87606-2112 
- Preliminary draft of the supplementary budget 
• for the financial year 1976 in favour of the Friuli 
area 87606-2478 
Fruit and vegetable sector 
- Common organization of the market in fruit and 
vegetables 87605-2244 
- Fixing agricultural prices in the fruit and 
vegetable sector Regulations L 87603-2244 
- Marketing of reeds and vegetables in Italy Case 
• 52-75 87602-2440 
- Processing of citrus fruit juices imported into 
Fusi 
Germany Case 78-76 87607-2464 
- Production standards and marketing standards 
for jams 87605-2420 
- Restriction of imports in the fruit and vegetable 
sector Regulations C 87603-2254 
- Suspension by the new Member States of the 
import duties on certain vegetables 87607-2102 
- Suspension of the autonomous CCT duty on 
certain vegetables Dec1s1on L 87607-2102 
- Suspension of the CCT on certain mushrooms 
Regulation L 87611-2103 , Regulation L 87611-
2243 
Fruit and vegetables 
- See fruit and vegetable sector 8XX00-15 
- See processed fruit and vegetables sector 
8XX00-02 
Furazolidone 
-Opening of an anti-dumping procedure for 
imports of furazolidone from Hungary 87606-
2303 
Fusion, Advisory Committee on 
- Creation of an Advisory Committee on Fusion 
87604-2266 
- Opinion of the Advisory Committee on Fusion on 
the appropriation for the construction of JET 
87611-2258 
-Opinion ofthe Advisory Committee on Fusion on 
the JET project 87610-2257 
Fusion, controlled thermonuclear 
- Agreement with Sweden in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
87605-2273 
- Choice of site for JET 87601-2239 
- Directives on negotiations with Switzerland on 
cooperation in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
87605-2274 
-Implementation of the JET project 
Commumcat!On C 87606-2259 , 87609-2240 
- Implementation of the JET project under the five-
year controlled thermonuclear fusion 
programme 87610-2253 
- Meeting oft he JET Steering Committee 87607-
2271 
- Position of the Council on the JET programme 
87607-2270 
- Problems relating to the completition of the JET 
project 87612-2265 
- Release of appropriations for the JET project 
Assent P 87609-2407 
- Results of the discussions by the Council of 
Research Ministers on the JET Resolution 
p 87612-2266 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
relating to the JET project 87605-2272 
GATT 
- Conclusion of an agreement with Brazil under 
the Multifibre Arrangement of GATT 87603-2310 
-Discussions in the GATT on the withdrawal by 
Canada of tariff concessions 87611-2330 
- Distortion of competition relating to the import 
of footwear by the United States 87603-2353 
- Meeting of the Advisory Group on Meat under 
the GATT 87601-2318 
- Meeting of the Consultative Group of Eighteen 
87610-2323 
- Meeting of the GATT Council 87606-2327 ; 
87602-2327 
-Proposals by Canada within the GATT 
concerning a sectoral approach 87604-2305 
- Session of the Contracting Parties to the GATT 
87611-2329 
- Work of the GATT Council 87607-2335 
- Work of the GATT Council relating to agricultural 
policy 87609-2316 
-Work of the groups and sub-groups ofthe GATT 
Trade Negotiations Committee R7600-456 
- Work of the Panel on American fiscal legislation 
appointed by the GATT Council 87603-2328 
- Work within the framework of GATT R7600-458 
GDR 
- Respect of the humanitarian principles in the 
Helsinki Declaration by the GDR 87603-2410 
Germany 
- Authorization of aids in Germany in favour of 
promoting the use of Community coal in 
electricity generating stations Dec1s1on C 87603-
2113 
- EIB loan to Germany for reorganizing steelworks 
87612-2474 
GPS 
-Debate in the Council on the generalized 
preferences for developing countries 87611-2320 
- Definition of the concept of originating products 
within the GPS Regulations L 87612-2106 
- Generalized tariff preferences for developing 
countries Regulations L 87612-2106 
-Participation of the Commission in the work of 
the UNCTAD Special Committee on Preferences 
87601-2312 
-Visit by a Commission delegation to certain Latin 
American countries to provide information on 
the GPS 87603-2316 
- 1977 generalized tariff preferences scheme 
Regulations L Dec1s1ons L 87612-2324 , R7600-
472 , Commumcatlon C Proposals C 87606-1501 , 
AssentS 87609-2456 ; Assent P 87610-2407 
Greece 
- Accession negotiations with Greece 87610-
2328' 87612-2338 
-Agricultural harmonization within the framework 
of the EEC-Greece Association Agreement 
87605-2334 
- EIB loan to Greece for industrial projects 87601-
2454 
G 
-Examination of Community secondary 
legislation in view of the accession of Greece 
87610-2329 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association Council 
87603-2333 ; 87606-2337 ; 87607-2340 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee 87605-2333; 87611-2334 
- Negotiations on a 2nd financial protocol 
between the EEC and Greece 87612-2340 
-Official visit to the Commission by the Greek 
Minister of Coordination and Planning 87602-
2331 
- Opening of accession negotiations with Greece 
R7600-24; 87607-1201 
- Problems relating to agricultural harmonization 
under the terms of the association between the 
EEC and Greece 87603-2334 
- Request for membership by Greece Assent 
C 87601-1101 ; Assent P 87603-2408 
- State of the work within the EEC-Greece 
Association Council R7600-507 ; R7600-503 
- Visit by the Greek Minister with responsability 
for the negotiations on the accession of Greece 
87609-2321 
cc green , exchange rate 
- Adoption of new« green »exchange rates on the 
agricultural market 87603-2246 
-Application of the new green rates to the 
agricultural market Regulation C 87603-2248 
- Fixing the new representative exchange rate of 
the green pound Dec1s1on L 87604-2244 
Green Paper 
- Exchange of views in the ESC relating to the 
Green Paper on Employee Participation and 
Company Structure in the Community 87601-
2443 
- Green paper on employee participation and 
company structure in the Community R7600-138 
cc Green , pound 
- Debate on request in the EP on the green pound 
87612-2412 
- Fixing the new representative exchange rate of 
the green pound Dec1s1on L 87604-2244 
- Fixing the new representative exchange rate of 
the Irish pound in the agricultural sector 87612-
2242 
Growth, economic 
- Concern in the EP regarding measures to 
relaunch and organize economic and monetary 
union Resolution P 87603-2413 
.. 
Handicapped person 
- Action programme for the occupational 
rehabilitation of handicapped persons R7600-271 
- Declaration of invalidity of a Commission official 
Case31-71 87610-2456 
- Pilot proJects relating to making normal 
dwellings accessible to handicapped persons 
87603-2228 
-Social security for a migrant worker's 
handicapped ch1ld Case 63-76 87612-2458 
Health at work 
- Actions in the field of safety and health at work 
(Advisory Committee) 87602-2218 
-Annual report of the Standing Committee for 
safety and health in coal m~nes 87609-2211 
-Conference on the Prevention of Occupational 
Risks in the Metalworking Industry 87610-2215 
- Development of research under the third 
programme for health ih mines 87605-2227 
- Financial aid for research projects on sanitary 
protection in the steel sector Dec1s1on C 87607-
2223 
- Financing projects relating to health protection 
in mines 87604-2230 
- Financing research projects on industnal safety 
and medicine 87604-2231 
- Research programme relating to safety in mines 
87605-2225 
- Safety and health protection at work R7600-270 
-Training courses forfactory inspectors 87611-
2225 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Safety, 
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 87610-
2216 
-Work of the Mines Safety and Health 
Commission R7600-274, 87612-2225 
-Work of the national experts concerning 
compensation for occupational diseases 87606-
2220 
Health control 
-Adoption of the list of non-member countries 
authorized to import fresh meat into the 
Community 87611-2238 
- Charge for the health inspection of certain 
vegetable products Case 89-76 87609-2432 
- Charges for the health control of meat imports in 
the Netherlands Case 46-76 87606-2427 
- Establishment of an emergency fund in the event 
of an epizootic disease as a result of imports 
from a non-member country 87611-2238 
- Health marking on large packagings of fresh 
pou ltrymeat D1rect1ve C 87612-2253 
- Health problems affecting trade in fresh 
poultrymeat Assent P 87611-2424 
- Measures in the field of veterinary legislation 
following the accession of the new Member 
States 87611-2238 
- Measures relating to the protection of 
consumers in the plant health sector 87612-2253 
- Measures relating to the protect1on of 
consumers in the veterinary sector 87612-2253 
H 
Health inspection 
- Health inspection duty levied in Italy on imports 
of skins from France and Senegal Case 87-
75 87602-2444 
- Health inspection on fresh poultrymeat Assent 
s 87612-2463 
- Rules of the Court on administrative charges for 
health inspections of imported fruit Case 33-
76 87604-2431 
Health protection 
-Consumer protection relating to materials and 
articles which may come into contact with 
foodstuffs D1rect1ve L 87611-2235 
- Financing projects relating to health protection 
in mines 87604-2230 
- Financing research projects on industrial safety 
and medicine 87604-2231 
- Health aspects ofthe environment R7600-269 
- Health protection against the pollution by certain 
persistent organochlorine compounds 87606-
2225 
- Health protection measures against toxic and 
dangerous wastes Proposal DirectiVe C 87607-
2228 
- Health protection of workers exposed to vinyl 
chloride monomer Proposal D1rect1ve C 87611-
2224 
- Protection of the population against the risks due 
to the swine flu virus 87606-2224 
- Report on the biology and health protection 
programme 87605-2269 
- Research projects in the field of biology and 
health protection 87605-2270 
- Seminar on medicines containing radioactive 
substances 87609-2210 
- Work of the national experts concerning 
compensation for occupational diseases 87606-
2220 
- Work on the effect of asbestos on the 
environment 87604-2232 
-Work relating to health protection against the 
risks of swine flu virus 87607-2225 
Health, public 
- Work on the effect of asbestos on the 
environment 87604-2232 
- Work relating to health protection against the 
risks of swine flu virus 87607-2225 
- Work within the Committee of Senior Officials in 
the field of Public Health 87611-2268, 87606-
2263 
Hoffmann-La-Roche case 
-Abuse of dominant position in the 
pharmaceutical industry in Switzerland Dec1s1on 
C 87606-2124, Case 85-76 87607-2471 
-Trademark rights in connection with parallel 
sales of pharmaceutical products Case 107-
76 87611-2442 
Hop sector 
- Aid to hop producers for the 1975 harvest 87607-
2250 , Assent P 87607-2431 
Ho us 
Hop sector (Continuation) 
- Hop market situation B7606-2240 
- New common organization of the hop market 
Assent P B7606-2420 
- New guidelines for stabilizing the market in hops 
Resolutton L B7607-2250 
Housing, low-cost 
-Aid for the financing of low-cost housing R7600-
262 
- ECSC loan for low-cost housing B7610-2486 
- ECSC loan for the financing of low-cost housing 
B7607-2496 
- ECSC loan for the rebuilding of dwellings under 
the aid scheme for victims of the Friuli 
earthquake B761 0-2212 
- Organization of a competition for the 
improvement of low-cost housing B7607-2221 
-5th, 6th, 7th and 8th programmes of financial aid 
for low-cost housing in Belgium B7603-2227 
- 7th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Italy and Belgium B7602-2213 
-7th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Italy and Ireland B7607-2219 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing B7611-2222 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Belgium, France, Germany and the 
Netherlands B7609-2208 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Denmark and in Ireland B7612-2219 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in France, Germany and Italy B7605-
2224 
-8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Germany B7604-2226 
- 8th programme of financial aid for low-cost 
housing in Germany, France, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Belgium and the United Kingdom 
B7607-2220 
Human rights 
- African policy of the Community Resolutton 
p B7603-2407 
- Condemnation of the violation of human rights 
in Chile ResolutiOn P B7610-2410 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
ASEAN countries R7600-552 . B7607-2407 
- Draft of a joint declaration by the European 
institutions concerning the respect of human 
rights B761 0-2501 
-Human rights in France B7602-2412 
- Political situation in Chile and Uruguay B7605-
2408 
- Respect of human rights in Argentina Resolution 
p B7607-2405 
- Respect of human rights in the Soviet Union 
B7607-2412 
- Respect of the humanitarian principles in the 
Helsinki Declaration by the GDR B7603-2410 
- Statement by the European Council in 
Luxembourg on the situation in Rhodesia B7604-
2508 
-Violation of the Helsinki Agreement by the USSR 
B7605-2411 
Hydrocarbon 
- Commission's reply to a memorandum on the 
organization of the oil market B7612-2278 
- Imports of crude oil into the Community Report 
c B7607-2279 
- Support for Community projects in the oil and 
gas sector Amended Proposal C B7603-2287 ; 
CommunicatiOn C B7611-2273 
Hydrogen 
- Research programme for hydrogen (ACPM) 
B7604-2262; B7610-2262 
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IAEA 
-Application of the provisions of the Euratom 
Treaty concerning safeguards B7607-2282 
-EURATOM safeguards R7600-432 , Regulat1on 
c B7609-2257 ; 87610-2269 
- International Atomic Energy Agency inspections 
B7611-2461 
-Joint agreement on safeguards between the 
United Kingdom, EURATOM and the IAEA 
B7606-2326 
-Signing of the Agreement on safeguards 
between the United Kingdom, EURATOM and 
the IAEA B7609-2317 
IBRD 
-Annual assembly ofthe IMF and the IBRD B7610-
1301 
Illness, animal 
- Protection of the population against the risks due 
to the swine flu virus B7606-2224 
ILO 
- Visit to the Commission by the Director-General 
ofthe ILO B7604-2323 
- 1st Tripartite World Conference on employment 
B7606-2328 
IMF 
-Annual assembly of the IMF and the IBRD B7610-
1301 
- Developments in the international monetary 
system R7600-213 
-Work of the Interim Committee of the IMF B7601-
1401 
IMF Interim Committee 
-Work of the Interim Committee ofthe IMF B7601-
1401 
Import arrangements 
- ACP-EEC and EEC-OCTtrade arrangements 
B7601-2331 
- Arrangements applicable to products imported 
from certain countries in 1976 B7602-2101 
-Authorization to import certain pharmaceutical 
products originating from Austria RegulatiOn 
c B7606-2122 
- Authorization to import iron and steel products 
from non-member countries B7612-2316 
-Common arrangements applicable to imports 
from State-trading countries B7601-2302; 
Dec1s1on L 87602-2305 
- Common commercial policy towards State-
trading countries and other non-member 
countries R7600-487 
-Customs arrangements in the wine sector Assent 
PB7605-2107 
-Derogation from the protective duty on iron and 
steel products at the external frontiers of the 
Community Dec1s1on C B7609-2305 
- Extension of certain interim provisions 
concerning trade with the ACP and the OCT 
Dec1sion L B7602-2341 
I 
- Extension of certain transitional arrangements 
relating to trade with the ACP and the OCT 
Assent P 87602-2411 
- Extension of the validity of Community 
surveillance measures regarding the imports of 
certain products originating in non-member 
countries B7606-2301 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal from 
certain ACP countries Assent P B7611-2423 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACP countries Regulation 
L B7606-2351 , Regulation L B7611-2343 
- Import arrangements for certain preserves 
originating in China Case 29-75 B7604-2436 
- Import arrangements for textile products 
originating in South Korea Regulat1on L 87610-
2309 
- Import arrangements for textile products 
originating in South Korea and Brazil Regulation 
L B7602-2307 
-Increase of tonnage of beef and veal originating 
in the ACP States which may be imported 
DeciSIOn L B7605-2340 
- Introduction of import arrangements for beef 
and veal B7601-2230 
- Protective measures with regard to imports of 
certain products originating in third countries 
B7606-2302 
- Rules concerning the importation of products in 
the wine sector originating in certain non-
member countries Amended Regulation L B7605-
2238 
- Supervision of imports of certain woven fabrics 
originating in South Korea Regulation C B7605-
2306 
Import arrangements, autonomous 
- Amendments to the import arrangements in 
respect of Romania within the framework of the 
Textile Agreement B7612-2307 
-Amendment to the import arrangements in 
respect of State-trading countries for 1976 
Dec1s1on C B7612-2306 
-Autonomous import arrangements in respect of 
State-trading countries Dec1s1on C B7611-2305, 
Dec1s1on L B7612-2305 
- Derogation in order to permit the entry into force 
of the definitive autonomous ECSC 
arrangements with regard to the OCT Dec1s1on 
c B7607-2316 
-Opening of import quotas in respect of certain 
State-trading countries B761 0-2307 
Import certificate 
- Measures regarding imports oftextile products 
originating in Brazil Amended Regulation 
c B7604-2308 
Import duty 
-Application of the rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
character R7600-166 
-Authorization to import iron and steel products 
lmpo 
Import duty (Continuation) 
in to Germany and the United Kingdom Dec1s1ons 
c 87604-2314 
- Conditions for the repayment of import or export 
duties 87601-2104 
- Repayment of import or export duties in the wine 
sector AssentS 87605-2460 
Import licence 
- Import licence for beef and veal Dec1s1on 
c 87602-2239 
Import, quantitative restriction, 
- Quantitative limits for the importation of textile 
products originating in Hong-Kong Regulation 
L 87612-2314 
Import restriction, quantitative 
- Charging of a duty on products which are 
intended to subsidize national production of 
newsprint Case 74-76 87607-2460 
- Health inspection on imported animals for 
slaughter and butcher's meat Case 35-76 87612-
2452 
-Health inspection on imported butcher's meat in 
Italy Case 35-76 87604-2433 
- Import quotas for poultry in the Netherlands 
Case 111-76 87611-2446 
- Imports into France of textile products 
originating in Syria and the Lebanon Case 41-
76 87605-2439 
- Quantitative control of rei m ports of certain 
textile products 87601-2308 
- Quantitative import restriction for textile 
products originating in Hong Kong Regulation 
L 87603-2307 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Quantitative 
Restrictions under the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations 87611-2302 , 87607-2306 
Import supervision, Community 
- Community supervision for imports of certain 
industrial products originating in Israel and the 
Maghreb countries Regulations L 87612-2108 
- Community supervision for imports of certain 
products originating in Portugal Regulation 
L 87610-2107 
- Community supervision for imports of paper 
products originating in Austria, Finland and 
Norway Amended Regulations L 87605-2104 
-Community supervision of imports originating in 
the EFT A-countries Regulation L 87601-2103, 
Regulations L 87612-2109 
Import surveillance, Community 
- Extension of the validity of Community 
surveillance measures regarding the imports of 
certain products originating in non-member 
countries 87606-2301 
Imports restriction quantitative 
- Measures having an effect equivalent to 
quantitative restrictions R7600-111 
Improvement in working and living 
conditions 
- Actions in favour of migrant workers and their 
families R7600-261 
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Indebtedness of the developing countries 
- Developing countries' debt problems within the 
framework of UNCTAD R7600-477 
-Outcome of the North-South Dialogue on the 
matter of indebtedness of developing countries 
Resolution P 87609-2409 
India 
-Agreement between the Community and India 
on trade in jute products 87606-2304 
- Consultations with India relating to Indian 
exports of certain textile handicrafts 87609-2304 
- Consultation with India on the framework of the 
agreement on textile products 87605-2312 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a new 
agreement on trade in coir products with India 
87604-2310 
- Negotiations with India for the conclusion of an 
agreement on coir products 87604-2309 ; 87602-
2313 
- Opening of negotiations with India and 
Bangladesh with a view to new agreements on 
trade in jute products 87601-2307 
- Preparations for the meetings of the joint 
committees on the Agreements between the EEC 
and India on jute and coir products 87611-2311 
- Technical missions to India under the aegis of 
the EEC-India Joint Committee 87602-2348 
- Trade cooperation Agreement EEC-India R7600-
548 ' 87610-2348 
- Visit to the Commission by the Indian Minister of 
Industry and Civil Supplies 87602-2347 
lndia-EEC Agreement 
- Trade cooperation Agreement EEC-India R7600-
548' 87610-2348 
Indirect tax 
- Harmonizations of legislation relating to 
transactions in securities R7600-189 
Industrial conversion 
- Memorandum on the conversion policy in iron 
and steel areas 87606-2209 
Industrial cooperation 
- ACP-EEC trade arrangements Proposal C 87604-
2340 ; Regulations L 87606-2349 
- Amendments to Protocol No 3 to the EEC-Israel 
Agreement 87606-2343 
-Cooperation agreement between UN IDO and the 
Commission 87611-2331 
- Establishment of the Industrial Development 
Centre to be set up under the Lome Convention 
87602-2317 
- Industrial cooperation between the EEC and 
Canada 87603-2356 
- Meeting ofthe Committee on Industrial 
Cooperation 87612-2344 
- Participation ofthe Commission in the meeting 
of the Committee responsible for drawing up the 
constitution of UN IDO 87601-2319; 87604-
2325 ; 87607-2338 
- Project for the establishment of an industrial 
development centre under the Lome Convention 
87603-2349 
- Regular consultations between the Community 
and Canada on industrial cooperation 87612-
2349 
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Industrial cooperation (Continuation) 
-Technical missions to India under the aegis of 
the EEC-India Joint Committee B7602-2348 
Industrial investment 
- Investment trends in the iron and steel industry 
B7601-2234 
Industrial loan, ECSC 
- Decision on the granting of an ECSC industrial 
loan B7611-2480 
Industrial policy 
-Adoption of a document on the common steel 
policy B7611-1401 
- Aids for small and medium-sized firms 
Resolution P B7605-2405 
- Community action in the steel sector R7600-362 
- Community actions relating to nuclear energy 
R7600-369 
- Community steel policy Assent C B761 0-2247 
- Confirmation of the establishment of the 
Business Cooperation Centre Dec1s1on C B7612-
2264 
-Consultations in the shipbuilding industry with a 
view to an international agreement B7609-2234 
-Consultations with the Member States relating to 
the guidelines of the Commission in the field of 
iron and steel B7609-2233 
- Future of the motor industry Commumcatlon 
c B7612-2262 
- Joint measures to meet the crisis in the industrial 
sector B7606-2408 
-State of implementation of the action 
programme in the field of industrial policy Report 
c B7605-2256 
- Technical annex to the Commission's 
communication relating to the steel policy 
87610-2248 
-Three-year programme of technological 
research in the footwear industry sector B7607-
2265 
Industrial policy action programme 
-State of implementation of the action 
programme in the field of industrial policy Report 
c B7605-2256 
Industrial pollution 
-Water pollution caused by wood pulp mills 
87612-2232 
Industrial product 
-Community supervision for imports of certain 
industrial products originating in Israel and the 
Maghreb countries RegulatiOns L B7612-2108 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on certain 
industrial products Dec1s1on L B7606-2105 ; 
RegulatiOn L B7606-2103, Regulation L B7611-
2105 
-Technical barriers to trade in industrial products 
DirectiVes C 87606-2118 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to industrial 
products R7600-121 
Industrial property 
- Dissemination of knowledge applicable to the 
indirect research action R7600-412 
- Industrial property arrangements applicable to 
financial aids for research R7600-411 
-Patents situation R7600-413 
lnsu 
Industry policy 
- Work relating to the broad lines of a Community 
tourist policy B7604-2260 
Information agreement 
-Agreement on the mutual exchange of 
information between Switzerland and the 
Community B7609-2217 
-Operation ofthe 1973 information agreement 
concerning the environment R7600-292 
Information campaign 
-Multimedia information campaign for the 
election of the EP by direct universal suffrage 
87610-2413 
Information, exchange of 
- Changes made to an information agreement 
between European manufacturers of paper 
machine wires B7612-2127 
Infrastructure, cost of 
-Accounting system for expenditure on transport 
infrastructures Report C B7602-2273 
Infrastructure investment 
- Action in the field of transport infrastructure 
Commumcation C B7606-1401 , Assent C B7612-
2465 
- Community actions relating to coordination of 
investments in transport infrastructures R7600-
445 
Infringement 
- Failure by Italy and Belgium to apply the 
directive on the use of electrical equipment Case 
123-76 B7612-2443 
- Infringement procedure against Italy in respect 
ofthe Italian match monopoly B7612-2137 
-Infringement procedure in the case of the French 
monopoly in alcohols Decision C B7607-2132 
- Infringement proceedings in respect of 
environmental aid Dec1s1on C B7605-2117 
Inshore fishing 
- Improving inshore fishing structures and 
conservation of fish stocks Assent P B7605-2423 
Institute for Economic Analysis and 
Research 
- Establishment of an Institute for Economic 
Analysis and Research R7600-229 , Assent 
P B7603-2415 ; AssentS B7603-2450 
Insurance agent 
- Freedom of establishment and freedom to 
provide services for insurance agents and 
brokers D1rect1ve L B7612-2143 
Insurance, credit 
- Abolition of cost escalation guarantee schemes 
for export to non-member countries Proposal 
Direct1ve C B7605-2307 
- Failure by France, Italy, Germany and the United 
Kingdom to respect the treaties relating to an 
« understanding »on export credits Dec1s1on 
c B7607-2313 
- Joint principles concerning credit insurance and 
guarantee schemes for export credits R7600-489 
'- Project for the creation of a european export 
bank 87602-2308 
lnsu 
Insurance, indemnity 
-Civil liability insurance for motor vehicles 87610-
2423; Resolution P 87611-2130; Assent P 87611-
2418 
- Direct insurance other than life insurance Assent 
s 87606-2451 
- Motor vehicle insurance for vehicles circulating 
in other countries Case 89-76 87609-2433 
- Negotiations with Switzerland on an agreement 
relating to indemnity insurance 87604-2117 
-State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
legislati9n in the field of indemnity insurance 
R7600-173 
Insurance other than life, direct 
- Direct insurance other than life insurance Assent 
s 87606-2451 
- Freedom to provide services in the insurance 
sector Assent P 87601-2411 
Interest, project of Community 
-Programme for developing transport 
infrastructures 87603-2299 
International Energy Agency 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
International Energy Agency of the OECD 
DirectiVes C DeciSIOns L 87605-2325 
International Fund for Agricultural 
- Participation of the Community in the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
87604-2417 ; 87606-2330 
International Sugar Council 
- Work of the Advisory Group of the International 
Sugar Council concerning a new agreement 
87610-2319 
International Tin Agreement 
-Application of the 5th International Tin 
Agreement 87606-2323 
Intervention agency 
- Intervention expenditure on the German market 
in the cereals sector (Aff 47-75) 87605-2445 
- Intervention measures in the beef and veal 
sector Regulations L 87606-2242 
- Putting up olive oil for sale by the Italian 
intervention agency 87607-2226 
- Storage of products bought in by intervention 
agencies Assent P 87610-2404 
- Supply of common wheat to Italy DeciSIOn 
L 87604-2248 
Intervention stock 
- Storage of products bought in by intervention 
agencies Assent P 87610-2404 
Investment, infrastructure 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport in 
the field of infrastructure 87606-2275 
Inward processing procedure 
- Fixing standard rates of yield for certain inward 
processing arrangements Amended D1rect1ve 
C87607-2112 
- Repair operations under the inward processing 
system 87601-2105; Direct/veL 87603-2106 
Iran 
- Negotiation project with Iran with a view to an 
outline economic and trade cooperation 
agreement 87610-2347 
- Negotiations with Iran for the conclusion of a 
framework agreement for trade and economic 
cooperation R7600-547 , Commumcat10n 
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C 87603-2357 ; 87603-2358 ; Resolution P 87607-
2406' 87611-2348' 87612-2352 
Ireland 
- Authorization of State aids in Ireland Decision 
c 87605-2114 
- Draft recommendation for Ireland concerning 
the carriage of goods by road DeCISIOn C 87606-
2268 
- El8 loan to Ireland for the construction of a plant 
producing ammonia for agricultural uses 87603-
2461 
- El8 loan to Ireland for the development of 
telecommunications 87612-2476 
- El8 loan to Ireland to help increase production of 
peat for use as fuel in power-stations 87612-2477 
Iron and steel product 
- Community tariff quotas for certain iron and 
steel products originating in the developing 
countries 87612-2107 
Irregularities, fight against 
- Fight against irregularities to the prejudice of the 
EAGGF R7600-356 
Irregularity 
- Closure of the irregularity procedures in respect 
of State aids in Germany, France and the 
Netherlands 87604-2256 
Israel 
- Amendments to Protocol No 3 to the EEC-Israel 
Agreement 87606-2343 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Israel Agreement 
87611-2337 
- Official visit to Israel by the President of the 
Commission 87603-2344 
-Visit to the Commission by the Israeli Minister of 
Industry and Trade 87604-2337 
- Work of the Joint EEC-Israel Committee R7600-
511 
Italy 
- Authorization of aid in Italy for the shipbuilding 
industry DeciSIOn C 87607-2129 
- Authorization to Italy to maintain the deposit 
requirement authorized DeciSIOn C 87607-2202 
- Closure ofthe irregularity procedure in respect 
of aids to small and medium-sized firms in Italy 
87601-2109 
- Coordination of the procedures for the award of 
public works contracts Case 10-76 87609-2442 
- El8 loan for the financing of industrial 
investments in southern Italy 87603-2462 
- El8 loans to Italy for industrial projects in the 
Mezzogiorno 87610-2478 
- El8 loans to Italy for investments in the 
Mezzogiorno 87603-2464 
- El8 loan to Italy for an industrial processing 
project for steel products 87605-2462 
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Italy (Continuation) 
- El8 loan to Italy for improvements to the 
telecommunications network in certain regions 
87612-2478 
- El8 loan to Italy for investments in Sicily and in 
Campania 87607-2487 
- El8 loan to Italy for investments in the 
Mezzogiorno 87607-2486 
- El8 loan to Italy for projects in the Mezzogiorno 
87612-2481 
- El8 loan to Italy for the construction of a plant 
producing ammonia for agricultural use 87603-
2463 
- El8 loan to Italy for the creation of jobs in the 
Mezzogiorno 87607-2488 
- El8 loan to Italy for the financing of a factory 
producing refractory materials 87602-2460 
- El8 loan to Italy for the supply of natural gas 
87612-2480 
- Fixing M CAs applicable to trade with Italy 87602-
2233 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aid in the 
agricultural sector in Italy Dec1sion C 87612-2252 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aids for the 
conversion of industrial undertakings in Italy 
87612-2130 
- Italian foreign exchange controls 87607-2420 
- Monetary situation in Italy 87605-2203 
- Negotiations to float a Community loan in favour 
of Italy 87611-2207 
- Protective measures by Italy in view of the 
monetary situation 87605-2204 ; Dec1s1on 
C 87605-2205 , DecisiOn C 87609-2204 ; 87610-
2204 
- Short-term monetary support to Italy 87605-2206 
- Suspension o~ official dealings on foreign 
exchange markets in Italy 87601-2201 
Ita I 
Japan 
-Annual consultations relating to the Agreement 
on Trade in Textiles between the EEC and Japan 
87611-2310 
- Anti-dumping procedure in respect of imports of 
ball-bearings from Japan 87611-2307 
- Community trade with Japan Resolution P 87612-
2417 
- Consultations ECSC-Japan on the situation in the 
steel industry 87606-2366 
- Informal consultations between the Commission 
and Japan on Japanese exports of special steels 
to the United Kingdom 87609-2335 
- Official visit to Japan by a Commission member 
87607-2355 
-Regular high-level consultations between the 
Community and Japan 87612-2350; 87606-2365 
- Situation on the steel market within the ECSC-
Japan Contact Group 87611-1101 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and Japan R7600-544 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Japan Federation of Economic Organizations 
87610-2345 
JET 
-Choice of site for JET 87601-2239 
- Implementation of the JET project 
Commumcatlon C 87606-2259 ; 87609-2240 
- Implementation of the JET project under the five-
year controlled thermonuclear fusion 
programme 87610-2253 
- Meeting of the JET Steering Committee 87607-
2271 
- Opinion of the Advisory Committee on Fusion on 
the appropriation for the construction of JET 
87611-2258 
-Opinion ofthe Advisory Committee on Fusion on 
the JET project 87610-2257 
-Position of the Council on the JET programme 
87607-2270 
- Problems relating to the completition of the JET 
project 87612-2265 
- Release of appropriations for the JET project 
Assent P 87609-2407 
- Results of the discussions by the Council of 
Research Ministers on the JET Resolution 
p 87612-2266 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
relating to the JET project 87605-2272 
Jordan 
- Official visit to Jordan by the President of the 
Commission 87607-2346 
JRC 
- Construction of a solar collector laboratory at the 
JRC 87605-2267 
-Draft multiannual programme of the JRC for 
1977-80 87603-2273 
-Invitation to tender at the JRC at lspra for 
cleaning companies Case 22-76 87603-2434 
- Multiannual research programme of the JRC, 
J 
1977-80 87605-1301 , AssentS 87609-2457 · 
87610-2253 ' 
- Multiannual research programme 1977-80 
Assent P 87609-2417 
- New terms of employment for the staff of the 
JRC 87610-2253 
- Research problems under discussion in the 
Council 87611-2253 
-Research promotion R7600-414 
- Results of the Council meeting of Research 
Ministers Resolution P 87611-2254 ; Resolut1on 
p 87601-2404 
-Work of CREST on the draft JRC multiannual 
programme for 1977-80 87609-2237 
- Work of the ACPM responsible for the future 
multiannual JRC programme 87609-2243 
JRC General Advisory Committee 
- Draft multiannual programme of the JRC for 
1977-80 87603-2273 
Jurisdiction 
- Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement 
of civil and commercial judgments extended to 
the three new Member States 87611-2118 
- Interpretation ofthe Convention on jurisdiction 
and enforcement of civil and commercial 
judgments Case 29-76 87610-2461 ; Case 25-
76 87612-2450 ; Case 12-76 87602-2430 ; Case 
42-76 87605-2440 
Case 12-76 87610-2459 
Case 42-76 87611-2454 
Case 12-76 87602-2430 , Case 42-76 87605-2440 
AF 24-76,21-76,25-76,29-76 87603-2432 
Case 21-76 87611-2451 
-Interpretation of the Convention on jurisdiction 
and enforcement of civil and commercial 
judgments concerning a sales contract Case 14-
76 87602-2432 
-Sole agency agreement Case 14-76 87610-2460 
Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice 
- Precedence of Community law Resolution 
p 87606-2404 
Jute 
- Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
jute, kenaf and allied fibres 87610-2318 
- Opening of negotiations with India and 
Bangladesh with a view to new agreements on 
trade in jute products 87601-2307 
- Participation of the Commission in the meeting 
of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on jute, 
kenaf and allied fibres 87601-2316 
Labelling 
- Approximation ofthe laws on labelling of 
foodstuffs AssentS B7609-2461 
-Description and presentation of wine and grape 
musts Amended Regulation L B7605-2239 
- Labelling and advertising of dietetic foodstuffs 
DireCtiVe L B7612-2238 
- Labelling and presentation oftoodstuffs B7603-
2238 ; Assent P B7607-2425 
- Rules for the designation and the presentation of 
wines and grape musts (Modification Regulation 
L) B7604-2251 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to the 
classification, packaging and labelling of paints, 
varnishes and adhesives Assent P B7601-2419 
Latin America 
- Meeting at ambassadorial level between the 
Community and the Latin American countries 
87606-2371 . 87612-2354 
- Political situation in Chile and Uruguay B7605-
2408 
- State of the relations between the Community 
and Latin America R7600-554 ; Resolut1on 
p B7602-2409 
- Supply of skimmed-milk powder to Uruguay and 
of flour to Bolivia B7612-2328 
-Visit to the Commission by the Executive 
Secretary of the Economic Commission for Latin 
America B7605-2329 
-Work of the Joint EEC-Mexico Committee B7611-
2350 
Law, Community 
- Appeal of a private individual before a national 
court Case 45-76 B7605-2443 ; Case 45-76 87612-
2451 
- Developments and application of Community 
law R7600-564 
- Draft amendment to the Treaties relating to 
protection under criminal law R7600-151 
- Draft amendment to the Treaties relating to the 
protection of the financial interests of the 
Community and its officials B7607-2121 
- Precedence of Community law Resolution 
p 87606-2404 
- Precedence of Community law over national law 
in matters of customs legislation Case 118-
76 B7612-2439 
-Protection of fundamental rights in Community 
law Assent P 87610-2417 
- Separate nature ofthe Scottish legal system 
87610-2504 
Law, company 
- Statute for European companies R7600-141 
- 2nd company-law directive on the formation of 
public companies R7600-139 
- 2nd directive on the formation of public 
companies and the maintenance or alteration of 
their capital B7612-2119 
-7th directive concerning group accounts within 
the framework of company law R7600-140; 
Amended Proposal C B7603-21 08 
L 
Law, criminal 
- Draft amendment to the Treaties relating to 
protection under criminal law R7600-151 
- Draft amendment to the Treaties relating to the 
protection of the financial interests of the 
Community and its officials B7607-2121 
Law, fishery 
- Establishment of a 200-mile fishing zone Assent 
P 87610-2405 ; Commumcatlon C B7602-2226 ; 
Resolution L B7610-1501 
Law· of the sea 
- Results of the 4th session of the Conference on 
the Law ofthe Sea B7607-241 0 
-Session of the United Nations Conference on the 
Law of the Sea B7605-2327 
- 3rd United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea R7600-468 
- 5th session ofthe United Nations Conference on 
the Law of the Sea B7609-2318 
Law, Scottish 
- Separate nature ofthe Scottish legal system 
87610-2504 
Lawyer 
- Freedom of lawyers to provide services Assent 
587601-2449; AssentPB7602-2418, B7604-
2422 , Case 71-76 87607-2457 
Laying-up fund for vessels 
-Agreement establishing a European laying-up 
fund for inland waterway vessels (Proposal 
Regulation C) 87607-2283 
- Laying-up fund for vessels AssentS B7612-2462 
Lead risk 
- Biological standards and air quality standards for 
lead Assent P B7601-2417 ; AssentS B7601-
2448, D1rect1ve L B7612-2222 
Leave on personal grounds 
- Leave on personal grounds by a Commission 
official Case 2-76 B7601-2432 ; Case 2-76 87612-
2449 
- Statutory situation of a Commission official Case 
7-76 B7607-2454; Case 67-76 B7612-2459 
Lebanon 
- Emergency aid to Lebanon 87602-2324 
- Emergency aid to the populations of the 
Lebanon B7611-2339 
- Situation in Lebanon Resolution P B7606-2345 
- Visit to the Corn mission by the Lebanese 
Minister of Social Affairs 87611-2338 
Legislation, Community 
- Examination of Community secondary 
legislation within the framework of the accession 
negotiations with Greece B7612-2339 
Legislation, harmonization of 
- Annexes to the International Convention on the 
Levy 
Legislation, harmonization of (Continuation) 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs 
Procedures DeciSion C B7611-2111 
-Approval of road vehicles Assent C B7604-2276 
-Commission proposals in the field of agricultural 
policy AssentS B7605-2458 
- Derogations granted to the three new Member 
States in the veterinary field Report C B7606-2248 
- Establishment of a scientific committee for 
feedingstuffs B7609-2230 
- Failure by Italy and Belgium to apply the 
directive on the use of electrical equipment Case 
123-76 B7612-2443 
- Harmonization of legislation in the agricultural 
field R7600-314 
- Harmonization of legislation in the field of 
veterinary medicines Proposal D1rect1Ve C B7605-
2112 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to customs 
debt Proposal DirectiVe C B7604-2103, Assent 
P B7609-2419 , AssentS B761 0-2469 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to driving 
licences AssentS B7605-2456 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to the 
marking of precious metals AssentS B7611-2464 
- Harmonization ofthe laws relating to 
commercial agents R7600-146, B7612-2120 
- Interpretation ofthe regulation on certain social 
legislation relating to road transport Case 65-
76 B7607-2452 
- Introduction of a single system of summer time 
in the Community B7602-2261 , Assent C B7602-
2272 , AssentS B7602-2455 
- Move by the EP to establish a Community social 
security system B7605-2416 
- Placing foot-and-mouth disease vaccine at the 
disposal of the FAO DeciSion C B7606-2247 
- Protection of the consumer in the case of chilled 
poultry Report C B7607-2236 
- Publication by the Commission concerning a 
catalogue of seeds and plants B7603-2262 
- Standardization of the length of summer time 
Assent P B7603-2422 
- State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
bank legislation R7600-170 
- State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
legislation in the field of indemnity insurance 
R7600-173 
- System of customs warehouses and free zones 
Assent P B7603-2417 , Amended DirectiVe 
L B7607-2113 
- System of warehouses and free zones Assent 
s B7603-2454 
-Technical barriers to trade AssentS B7605-2459 
- Transport problems before the Council B7612-
2287 
- Uniform application of summer time to facilitate 
international transport B7602-2268 
-Work in the field of veterinary medicinal 
products R7600-135 
-Work ofthe Working Party on Legislation 
relating to Prices B7604-2109 
Levy 
- Fixing export levies in the cereals sector in 
Germany Case 95-75 B7603-2441 
- Fixing the import levy for olive oil B7611-2242 
- Interpretation of the concept« date of import» 
for fixing the levy applicable to cereals Case 7 7 3-
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75 B7606-2442 
-Levies in the milk sector B7609-2414 
-Levy on margarine B7609-2410 
Levy, ECSC 
- Fixing the ECSC levy rate and the ECSC 
operational budget for the 1977 financial year 
B7610-2484, B7611-2468; Assent P B7612-2408 
Liability for products· 
- Liability for defective products R7600-143 ; 
DirectiVe C B7607-2119 
Lift 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to lifting 
machinery and lifts AssentS B7602-2457 
Linseed sector 
-Adoption of the rules for applying the new 
system of aid for linseed B7607-2249 
Living and working conditions, 
improvement in of 
-Action programme for migrant workers 
Resolut1on L B7602-2062 
Living and working conditions, 
improvement of 
-Community measures for the situation of 
women B7610-2415 
- Creation of the European foundation for the 
improvement of living and working conditions 
B7610-2223 
- Reform of the organization of work 
Commumcat10n C B7606-2221 
-Work of the European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
B7605-2230 ' B7611-2228 
-Work of the Joint Committee on the Social 
Problems of Agricultural Workers B7609-2209 
-Work relating to the harmonization of policies in 
the field of social security R7600-259 
Living conditions 
- Establishment of a European foundation for the 
improvement of living and working conditions 
AssentS B7609-2462 
- Organization of a competition for the 
improvement of low-cost housing B7607-2221 
- Pilot projects relating to making normal 
dwellings accessible to handicapped persons 
B7603-2228 
Loan, Community 
- Borrowing and lending operations of the 
Community DeciSion L B7603-2202 
-Community loans to Ireland and Italy B7602-2201 
- Community loan to Ireland DeciSIOn L B7603-
2201 
-Community loan to Italy DeciSion L B7603-2201 
- Converting variable-interest Community loans 
into fixed-interest loans DeciSion L B7609-2203 
- First utilization of the arrangements for 
Community loans R7600-205 , B7602-2201 
- Negotiations to float a Community loan in favour 
of Italy B7611-2207 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission on loan operations B7603-2204 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission on the granting of Community 
loans to Ireland and Italy B7603-2203 
.. 
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Loan, ECSC 
- Bond issue by the Commission in US dollars 
B7604-2449 
- Decision on the granting of an ECSC industrial 
loan B7611-2480 
-Decisions on the granting of ECSC loans B7610-
2487 
- ECSC bond issue in SF and in US dollars B7611-
2478 
- ECSC loan for low-cost housing B7610-2486 
- ECSC loan for the financing of low-cost housing 
B7607-2496 
- ECSC loan for the rebuilding of dwellings under 
the aid scheme for victims of the Friuli 
earthquake B7610-2212 
- ECSC loans and private Commission placements 
B7601-2455; B7602-2463. B7603-2470; B7607-
2495; B7609-2471 ; B7610-2485 
- ECSC loan to the coal and steel industry B7606-
2483 
- Financing of ECSC investments R7600-85 
- Private placings by the Commission in French 
francs, Swiss francs and German marks B7606-
2481 
Loan, ECSC conversion 
- ECSC conversion loans to Italy, France and the 
United Kingdom Commumcat/ons C B7607-2207 
- ECSC conversion loans to steel undertakings in 
Sicily and in the Saarland DeCISIOn C B7607-2207 
- ECSC conversion loan to France, Ireland, Italy 
and the United Kingdom B7607-2496 
- ECSC conversion loan to Italy B761 0-2486 
- ECSC regional conversion programme R7600-
238 
Loan, ECSC industrial 
- Distribution of ECSC loans B7606-2482 
- ECSC conversion loans to the United Kingdom, 
Italy and the Netherlands Assent given L B7604-
2211 
- ECSC conversion loan to France Assent giVen 
L B7606-2210 
- ECSC conversion loan to Italy, France and the 
United Kingdom Assent giVen L B761 0-2209 
- ECSC industrial loans B7607-2496 
- ECSC industrial loans to Germany and France 
B7612-2260 
- ECSC industrial loans to the coal industry and 
the steel industry B7612-2499 
- ECSC industrial loans to the steel industry 
B7610-2486 
- ECSC industrial loans to the United Kingdom, 
Germany and Italy B7610-2250 
- ECSC industrial loan to Germany B7611-2274 
- ECSC industrial loan to the coal industry in 
France and Germany B7612-2084 
- ECSC industrial loan to the United Kingdom 
B7610-2268 
- ECSC industrial loan to the United Kingdom and 
France B7611-2479 
- ECSC loan to the coal and steel industry B7606-
2483 
Loan,EIB 
- Covering of the loans granted by the EIB to 
Yugoslavia B761 0-2335 
- EIB bond issue in DM 87606-2474 
- EIB bond issue in Luxembourg francs B7612-
2471 
Loan 
- EIB bond issue in SF B7602-2459 
- EIB bond issue in US dollars on the Far East 
capital market B7610-2476 
- EIB bond issue in yen B7607-2484 
- EIB bond issue on the Austrian capital market 
B7610-2475 
- EIB loan for the exploitation of uranium deposits 
in Italy B7609-2465 
- EIB loan for the financing of industrial 
investments in southern Italy B7603-2462 
- EIB loan for the improvement of 
telecommunications in France B7609-2464 
- EIB loan for the United States capital market 
B7603-2460 
- EIB loan in respect of a French metallurgical 
company in New Caledonia B7603-2466 
- EIB loan issue in guilders B7604-2443 
- EIB loan issue in US dollars B7607-2485 . B7611-
2472 
- EIB loans to Denmark for small and medium-
sized enterprises for a factory specializing in the 
production of wood veneers B7612-2473 
- EIB loans to Italy for industrial projects in the 
Mezzogiorno B761 0-2478 
- EIB loans to Italy for investments in the 
Mezzogiorno B7603-2464 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom B7607-2490 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for steelworks 
B7610-2480 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for the 
enlargement of two hovercraft B7611-2474 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for the 
financing of various water supply schemes 
B7603-2465 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for the steel 
industry B7612-2483 
- EIB loans to Turkey for forestry development and 
industrial projects B7612-2487 
- EIB loan to Belgium for small and medium-sized 
enterprises B7612-2472 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for the financing of a dam 
and a hydroelectric power-station B7612-2489 
- EIB loan to Chad for the construction of a sugar 
complex B7612-2492 
- EIB loan to Denmark for an industrial project 
B7610-2477 
- EIB loan to France for improving 
telecommunications in Brittany B7606-2475 
- EIB loan to France for tbe improvement of 
telecommunications in the Auvergne B7612-
2475 
- EIB loan to Gabon for the construction of a 
railway line B7606-2477 
- EIB loan to Germany for reorganizing steelworks 
B7612-2474 
- EIB loan to Ghana for the financing of a dam and 
a hydroelectric power-station B7612-2490 
- EIB loan to Greece for industrial projects B7601-
2454 
- EIB loan to Ireland for the construction of a plant 
producing ammonia for agricultural uses B7603-
2461 
- EIB loan to Ireland for the development of 
telecommunications B7612-2476 
- EIB loan to Ireland to help increase production of 
peat for use as fuel in power-stations B7612-2477 
- EIB loan to Italy for an industrial processing 
project for steel products B7605-2462 
- EIB loan to Italy for improvements to the 
Loan 
Loan, EIB (Continuation) 
telecommunications network in certain regions 
87612-2478 
- EIB loan to Italy for investments in Sicily and in 
Campania 87607-2487 
- EIB loan to Italy for investments in the 
Mezzogiorno 87607-2486 
- EIB loan to Italy for projects in the Mezzogiorno 
87612-2481 
- EIB loan to Italy for the construction of a plant 
producing ammonia for agricultural use 87603-
2463 
- EIB loan to Italy for the creation of jobs in the 
Mezzogiorno 87607-2488 
- EIB loan to Italy for the financing of a factory 
producing refractory materials 87602-2460 
- EIB loan to Italy for the supply of natural gas 
87612-2480 
- EIB loan to Italy to help small and medium-sized 
enterprises destroyed by the Friuli earthquake 
87612-2482 
- EIB loan to Kenya under the terms of the Lame 
Convention 87610-2481 
- EIB loan to Mauritius for the supply of electricity 
87612-2491 
- EIB loan to New Caledonia for rebuilding a road 
87605-2465 
- EIB loan to Portugal for the construction of a 
thermal power-station and for industrial and 
tourism projects 87604-2446 
- EIB loan to the Ivory Coast for the water supply 
systems 87605-2464 
- EIB loan to the Ivory Coast, to Ghana and to Toga 
under the Lame Convention 87612-2494 
- EIB loan to the Netherlands for the construction 
of a thermal power-station 87607-2489 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
construction of high speed-trains 87604-2445 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
development of an oilfield 87607-2492 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the financing 
of a gas pipeline 87602-2461 , 87604-2444 , 
87605-2463 
- EIB loan to To go under the terms of the Lame 
Convention 87612-2493 
- EIB loan to Upper Volta under the Lame 
Convention 87609-2466 
- EIB loan to Wales for a hydroelectric power 
scheme 87607-2491 
- EIB loan to Yugoslavia for the financing of 
projects of common European interest 87601-
2329 
- EIB loan under the terms of the Yaounde 
Convention to Toga, the Ivory Coast and Ghana 
87603-2467 
- Exceptional emergency aid to Portugal in the 
form of a EIB loan 87602-2336 ; 87606-2476 
-Loans granted by the EIB in 1976 R7600-89 
Loan, EURATOM 
-State ofthe project on EURATOM loans 87603-
2289 
Lome Convention 
-Application of Protocol No 3 on ACP sugar 
87611-2241 
-Applications by certain non-contracting 
countries for accession to the Lame Convention 
R7600-534 
-Appointments within the ACP Council of 
Ministers 87609-2327 
-Arrangements for the import of ECSC steel 
products originating in the ACP into the 
Community Dec1s1on C 87605-2314 
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- EIB loan to Cameroon for the financing of a dam 
and a hydroelectric power-station 87612-2489 
- EIB loan to Chad for the construction of a sugar 
complex 87612-2492 
- EIB loan to Ghana for the financing of a dam and 
a hydroelectric power-station 87612-2490 
- EIB loan to Kenya under the terms of the Lame 
Convention 87610-2481 
- EIB loan to Mauritius for the supply of electricity 
87612-2491 
- EIB loan to the Ivory Coast, to Ghana and to Toga 
underthe Lame Convention 87612-2494 
- EIB loan to Toga under the terms of the Lame 
Convention 87612-2493 
-Entry into force of the Lame Convention R7600-
518 ' 87602-2339 ; 87602-2339 ; 87603-1101 
- Establishment of the Industrial Development 
Centre to be set up under the Lame Convention 
87602-2317 
- Extension of certain interim provisions 
concerning trade with the ACP and the OCT 
Dec1s1on L 87602-2341 
- Extension of certain transitional arrangements 
relating to trade with the ACP and the OCT 
Assent P 87602-2411 
- Final meeting of the ACP-EEC Interim Committee 
87603-2348 
- First meeting of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 87606-2347 
-Implementation of a safeguard clause under the 
Lame Convention Regulation L 87601-2331 
- Last ratifications relating to the Lame 
Convention 87603-2347 
- Meeting between the presidents of the ACP and 
EEC Councils 87610-2339 
- Meeting ofthe ACP-EEC Committee of 
Ambassadors 87607-2348 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
87611-2342 
-Meeting of the ACP-EEC Interim Committee 
87602-2340 
- Meeting of the Committee on Industrial 
Cooperation 87612-2344 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly 87612-2343 
-Statement by the European Council on the entry 
into force ofthe Lame Convention 87604-2423 
- Visit to Tanzania, Botswana, Zambia and 
Mauritius by the President of the Commission 
87610-2337 
- 1st meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
87607-2347 
Lome, Convention, accession to the 
- Application by Papua-New Guinea to the Lame 
Convention 87610-2338; Communication 
c 87611-2341 
- Application by the Seychelles for accession to 
the Lame Convention 87606-2346 
- Applications by certain non-contracting 
countries for accession to the Lame Convention 
R7600-534 
- Applications by Sao Tome and Principe and 
Cape Verde for accession to the Lame 
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Lome, Convention, accession to the 
(Continuation) 
Convention Commumcat10n C 87609-2326 
-Applications by the Comoros, Cape Verde, Sao 
Tome and Principe for accession to the Lome 
Convention 87605-2339 
- State of the ratifications within the Lome 
Convention 87601-2330 
Luxembourg 
- Extension ofthe special tax arrangements on 
agriculture in Luxembourg 87612-2255 
Luxe 
M 
Maghreb countries 
- Conclusion of cooperation agreements between 
the EEC, Morocco and Tunisia Communtcatton 
c 87603-2340 
- Entry into force ofthe Interim Agreements 
concluded with Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 
87606-2339 
- Imports into the Community of various 
agricultural products originating in Algeria, 
Morocco or Tunesia Assent P 87606-2345 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of agreements 
between the EEC and Algeria, Morocco and 
Tunisia 87601-1301 
-Signing ofthe Cooperation Agreements with 
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco R7600-509 , 
87604-2332 ; Assent P 87610-2408 
Magnesium, unwrought 
-Tariff quotas for unwrought magnesium 
Regulation L 87601-2102; Regulation L 87606-
2108 , Regulatton L 87611-2109 
Maize 
- Abolition of production refunds for sales of 
maize meal Case 113-76 87612-2434 
- Production refund for maize used in the brewing 
industry Case 64-76 87607-2451 
- Safeguard clause against the importation of 
maize into Germany AF 7-66, 19-66 87602-2436 
Making-up by volume 
- Making-up by weight or volume of certain 
prepackaged products Otrecttve L 87601-2106 
Malaysia 
-Visit by Malaysia's Minister for Primary 
Industries 87603-2360 
Malta 
- Entry into force of one of the Protocols relating to 
the adaptation to the enlargement of the EEC-
Malta Association Agreement B7604-2330 
- Extension of the provisions of the first stage of 
the Association Agreement between the EEC and 
Malta Assent P 87603-2412 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of protocols to 
supplement the existing Association Agreement 
between the EEC and Malta Commumcatton 
c B7601-2322 
- Protocol relating to the Association Agreement 
between the Community and Malta Assent 
p B7604-2407 
-Signing of the EEC-Malta Protocols on the 
Association Agreement 87603-2338 
- State of the work within the EEC-Malta 
Association Agreement R7600-508 
-Suspension of the CCT on certain industrial and 
agricultural products originating in Malta 
RegulatiOns L B7612-2101 
Marine pollution 
-Conclusion of the Barcelona Convention on the 
pollution of the Mediterranean B7612-2229 
- Convention for the protection of the 
Mediterranean against pollution 87602-2222 ; 
Report C 87604-2235 , AssentS B7609-2451 ; 
Assent P B7610-2427 
-Helsinki Convention on the protection of the 
marine environment of the Baltic Sea area 
B7609-2215 
Marine production 
- Ecological consequences of pollution in the 
marine environment B7602-2217 
Maritime transport 
- Aid granted to self-employed crews of boats in 
France 87603-2297 
- Measures to improve the application of the rules 
of competition in the air and sea transport sector 
R7600-450 
- Meeting of the Port Working Party 87605-2291 
- Relations with non-member countries in the field 
of sea transport Commumcat10n C 87606-2274 
-Work ofthe Port Working Group 87604-2279 
Market, balance of the 
-Action programme to restore balance in the milk 
market 87607-2240, 87610-2229; 87610-2402 
- Debate within the Council on balance of the milk 
market 87610-2230 
- Hop market situation 87606-2240 
-Measures in favour of the balance ofthe milk 
market AssentS 87611-2458, Assent P 87612-
2411 
- New guidelines for stabilizing the market in hops 
ResolutiOn L 87607-2250 
- 1977/80 action programme for the progressive 
achievement of balance in the milk market 
AssentS 87609-2449 
Market, common organization of the 
- Adoption of the rules for applying the new 
system of aid for linseed 87607-2249 
- Advance fixing of export refunds for beef and 
veal RegulatiOns C 87609-2228 
-Common organization of the agricultural alcohol 
market 87606-2419 
- Common organization of the alcohol market 
87612-2240 
- Common organization of the market for the 
1976n7 marketting year 87603-2251 
-Common organization of the market in 
agricultural products DectstOns L 87604-2247 
- Common organization of the market in beef and 
veal Regulattons C 87603-2257 
-Common organization of the market in cereals 
Regulations L 87606-2236; 87601-2225, Case 
117-76 87612-2438 ; Case 124-76 87612-2444 
-Common organization of the market in cereals 
and rice Regulattons L 87605-2243 ; RegulatiOns 
L 87607-2245 
- Common organization ofthe market in milk 
products B7606-2241 , 87610-2239, Regulattons 
c 87603-2256 ' 87611-2245 
- Common organization of the market in sugar 
RegulatiOn L 87606-2237 
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Market, common organization of the 
(Continuation) 
-Common organization of the market in wine 
87601-2228, Regulations L 87603-2241 ; Assent 
p 87609-2415 ; 87611-2244 ; 87612-2243 
-Common organization of the olive oil market 
87601-2227; RegulatiOn C 87604-2249, 87607-
2247 ; 87610-2237 
-Common organization of the potato market 
87604-2252 ; AssentS 87606-2452 ; Assent 
p 87609-2412 
- Creation of a common organization for the 
sheepmeat market Assent P 87601-2421 
- Debate in the EP on the common organization of 
the market in potatoes 87606-2418 
- Fundamental adjustment of the common 
organization of the wine market Regulations 
L 87605-2235 
- Import and export licences in the cereals and rice 
sector 87602-2236 
- Intra- Community trading conditions in the 
mutton and lamb sector 87605-2249 
- New basic regulations on the common 
organization of agricultural markets R7600-307 
-New common organization of the hop market 
Assent P 87606-2420 
- Operation ofthe common organizations of 
markets R7600-326 
- Organization of the surface transport market 
R7600-441 
- Regulations concerning trade in agricultural 
products 87606-2235 
- Restriction of imports in the fruit and vegetable 
sector Regulations C 87603-2254 
- Sale of butter and skimmed-milk powder from 
public stocks Regulations L 87609-2227 
- Special measures pending the general revision 
of the common organization of the market in 
olive oil 87603-2252 
Market, common organization of the 
vegetable sector 
-Common organization of the market in fruit and 
vegetables 87605-2244 
Market sharing 
-Abolition of a market-sharing agreement 
between operators of sand quarries 87611-2119 
Market, transport 
- Action for failure to act in respect of the common 
transport policy 87604-2410 
-Implementation of the common transport policy 
87602-2419 
Market, world 
- Group on improvements in the international 
framework for the conduct of world trade 87612-
2304 
Marketable security 
- Collective investment undertaking for 
marketable securities Proposal D1rect1ve C 87604-
2118 
Marketing premium 
- Rules for the application of subsidies for 
slaughtering cows and for the non-marketing of 
milk products Case 84-76 87607-2470 
Mash 
Marketing standard 
- Definition of the notion of a fresh product as 
regards frozen raspberries Case 120-75 87606-
2444 
- Improvement in the processing and marketing of 
agricultural products Assent P 87607-2427 
- Marketing standards for feedingstuffs DirectiVe 
L 87611-2237 
- Marketing standards relating to the water 
content in certain poultrymeat 87611-2247 
- Production standards and marketing standards 
for jams 87605-2420 
Marketing year, 1975/76 
- Fixing agricultural prices in the sugar sector 
Regulations L 87603-2243 
- Supplies of beef and veal for processing Report 
c 87605-2247 
-Trends in the market prices for pig carcases 
87605-2248 
Marketing year, 1976/77 
- Agricultural prices for the 1976/77 marketing 
year R7600-304 ; Assent P 87602-2404 ; Assent 
p 87604-2242 
- Coding ofthe regulations in the rice sector 
Regulation L 87606-2336 
- Common organization ofthe market in cereals 
Regulations L 87606-2236, 87601-2225; Case 
117-76 87612-2438 , Case 124-76 87612-2444 
-Common organization of the market in cereals 
and rice Regulations L 87605-2243 ; Regulations 
L 87607-2245 
-Common organization of the market in milk 
products 87606-2241 ; 87610-2239, Regulations 
c 87603-2256; 87611-2245 
-Community measures in the beef and veal sector 
87610-2240 
-Community measures in the wine sector 87610-
2238 
- Fixing agricultural prices for the 1976n7 
marketing year AssentS 87601-2444; Dec1s1ons 
L 87603-2239 
- Fixing prices for certain agricultural products 
and related measures 87601-2221 ; Assent 
s 87601-2244 
- Fixing the minimum and maximum price for 
tomato concentrates for the 1976n7 marketing 
year 87605-2245 
- New basic regulations on the common 
organization of agricultural markets R7600-307 
- Operation of the common organizations of 
markets R7600-326 
-Package deal on agricultural prices for the 1976/ 
1977 marketing year RegulatiOns L Dec1s1ons 
L 87606-2232 
- Work of the Council on fixing the agricultural 
prices for the 1976n7 marketing year 87602-
2230 
Mashrek countries 
- Negotiations aiming at concluding cooperation 
agreements with Egypt, Jordan and Syria 87602-
2337 
- Negotiations within the framework of the 
agreements with Egypt, Jordan and Syria 87603-
2345 
- Overall Cooperation Agreements with Egypt, 
Syria, Jordan and the Lebanon R7600-513 
Mass 
Mashrek countries (Continuation) 
- Supplemantary directives on economic and 
financial cooperation with the Masrek countries 
87609-2324 
Mass media 
- Use of the mass media for the instruction of 
migrant workers 87605-2214 
Measure having equivalent effect 
- Health inspection on imported animals for 
slaughter and butcher's meat Case 35-76 87612-
2452 
- Health inspection on imported butcher's meat in 
Italy Case 35-76 87604-2433 
- Imports into France of textile products 
originating in Syria and the Lebanon Case 41-
76 87605-2439 
- Indication of the country of origin on the 
importation into France of fabrics and packaging 
bags Case 41-76 87612-2456 
- Measures having an effect equivalent to 
quantitative restrictions R7600-111 
-Quantitative export restriction for potatoes in 
France Case 68-76 87607-2455 
- Quantitative restriction on trade in 
pharmaceutical products between the United 
Kingom and the Netherlands Case 104-75 87605-
2447 
Measurement, units of 
-Simplification of units of measurement Assent 
p 87605-2406 
-Technical barriers relating to units of 
measurement Amended D~rectwe L 87607-2114 
Measures having equivalent effect 
- Certificate of export of watches in France Case 
53-76 87606-2434 
Meat, fresh 
- Health inspection on fresh poultrymeat Assent 
s 87612-2463 
- Health marking on large packagings offresh 
poultrymeat D1rectwe C 87612-2253 
Meat, frozen 
-Charging of customs duties in connection with 
the import of frozen meat into Italy Case 110-
7687611-2445 
Meat sector 
- Fixing levy and the sluice-gate price for pig 
carcases and the eggs and poultry-meat sector 
Amended Regulation L 87602-2240 
- Meeting ofthe Intergovernmental Group on 
Meat of the FAO 87610-2325 
-Work of the Meat Sub-Group underthe 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations 87607-2309 
Medical research 
-Work within the Committee of Senior Officials in 
the field of Public Health 87611-2268 ; 87606-
2263 
Medicinal product, proprietary 
- Draft rules of procedure of the Committee for 
proprietary medicinal products 87612-2118 
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Mediterranean countries 
- Negotiations between the Community and Syria 
on a cooperation agreement87610-2334 
- Negotiations with Egypt on the conclusion of a 
cooperation agreement 87610-2332 
- Negotiations within the framework of the 
agreements with Egypt, Jordan and Syria 87603-
2345 
- Negotiations with Jordan for the conclusion of a 
cooperation agreement 87610-2333 
- Situation in Lebanon Resolution P 87606-2345 
- Statement following the visit of a Commission 
delegation to Yugoslavia 87612-2342 
- State of the negotiations on the agreements with 
the Mediterranean countries 87611-2333 
- State of various agreements negotiated between 
the Community and the Mediterranean countries 
87603-2332 
Mediterranean Sea 
- Convention for the protection of the 
Mediterranean against pollution 87602-2222 ; 
Report C 87604-2235 ; AssentS 87609-2451 ; 
Assent P 87610-2427 
- Protection ofthe Mediterranean against 
pollution Assent P 87605-2419 
Membership, Request for -by Greece 
- Request for membership by Greece Assent 
C 87601-1101 ; Assent P 87603-2408 
Merchant marine, surveillance of 
- Relations with non-member countries in the field 
of sea transport Communication C 87606-2274 
Merger 
-Authorization of a merger in the iron and steel 
industry in France 87610-2113 
- Authorization of a merger in the iron and steel 
industry in Germany 87603-2110; 87612-2129 
- Authorization of merger in the iron and steel 
industry 87603-2111 
-Authorization of merger in the iron and steel 
industry in the United Kingdom 87611-2121 
- Authorization of mergers in the iron and steel 
industry 87602-2113, 87607-2126 
- Authorization to takeover in the iron and steel 
industry in the United Kingdom 87607-2127 
- Community merger control 87601-2407 
Metal, non-ferrous 
- Community export quotas for certain non-
ferrous metals Regulation C 87609-2306 ; 87611-
2313 
- Community export quotas for lead waste and 
scrap Regulation L 87603-2312 
- Quantitative Community export quotas for 
certain non-ferrous metals Regulation L 87612-
2318 
Metal, precious 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to the 
marking of precious metals AssentS 87611-2464 
Metrology, applied 
- Work in the field of metrology, calibration and 
control measurements 87601-2240 
.. 
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Mexico 
- Negotiations with Mexico for the conclusion of 
an agreement on textile products 87605-2311 
- Official visit to Mexico by the President of the 
Commission 87604-2347 
MFA 
- Community policy in the textile products sector 
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement 
Commumcatlon C 87612-2312 
- Conclusion of an agreement with Brazil under 
the Multifibre Arrangement of GATT 87603-2310 
-Conclusion of textile agreements under the 
Multifibre Arrangement R7600-490 
- Negotiations with Egypt and Thailand for the 
conclusion of agreements on textile products 
87602-2309 
Middle East 
- Meeting of the General Committee of the Euro-
Arab Dialogue R7600-517 ; 87605-1101 
- Present state ofthe Euro-Arab dialogue 
Resolution P 87604-2507 
Migrant worker 
- Abuse of the principle of the free movement of 
workers Resolution P 87611-2414 
-Action programme for migrant workers 
Resolution L 87602-2062 
-Actions in favour of migrant workers and their 
families R7600-261 
-Calculation of a disability pension of a migrant 
worker Case 62-76 87607-2449 
-Calculation of pensions for migrant workers 
87604-2216 
- Coordination of the social security schemes for 
migrant workers 87602-2207 
- Education of migrant workers' children 87605-
2417 
- Effects of variations in exchange rates on the 
social security benefits payable to migrant 
workers 87606-2216 
- Entitlement to family allowances for migrant 
workers Case 19-76 87602-2434 
- Entitlement to unemployment benefits for 
employed persons moving within the 
Community Case 40-76 87611-2453 
- Fight against illegal immigration of migrant 
workers Proposal D~rective C 87611-2219 
- Foreign workers' trade union rights Regulation 
L 87602-2206 
- Free movement of Turkish workers 
Commumcation C 87604-2217 
- Grant of unemployment benefit to employed 
persons moving within the Community Case 39-
76 87612-2455 
- Maintenance of the entitlement to 
unemployment benefits for persons moving 
from one Member State to another Case 40-
76 87605-2438 
- Meeting of the Administrative Commission on 
Social Security for Migrant Workers 87606-2215 
- Programme for the benefit of migrant workers 
and their families 87602-2413 
- Right to reimbursement of old-age pension 
contributions Case 104-76 87610-2453 
-Rules on the social security of migrant workers 
87603-2219 
-Seminar of social workers from Community 
Milk 
countries 87601-2211 
-Social security for a migrant worker's child Case 
63-76 87607-2450 
-Social security for a migrant worker's 
handicapped child Case 63-76 87612-2458 
- Social security for employed workers moving 
inside the Community Case 17-76 87602-2433 ; 
Case 103-75 87605-2446 , Case 76-76 87607-
2462 ; Case 87-76 87609-2430 , Case 93-
76 87609-2436 , Case 17-76 87609-2443 , Case 
109-76 87611-2444, Case 112-76 87611-2447 
-Social security for migrant workers 87602-207 ; 
Case 112-75 87604-2441 , Case 75-76 87607-
2461 , Case 79-76 87607-2465; Case 19-
76 87607-2479, Case 102-76 87610-2451 , Case 
32-76 87610-2462 
- Social security for migrant workers and their 
families Case 32-76 87603-2439 
Amended Regulations L 87604-2215 
-Social security for migrant workers in the event 
of a road accident in a Member State other than 
the victim's Case 72-76 87607-2458 
- Social security for self-employed workers 87601-
2207 
- Statistics on migrant workers Regulation L 87602-
2206 
-Use ofthe mass media for the instruction of 
migrant workers 87605-2214 
- Work of the Administrative Commission on 
Social Security for Migrant Workers 87607-
2211 ; 87609-2207 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Freedom of 
Movement for Workers on the coordination of 
migration policies vis-a-vis non-member 
countries 87612-2212 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Social 
Security for Migrant Workers 87601-2208 ; 
87607-2212 
- Work of the Consultative Committee on Freedom 
of Movement for Workers concerning migrant 
workers 87603-2218 
Migrant worker education 
- Education of the children of migrant workers 
AssentS 87601-2209; AssentS 87601-2450 
Milk powder, skimmed-
- Addition of skimmed-milk powder to animal 
feeds Assent P 87610-2403 
- Calculation of the Community aid granted for 
skimmed milk processed into casein Case 80-
76 87607-2466 
- Compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk powder 
for use in animal feedingstuffs Regulation 
L 87603-2240 , Case 83-76 87607-2469 , Case 94-
76 87609-2437; Case 114-76 87612-2435; Case 
116-7687612-2437, Case 119-7687612-2440; 
Case 120-76 87612-2441 
- Emergency food aid for the Bolivia operation of 
the Red Cross DeciSIOn L 87606-2316 
- Food aid programme in skimmed milk powder 
for 1976 Commumcatlon C 87602-2321 
- Skimmed-milk powder as gifts to the starving 
peoples 87607-2428 
- Skimmed-milk powder food aid to certain non-
governmental organizations Commumcat1on 
CB7611-2321 
-Supplementary supply of skimmed-milk powder 
under the 1976 food aid programme (Decision L) 
87607-2251 
Milk 
Milk powder, skimmed- (Continuation) 
-Supply of skimmed-milk powder under food aid 
Assent P 87607-2328 
-2nd instalment of the skimmed-milk powder 
food aid programme for 1976 87607-2325 
Milk products sector 
-Action programme to restore balance in the milk 
market 87607-2240, 87610-2229, 87610-2402 
-Calculation of MCA's in connection with imports 
of sheep's milk cheese into Germany Case 55-
75 87601-2440 
- Calculation of MCAs on imports into Germany of 
whole milk powder Case 28-76 87611-2452 
-Common organization ofthe market in milk 
products 87606-2241 ; 87610-2239; Regulations 
c 87603-2256 ; 87611-2245 
-Debate within the Council on balance of the milk 
market 87610-2230 
- Extension ofthe exceptional arrangements for 
the import of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom 87605-2346 
- Imports of milk products from New Zealand into 
the United Kingdom Report C 87604-2344 
- Imports of whole-milk powder into Germany 
Case 28-76 87603-2437 
-Interpretation ofthe concept of the origin of 
goods in relation to crude casein imported into 
Germany Case 49-76 87606-2430 
- Levies in the milk sector 87609-2414 
-Measures in favour of the balance of the milk 
market AssentS 87611-2458 ; Assent P 87612-
2411 
- Meeting of the Dairy Products Sub-Group under 
the multilateral negotiations 87607-2310 
-Premium for the non-marketing of milk Assent 
s 87609-2450 
- Rules for the application of subsidies for 
slaughtering cows and for the non-marketing of 
milk products Case 84-76 87607-2470 
-Sale of butter and skimmed-milk powder from 
public stocks Regulations L 87609-2227 
- 1977/80 action programme for the progressive 
achievement of balance in the milk market 
AssentS 87609-2449 
Mineral water 
-Abolition of competition restriction in the 
mineral waters sector 87604-2111 
Mining company 
- Authorization of the joint sale of fuels in Belgium 
87602-2114 
Miritz case 
-German monopoly of alcohols Case 91-75 87602-
2446 , Case 45-75 87602-2439 
Monetary Committee 
-Work ofthe Monetary Committee 87604-2208, 
87601-2202 '87602-2203; 87603-2210' 87605-
2207; 87606-2204' 87609-2205' 87610-2205; 
87611-2208 
87612-2204 
Monetary compensatory amount 
- Adjustment of M CAs for all currencies not 
belonging to the« snake» 87611-2239 
- Adjustment of M CAs for Ireland and the United 
Kingdom 87606-2334 
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- Adjustment of M CAs for sterling, the Irish pound 
and the lira 87604-2246 
- Adjustment of M CAs for the French franc and the 
Italian lira 87612-2241 
- Adjustment of M CAs for the importation of beef 
and veal Case 7-76 87601-2435 
- Adjustment of MCA's in face of movements in 
the exchange rates ofthe pound and the lira 
87609-2224 
- Adjustment of M CAs in the cereals sector Case 
101-75 87603-2442 
-Adjustment of MCAs in the pig meat sector 
RegulatiOn C 87610-2235 
- Adjustment of M CAs relating to the situation of 
the lira 87605-2241 
- Adjustment of monetary compensatory amounts 
87603-2250 
- Adjustment of the system of monetary 
compensatory amounts to fight against 
distortions of competition 87610-1101 
- Adjustments of the M CAs by the Member States 
87610-2231 
-Application of« accession » and monetary 
compensatory amounts for certain cereal-based 
compound feedingstuffs Case 97-76 87610-2447 
- Calculation of MCA's in connection with imports 
of sheep's milk cheese into Germany Case 55-
75 87601-2440 
-Calculation of MCAs on imports into Germany of 
whole milk powder Case 28-76 87611-2452 
- Community measures to counter monetary 
movements in the Member States 87610-2232 
-Community measures to counter the drop in 
sterling 87610-2233 
- Consequences of the abolition of the MCA's 
following the fluctuation of currencies Case 74-
74 87606-2438 
- Debate on request in the EP on monetary 
compensatory amounts 87610-2414 
- Debate on request in the EP on the green pound 
87612-2412 
- Detailed rules for the application of M CAs for 
imports of beef and veal into Italy Case 46-
75 87601-2439 
-Effects of the depreciation of currencies on the 
common agricultural policy 87604-2243 
- Fixing M CAs applicable to trade with Italy 87602-
2233 
- Fixing MCAs for importations of beef and veal 
originating in Argentina Case 7-76 87607-2477 
- Fixing MCAs for Italy in the wine sector 87602-
2234 
- Fixing new M CAs for certain agricultural 
products 87607-2242 
- Imports of whole-milk powder into Germany 
Case 28-76 87603-2437 
- Monetary compensatory amounts applicable to 
fats AF 67 85-75 87603-2440 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports of 
starch products produced from maize Case 26-
74 87605-2444 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports to 
Italy and the United Kingdom 87604-2245 
Monetary exchange system 
-Realignment of the intervention rates within the 
snake 87610-2203 
-Withdrawal of the French franc from the 
currency snake 87604-2408 , 87603-2206 
.. 
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Monetary stability 
- Application of protective measures by Italy and 
the United Kingdom R7600-210 
-Developments in the international monetary 
system R7600-213 
Monopolies of a commercial nature 
- Putting the new German alcohol monopoly into 
line with the Treaty 87604-2114 
Monopoly of a commercial character, State 
- Application of the rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
character R7600-166 
- French monopoly of alcohols Recommendation 
c 87612-2136 
-German monopoly of alcohols Case 91-75 87602-
2446 ; Case 45-75 87602-2439 
- Infringement procedure against Italy in respect 
ofthe Italian match monopoly 87612-2137 
-Infringement procedure in the case of the French 
monopoly in alcohols Dec1s1on C 87607-2132 
- Italian monopoly of manufactured tobaccos Case 
59-75 87602-2441 
Motor industry 
- Future of the motor industry Commumcat10n 
c 87612-2262 
Motor vehicle 
- Adaptation to technical progress of measures 
against air pollution by the exhaust gases of 
motor cars DecisiOn C 87611-2114 
- Civil liability insurance for motor vehicles 87610-
2423, Resolution P 87611-2130, Assent P 87611-
2418 
- Talks with Japan on the removal of technical 
barriers to trade in cars 87605-2110 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to motor 
vehicles Directive L 87612-2116 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to 
windscreen-wiper and -washer systems, 
defrosting systems and interior fittings 
concerning motor vehicles Proposal DirectiVe 
c 87611-2113 
Mozambique 
- Emergency aid to the victims of a cyclone in 
Mozambique 87604-2318 
Multilateral trade negotiations 
- Commission proposal at the meeting ofthe 
Tariffs Group concerning tariff reductions 87607-
2303 
- Commodities and world agreements R7600-459 
- Community ,proposal before the Trade 
Negotiations Committee concerning tariff 
reductions 87607-2301 
-Consultations on tariff and non-tariff measures 
applicable to agricultural products in the 
framework of the MTN 87611-2304 
-Customs valuation project under the multilateral 
negotiations (Customs Matters Sub-Group) 
87607-2305 
- Difference of approach within the cereals sub-
group 87605-2305 
- Elimination of quantitative restrictions within the 
framework of trade with the developing 
countries 87604-2302 
Mult 
-Entry into force of the offers on tropical products 
87610-2304 
- Group on improvements in the international 
framework for the conduct of world trade 87612-
2304 
- International rules on customs valuation within 
the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations (Sub-Group on Customs Matters) 
87603-2302 
-Meeting of the Dairy Products Sub-Group under 
the multilateral negotiations 87607-2310 
-Meeting of the Sub-Groups on Meat and Dairy 
Products within the framework of the multilateral 
trade negotiations 87602-2304 
-Offers concerning non-tariff measures within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
ofthe GATT 87610-2306 
- Protective measures against the import into 
France of gloves originating from Malaysia 
RegulatiOn C 87607-2308 
- Protective measures within the framework of the 
multilateral negotiations (safeguard group) 
87610-2305 
-Subsidies and countervailing duties under the 
MCAs 87604-2303 ; 87607-2307 
-Work by the Tariffs Group relating to tariff 
reductions within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations 87603-2303 , 
87610-2303 ; 87612-2303 
-Work of the Agricultural Group within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
87612-2302 
-Work of the groups and sub-groups of the GATT 
Trade Negotiations Committee R7600-456 
- Work of the Meat Sub-Group under the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations 87607-2309 
-Work ofthe Non-Tariff Measures Group in the 
Trade Negotiations Committee 87605-2304 , 
87607-2304 
-Work of the Safeguard Clause Group set up in 
the Trade Negotiations Committee 87605-2302 
- Work of the Sector Approach Group within the 
framework of the Trade-Negotiations Committee 
87610-2302 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Cereals under the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations 87601-2301 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Quantitative 
Restrictions under the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations 87611-2302; 87607-2306 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Technical Barriers to 
Trade 87602-2302 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Technical Barriers to 
Trade under the multilateral trade negotiations 
87611-2303 
-Work of the Trade Negotiations Committee 
87603-2301 ' 87604-2301 
-Work ofthe Trade Negotiations Committee 
concerning the establishment of a new group 
87611-2301 
- Work of the Tropical Products Group within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
87607-2302 
- Work of the Working Party on Tropical Products 
87602-2303 
Multinational company 
-Transfers of multinational companies' activities 
87601-2408 
Muni 
Munich Convention 
- Constituent session of the Interim Committee for 
the Community Patent 87612-2121 
Mutton and lamb sector 
- Intra- Community trading conditions in the 
mutton and lamb sector 87605-2249 
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Navigability licence 
- Drawing up a list of waterways of a maritime 
character 87604-2278 
- Mutual recognition of navigability licences for 
inland waterway vessels Directive L 87601-2249 
Near East 
-Agreement on the date of the first meeting of the 
General Commission ofthe Euro-Arab Dialogue 
87603-2502 
- Meeting of the first Euro-Arab working parties 
and spezialized groups on the Euro-Arab 
dialogue 87607-2503 
Netherlands 
-Authorization of aids in favour of the textile 
industry in the Netherlands 87601-2111 
- El8 loan to the Netherlands for the construction 
of a thermal power-station 87607-2489 
New Zealand 
- Extension of the exceptional arrangements for 
the import of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom 87605-2346 
- Imports of milk products from New Zealand into 
the United Kingdom Report C 87604-2344 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and New Zealand R7600-546 
Newsprint 
- Charging of a duty on products which are 
intended to subsidize national production of 
newsprint Case 74-76 87607-2460 
- Tariff quotas for certain paper and paperboard 
originating in Portugal Regulation L 87610-2103 
- Tariff quotas for newsprint Amended Regulation 
L 87605-2103 ; Regulation L 87611-2108 
NGO 
- Exchange of views between the Commission and 
representatives of the Member States 
responsible for relations with the NGOs 87612-
2323 
-Financing projects submitted by the NGOs 
R7600-486. 87607-2324; 87609-2310; 87610-
2313. 87612-2322 
- Meeting ofthe NGO-Commission Liaison 
Committee 87610-2314 
-Work ofthe non-governmental organizations 
specializing in development cooperation 87601-
2311 
Nigeria 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Nigeria 87606-2348 
Noise nuisance 
- Fight against noise nuisance regarding transport 
in the Netherlands Assent C 87602-2271 
- Fixing of noise pollution criteria CommumcatiOn 
c 87612-2221 
- Limitation of noise emission from subsonic 
aircraft Proposal D1rect1Ve C 87604-2239 ; Assent 
s 87610-2470 
N 
- Limiting noise emission from aircraft Assent 
p 87607-2423 
Nomenclature, customs 
-Conditions for wines imported from Portugal to 
be included in the CCT subheadings Amended 
Regulation C 87606-2102 
- Conditions' to be met by certain tallows to be 
included in heading 15.02 of the CCT Regulation 
c 87606-2101 
North-South Dialogue 
- Exchange of views in the Council on the problem 
of indebtedness ofthe developing countries 
within the framework of the North-South 
Dialogue 87607-2322 
- Meeting of senior officials in the context of the 
North-South dialogue 87607-2319 
- Meeting of the eo-chairmen of the Conference on 
International Economic Cooperation 87606-2309 
-Meeting of the Commissions of the North-South 
Dialogue 87607-2320 ; 87610-2310 . 87611-2315 
- Outcome of the North-South Dialogue on the 
matter of indebtedness of developing countries 
Resolution P 87609-2409 
-Participation of the Community in the 
Conference on International Economic 
Cooperation 87604-2316. 87606-2307; 87606-
2310 
- Position of the European Council on the North-
South dialogue 87611-2316 
- Results ofthe Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation before the EP 87602-2407 
-Resumption of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87609-2307 
-Statement by the Commission spokesman on 
the session of the North-South Conference 
87607-2321 
- Statement by the President of the Commission at 
the OECD on the North-South Dialogue 87606-
2325 
- State of the work of the Conference on 
International Economic Cooperation 87612-
2319; R7600-453 
- Work of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87601-2309 . 87602-
1301 ; 87607-2318 
-Work of the Special Executive Committee of the 
OECD on the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87603-2325 
Nuclear energy 
-Aid for projects relating to uranium prospecting 
in the Member States Regulation C 87607-2281 
-Aid for uranium prospection 87611-2276 
- Community actions relating to nuclear energy 
R7600-369 
- Community actions relating to nuclear 
programmes R7600-431 
-EURATOM safeguards R7600-432 ; Regulat1on 
c 87609-2257; 87610-2269 
- Necessity of a common policy on reprocessing 
radioactive material Resolut1on P 87605-2414 
Nu cl 
Nuclear energy (Continuation) 
- Research programme on high-flux reactors 
(ACPM) 87610-2259 
- Work of the Central Bureau for Nuclear 
Measurements (CBNM) 87609-2245 
-Work of the Energy Committee 87604-2273, 
R7600-418; 87605-2281 , 87607-2278, 87610-
2266; 87612-2277; 87611-2271 
-Work ofthe Scientific and Technical Committee 
87602-2251 '87609-2241 
Nuclear power station 
- Community siting policy for nuclear power 
stations Resolution P 87601-2403 
Nuclear research 
- Multiannual research programme in the field of 
controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma 
physics DeciSion L 87603-2274 
Nuclear safeguards 
-EURATOM safeguards R7600-432; Regulation 
c 87609-2257 ; 87610-2269 
Nuclear safety 
- Radiation protection in nuclear power-stations 
87603-2232 
Nuisance, noise 
- Fight against noise nuisance regarding transport 
in the Netherlands Assent C 87602-2271 
- Fixing of noise pollution criteria Commumcatlon 
c 87612-2221 
- Limitation of noise emission from subsonic 
aircraft Proposal D1rect1ve C 87604-2239 , Assent 
s 87610-2470 
- Limiting noise emission from aircraft Assent 
p 87607-2423 
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Occupational accident 
- An official of the Commission, the victim of an 
accident at the workplace Case 115-76 87612-
2436 
-Results of the study on accidents at work in the 
fishing industry 87605-2221 
OCT 
-Association of Overseas Countries and 
Territories with the EEC Decision L 87606-2355 
- Community tariff quota for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the associated OCT Regulation 
L 87602-2105 
- Community tariff quota for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the OCT Regulat1on L 87606-2109 
-Cooperation between the Community and the 
overseas countries and territories dependent on 
certain Member States R7600-535 
- Derogation in order to permit the entry into force 
ofthe definitive autonomous ECSC 
arrangements with regard to the OCT Decision 
C87607-2316 
- El8 loan to Gabon for the construction of a 
railway line 87606-2477 
- El8 loan to New Caledonia for rebuilding a road 
87605-2465 
- E18 loan to the Ivory Coast for the water supply 
systems 87605-2464 
- Extension of EAGGF Guidance Section aid to the 
French overseas departments Regulation 
L 87607-2253 
- Fixing the quota of rum, arrack and tafia that can 
be imported duty-free from the OCT Regulation 
L 87606-2357 
- Implementation ofthe Stabex system in favour 
ofthe ACP and the OCT Regulation L 87601-2331 
- List of less-favoured farming areas in the French 
overseas departments Directive L 87607-2253 
OECD 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
International Energy Agency of the OECD 
Directives C Dec1s1ons L 87605-2325 
- Drawing up the work programme of the OECD 
Agriculture Committee 87607-2334 
- Extension of the Dragon Agreement covering a 
programme of research in the field of high-
temperature gas-cooled reactors Dec1s1on 
c 87602-2244 
- Meeting of senior officials in the field of 
employment 87602-2205; 87605-2212 
- Meeting of the Executive Committee of the OECD 
87610-2321 
- Meeting of the OECD Working Party on 
Shipbuilding 87612-2330 
- OECD arrangement in the shipbuilding sector 
87612-2261 
- Outline agreement on cooperation between the 
European Communities and the lEA in the field 
of research 87607-2333 
- Participation of the Community in the work of the 
OECD R7600-499 
- Statement by the Community to the OECD on the 
0 
problems in the shipbuilding industry 87622-51 
-Statement by the President of the Commission at 
the OECD on the North-South Dialogue 87606-
2325 
- Trends in the agricultural policies of the member 
countries of the OECD (OECD Committee for 
Agriculture) 87611-2327 
-Work of the OECD Trade Committee 87602-
2326; 87611-2326 
-Work of the OECD Working Party on 
Shipbuilding 87610-2322. 87611-2328 
-Work of the Special Executive Committee ofthe 
OECD on the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87603-2325 
-Work relating to commodities within the 
framework of the OECD 87603-2327 
Official, Commission 
- Action brought against a Commission official 
Case 128-75 87610-2457 
- Admission to an internal competition of the 
Commission Case 9-76 87601-2437 . Case 73-
76 87607-2459 ; Case 9-76 87609-2441 
- Allowance for voluntary termination of service 
for a Commission official Case 97-75 87606-2441 
- An official of the Commission, the victim of an 
accident atthe workplace Case 115-76 87612-
2436 
- Calculation of a Commission official's pension 
rights Case 95-76 87609-2438 
- Declaration of invalidity of a Commission official 
Case 31-71 87610-2456 
- Expatriation allowance for a Commission official 
Case 1-76 87601-2431 ; Case 42-75 87602-2438 ; 
Case 107-75 87603-2443 . Case 1-76 87606-2448 
- Family allowance of a Commission official Case 
106-76 87611-2441 
- Grading of a Commission official on 
appointment Case 116-75 87603-2446; Case 102-
75 87612-2448 
- Indemnity in the case of the dismissal of a 
Commission official Case 92-75 87602-2447 
- Leave on personal grounds by a Commission 
official Case 2-76 87601-2432 ; Case 2-76 87612-
2449 
- Payment of a Commission official's 
remuneration Case 56-75 87606-2440 
- Promotion of Commission officials Case 62-
75 87607-2473 
- Recruitment of officials in consequence of the 
accession of new Member States Case 48-
76 87606-2429 
- Reinstatement of a Commission official Case 34-
76 87604-2432 ; Case 58-75 87607-2472 
- Reinstatement of an official after the expiry of 
leave on personal grounds Case 92-76 87609-
2435 
- Statutory situation of a Commission official Case 
7-76 87607-2454 ; Case 67-76 87612-2459 
-Transfer of a Commission official Cases 61-76 
and 61-76R 87606-2436; Case 61-76 R 87607-
2481 
-Transfer of a Commission official to lspra Case 
Offi 
Official, Commission (Continuation) 
61-76RII 87612-2447; Case61-76RI/87612-2457 
- Transfer of officials in the scientific or technical 
services Case 5-76 87601-2434 
-Written warning to a Commission official Case 
129-75 87607-2475 
Official, Council 
-Appointment of a Council official Case 105-
75 87609-2440 
-Candidate taking part in a Council competition 
Case 130-75 87610-2458 
- Disability allowance for a Council official Case 
101-74 87602-2437 
Official, Court of Justice 
- Date of termination of a temporary contract at 
the Court of Justice Case 98-76 87610-2448 
Official, EIB 
-Dismissal of an El8 official Case 110-75 87611-
2448 
Official, EP 
- Annulment of an appointment following an EP 
competition Case 8-76 87601-2436 
- Appointment of an EP official Cases 122 and 123-
75 and 30-76 87611-2449 , Case 8-76 87611-2450 
- Periodic report on European Parliament officials 
Cases 30-76 and 31-76 87603-2438 
- Report at the end of the probationary period at 
the EP Case 61-75 87601-2442 
Official, recruitment of an 
- Recruitment of officials in consequence of the 
accession of new Member States Case 48-
76 87606-2429 
-Unfitness of a successful candidate in a 
recruitment competition Case 121-76 87612-2442 
Official, reinstatement of an 
- Reinstatement of a Commission official Case 34-
76 87604-2432 , Case 58-75 87607-2472 
- Reinstatement of an official after the expiry of 
leave on personal grounds Case 92-76 87609-
2435 
Official, report on an 
- Written warning to a Commission official Case 
129-75 87607-2475 
Official, transfer of an 
-Transfer of a Commission official Cases 61-76 
and 61-76R 87606-2436; Case 61-76 R 87607-
2481 
-Transfer of a Commission official to lspra Case 
61-76 RI/ 87612-2447 , Case 61-76 RI! 87612-2457 
- Transfer of officials in the scientific or technical 
services Case 5-76 87601-2434 
Officials, exchange of 
- Exchange between Member States of officials 
specializing in the field of recruitment services 
87601-2205 
Oil 
-Arrangements in the event of difficulties in the 
supply of oil and oil products 87603-2283 
Oil price 
- Community information and consultation 
procedure on prices of oil and petroleum 
products 87603-2286 
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- Information and consultation procedure 
concerning prices of crude oil and petroleum 
products in the Community AssentS 87601-2447 
- Procedure for information and consultation on 
the prices of crude oil 87602-2262 
-Statement by the Commission following the 
increase in the price of crude oil 87612-2079 
Oil prices 
- Information on oil prices Resolution P 87601-
2406 
Oils and fats sector 
-Levy on margarine 87609-2410 
Olive oil 
-Common organization of the olive oil market 
87601-2227 , RegulatiOn C 87604-2249 , 87607-
2247; 87610-2237 
- Fixing the import levy for olive oil 87611-2242 
- Participation of the Community in the 
International Olive Oil Council 87604-2320 ; 
87611-2325 
- Putting up olive oil for sale by the Italian 
intervention agency 87607-2226 
- Special measures pending the general revision 
of the common organization of the market in 
olive oil 87603-2252 
Organochlorine compound, persistent 
- Health protection against the pollution by certain 
persistent organochlorine compounds 87606-
2225 
Origin, definition of 
-Community work relating to the rules of origin 
R7600-106 
Origin, definition of the concept of 
- Interpretation of the concept of the origin of 
goods in relation to crude casein imported into 
Germany Case 49-76 87606-2430 
Origin, evidence of 
- Indication of the country of origin on the 
importation into France of fabrics and packaging 
bags Case47-7687612-2456 
Originating product 
-Community work relating to the rules of origin 
R7600-106 
- Protocol concerning the definition of the concept 
of« originating products » and methods of 
administrative cooperation 87603-2105 
- Rules of origin applicable to products from 
developing countries which benefit from the 
generalized tariff preferences Regulations 
C87607-2109 
Outward processing procedure 
- Harmonization of provisions in respect of the 
outward processing scheme Directive L R7600-
107 
-Triangular system relating to the outward 
processing procedure DirectiVe C 87605-2106 
Pakistan 
-Commercial cooperation with Pakistan 
Recommendation C 87604-2346 ; 87605-2347 
- Official visit to Pakistan by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 87603-2359 
-Signing of the EEC-Pakistan Cooperation 
Agreement R7600-549 
- State of the ratifications relating to the entry into 
force of the trade cooperation agreement with 
Pakistan 87606-2369 
Paper industry 
- Community supervision for imports of paper 
products originating in Austria, Finland and 
Norway Amended Regulations L 87605-2104 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aids for the 
purchasing of printing paper in Italy Dec1s1on 
c 87606-2126 
Papua-New Guinea 
-Application by Papua-New Guinea to the Lome 
Convention 87610-2338 ; CommumcatiOn 
c 87611-2341 
Parliamentary control 
- Implementation of the funds allocated for the 
developing countries in the 1976 budget 
Resolutions P 87606-2411 
- Parliamentary budget control Assent P 87606-
2410 
- Request from the EP concerning better 
information and more transparency within the 
EEC 87611-2426 
Participation, employee 
- Exchange of views in the ESC relating to the 
Green Paper on Employee Participation and 
Company Structure in the Community 87601-
2443 
- Green paper on employee participation and 
company structure in the Community R7600-138 
Participation, worker 
- Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners 87601-2429 ; 87602-2426 ; 
87604-2430 ' 87605-2436 ; 87607-2446 ; 87609-
2428 ; 87610-2438 ' 87606-2426 
Passport Union 
- Creation of a uniform European passport 
Resolut1on P 87607-2403 
- State of the work relating to passport union and 
special rights R7600-136 
Patent, Community 
- Constituent session of the Interim Committee for 
the Community Patent 87612-2121 
Patent, European 
-Technical barriers to trade relating to the 
European Convention on the Grant of Patents 
Recommendation C 87602-2108 
p 
Paul Finet Foundation 
- Awarding of scholarships by the Paul Fin et 
Foundation to the children of ECSC workers 
R7600-275; 87601-2218; 87604-2233; 87607-
2227; 87610-2219 
Pay equal 
- Application by Ireland of equal pay for men and 
women 87602-2107 , 87602-2211 , Dec1s1on 
c 87604-2223 
-Application by the Member States of equal pay 
for men and women R7600-264 
Pension, retirement 
- Calculation of a Commission official's pension 
rights Case 95-76 87609-2438 
Pesticide 
- Consumer protection relating to maximum 
permitted levels for pesticide residues in fruit 
and vegetables D1rect1ve L 87611-2236 
Petroleum product 
- Commission's reply to a memorandum on the 
organization ofthe oil market 87612-2278 
- Community actions in the oil and gas sector 
R7600-423 
- Community information and consultation 
procedure on prices of oil and petroleum 
products 87603-2286 
- Information and consultation procedure 
concerning prices of crude oil and petroleum 
products in the Community AssentS 87601-2447 
-Information on oil prices Resolut1on P 87601-
2406 
- Procedure for information and consultation on 
the prices of crude oil 87602-2262 
- Statement by the Commission following the 
increase in the price of crude oil 87612-2079 
Pharmaceutical Committee 
- Work of the Pharmaceutical Committee R7600-
134' 87601-2108' 87606-2121; 87611-2116 
Pharmaceutical product 
- Abuse of dominant position in the 
pharmaceutical industry in Switzerland Dec1s1on 
C 87606-2124, Case 85-76 87607-2471 
-Authorization to import certain pharmaceutical 
products originating from Austria Regulation 
c 87606-2122 
- Draft rules of procedure of the Committee for 
proprietary medicinal products 87612-2118 
- Quantitative restriction on trade in 
pharmaceutical products between the United 
Kingom and the Netherlands Case 104-75 87605-
2447 
- Trademark rights in connection with parallel 
sales of pharmaceutical products Case 107-
76 87611-2442 
- Valuation of pharmaceutical products subject to 
a trademark Case 82-76 87607-2468 
-Work of the Pharmaceutical Committee R7600-
134; 87601-2108; 87606-2121; 87611-2116 
Phys 
Physics, plasma 
-Agreement with Sweden in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
B7605-2273 
- Directives on negotiations with Switzerland on 
cooperation in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
B7605-2274 
Pig meat sector 
-Adjustment of M CAs in the pig meat sector 
Regulat1on C 87610-2235 
-Customs nomenclature of certain pigment 
products Jomt Cases 36 and 37-76 87612-2453 
- Trends in the market prices for pig carcases 
87605-2248 
Pilot study 
- Implementation of the campaign against poverty 
87603-2223 
Pipe fittings 
-Extension of the import quota restrictions in Italy 
of cast-iron tube and pipe fittings originating in 
Taiwan DeciSIOn L 87603-2306 , Dec1s1on 
L B7612-2310 
Plant health control 
- Measures relating to the protection of 
consumers in the plant health sector 87612-2253 
Plant protection product 
- Prohibition ofthe marketing of certain plant 
protection products Proposal DirectiVe C B7607-
2256 
Plasma physics 
-Agreement with Sweden in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
B7605-2273 
- Directives on negotiations with Switzerland on 
cooperation in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
B7605-2274 
Plastics 
-Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
polyethylene sacks and bags originating in 
certain State-trading countries 87603-2305 
Players, professional football 
- Freedom of movement for professional football 
players Case 13-76 87602-2431 , Case 13-
76 87607-2478 
Plutonium recycling 
- Research programme concerned with plutonium 
recycling in light-water reactors (ACPM) 87607-
2275 
- Research programme on plutonium recycling in 
light-water reactors (ACPM) 87610-2261 
Plywood of coniferous species 
- Tariff quotas for certain plywoods of coniferous 
species Regulation L 87612-2102 
Poland 
- Opening of negotiations with Poland with a view 
to a textile agreement Recommendation C 87612-
2315 
Political character of the Commission 
-Statement by the President of the Commission 
on the activities ofthe Commission during its 
term of office 87612-2404 
Political cooperation 
-African policy of the Community Resolution 
p 87603-2407 
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-Annual report on political cooperation before the 
EP 87611-2402 
- Fight against international terrorism in the 
context of European political cooperation 
Resolution P B7607-2408 
- Intensification of political cooperation between 
the Nine R7600-500 
-Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs in 
political cooperation 87609-2508 
- Outcome of the European Council at The Hague 
B7612-2405 
- Statement by the Foreign Ministers on Angola 
with in the framework of political cooperation 
B7602-2502 
- State of political cooperation between the Nine 
87610-2503 
- Work of the European Council relating to political 
cooperation B7604-2505 
- Work of the Political Committee 87601-2502 
-Work ofthe Political Committee relating to the 
Euro-Arab dialogue 87603-2501 
Pollution, atmospheric 
- Biological standards and air quality standards for 
lead Assent P 87601-2417; AssentS B7601-
2448, D1rective L 87612-2222 
- Measuring of urban atmospheric pollution by 
sulphur dioxide and suspended particulate 
matter B7602-2215 ; B7602-2223 , Assent 
s B7606-2455 
Pollution, fight against 
-Community action on safety and health in 
coalmining 87603-2231 
- Establishment of a waste management 
committee Dec1s1on C 87604-2237 
- Financial aid under the research programme on 
the fight against pollution in the iron and steel 
industry 87603-2230 
- Research project concerning the fight against 
pollution in the iron and steel industry 87601-
2217 , Assent C B7602-2220 
- Work relating to the prevention and reduction of 
pollution R7600-277 
Pollution, industrial 
- Water pollution caused by wood pulp mills 
87612-2232 
Pollution, marine 
- Accession of the Commission to certain 
international agreements on sea pollution Assent 
p B7611-2419 
- Conclusion ofthe Barcelona Convention on the 
pollution ofthe Mediterranean 87612-2229 
- Convention for the protection of the 
Mediterranean against pollution 87602-2222 ; 
Report C 87604-2235 , AssentS 87609-2451 ; 
Assent P B761 0-2427 
- Ecological consequences of pollution in the 
marine environment B7602-2217 
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Pollution, marine (Continuation) 
- Fight against marine pollution by dumping of 
waste at sea Proposal D~rective C B7601-2219 
- Fight against marine pollution by waste due to 
the titanium dioxide industry Assent P B7601-
2418; B7602-2456 
- Helsinki Convention on the protection ofthe 
marine environment ofthe Baltic Sea area 
B7609-2215 
- Protection ofthe Mediterranean against 
pollution Assent P B7605-2419 
- Protection of the sea against the dumping of 
waste AssentS B7605-2457 
- Signing ofthe Barcelona Convention on 
pollution in the Mediterranean B7609-2213 
Pollution, sea 
- Fight against marine pollution by dangerous 
substances discharged into the aquatic 
environment Directtve L B7605-2232 
Pollution, water 
- Closure of the irregularity procedure against Italy 
in respect of aids for the protection of water 
against pollution B761 0-2117 
- Conclusion ofthe 8onn Convention on the 
protection of the Rhine against chemical 
pollution B7612-2228 ; AssentS B7612-2464 
- Convention for the protection of the Rhine 
against pollution Assent P B7611-2420 
- Fight against the pollution of surface fresh water 
Assent P B7607-2424 
- Ministerial Conference on the protection of the 
Rhine against pollution B7604-2234 ; B7605-2231 
-Procedure for the exchange of information 
regarding the quality of surface fresh water 
(Proposal Decision C) B7604-2236 
- Protection of shellfish-growing against pollution 
Proposal DtrecttVe C B7610-2220 
- Protection ofthe Rhine against chemical 
pollution Communication C B7609-2214 
- Water pollution caused by wood pulp mills 
B7612-2232 
Port 
- Meeting of the Port Working Party 87605-2291 
-Work of the Port Working Group B7604-2279 
Portugal 
- Community assistance to the restructuring of the 
Portuguese economy B7601-2325 
- Community supervision for imports of certain 
products originating in Portugal Regulation 
L B7610-2107 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Portugal 
Agreement R7600-515 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol with Portugal B7606-2342 
- Continuation of the negotiations with Portugal 
B7603-2342 ; Dtrecttve L B7604-2336 
- El8 loan to Portugal for the construction of a 
thermal power-station and for industrial and 
tourism projects 87604-2446 
- Entry into force of the Interim Agreement 
between the EEC and Portugal B7610-2331 
- Exceptional emergency aid to Portugal 87603-
2343 
- Exceptional emergency aid to Portugal in the 
form of a El8 loan 87602-2336, 87606-2476 
Prem 
- Meeting ofthe EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
B7610-2330 
- Negotiations with Portugal to extend the Free 
Trade Agreement B7601-2326 
- Opening of negotiations with Portugal 87602-
2335 
- Opening of negotiations with Portugal with a 
view to the implementation of the additional 
protocol 87607-2345 
-Signing of an additional protocol, a financial 
protocol and an interim protocol between the 
EEC and Portugal 87609-1301 
- Visit to Lisbon by the President of the 
Commission 87603-2341 
-Visit to the Commission by the Portuguese 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 87601-2327 
Potato 
- Common organization of the potato market 
B7604-2252 ; AssentS B7606-2452 ; Assent 
p 87609-2412 
- Debate in the EP on the common organization of 
the market in potatoes B7606-2418 
- Extension of the suspension of the autonomous 
CCT duties applicable to potatoes Dectston 
L 87603-2255 ; B7611-2245 
- Fixing of export taxes on potatoes Regulattons 
L B7602-2235 
-Quantitative export restriction for potatoes in 
France Case 68-76 87607-2455 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on new potatoes 
and seed potatoes Dectston L 87601-2229; 
B7602-2103 ; 87602-2238 ; RegulatiOn L 87604-
2102; Regulatton L B7605-2102 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on ware potatoes 
Dectston L B7603-2102; Deciston L B7607-2101 
-Tariff quotas for the importation into the United 
Kingdom of new potatoes originating in Cyprus 
Regulatton L B7612-2104 
Poultry and egg sector 
- Import quotas for poultry in the Netherlands 
Case 111-76B7611-2446 
- Marketing standards relating to the water 
content in certain poultrymeat 87611-2247 
Poverty, fight against 
-Implementation of the campaign against poverty 
87603-2223 
Power station 
- Community actions relating to the siting of 
power stations Communtcation C B7612-2086 
-Community actions relating to the use of 
electrical energy R7600-429 
Power-station, coal-fired 
- Use of coal for electricity production B7612-2283 
Power station, siting of 
- Community siting policy for nuclear power 
stations Resolution P 87601-2403 
Premium, conversion 
-Conversion premiums in the wine sector Assent 
p B7603-2424 
Premium, non-marketing 
- Premium for the non-marketing of milk Assent 
s 87609-2450 
Pres 
Premium, non-marketing (Continuation) 
- Rules for the application of subsidies for 
slaughtering cows and for the non-marketing of 
milk products Case 84-76 87607-2470 
Preservative 
- Preservatives used in foodstuffs Amended 
D1rect1Ve L 87605-2253 , AssentS 87606-2231 
President of the EP, election of the 
-Re-election of Mr Spemale to the presidency of 
the European Parliament R7600-25 
Price control 
- Work of the Working Party on Legislation 
relating to Prices 87604-2109 
Price, oil 
- Energy price increases and competitivity 87601-
2412 
Prices, minimum 
- Fixing minimum prices for exporting flowering 
bulbs to the Netherlands Case 50-76 87606-2431 
- Minimum prices for iron and steel products 
Assent A 87601-2452 ; 87602-2422 
- Prohibition of minimum prices imposed by a 
Dutch company 87612-2126 
Procedure, inward processing 
- Fixing standard rates of yield for certain inward 
processing arrangements Amended Directive 
c 87607-2112 
- Inward processing scheme for certain cereal 
products Directive C 87612-2115 
- Repair operations under the inward processing 
system 87601-2105, D1rect1VeL 87603-2106 
Procedure, outward processing 
- Harmonization of provisions in respect of the 
outward processing scheme Dlfective L R7600-
107 
- Relief from import duties under the outward 
processing procedure DirectiVe C 87606-2116 
- Triangular system relating to the outward 
processing procedure DirectiVe C 87605-2106 
Processed fruit and vegetable sector 
- Suspension of the CCT on certain mushrooms 
Regulation L 87611-2103, Regulation L 87611-
2243 
Product, defective 
-Liability for defective products R7600-143; 
D1rect1Ve C 87607-2119 
Product, originating 
- Definition of the concept of originating products 
within the GPS Regulations L 87612-2106 
- Derogation from the rules of origin for fuel 
elements from EFTA countries Regulatwns 
L 87607-2110 
-Derogation from the rules of origin for reception 
apparatus with-in the framework of the EEC-
Malta Agreement Regulation L 87607-2107 
- Derogation from the rules of origin in respect of 
certain textile products from Mauritius Regulation 
L 87607-2108 
Production refund 
-Abolition of production refunds for sales of 
maize meal Case 113-76 87612-2434 
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- Production refund for maize used in the brewing 
industry Case 64-76 87607-2451 
Products, liability for 
- Liability for defective products R7600-143 , 
Directive C 87607-2119 
Project of Community interest 
- Action in the field of transport infrastructure 
Commumcat1on C 87606-1401 ; AssentC 87612-
2465 
- Investment projects of interest to the Community 
in the petroleum, natural gas and electricity 
sectors 87603-2288 
Promotion of an official 
- Promotion of Commission officials Case 62-
75 87607-2473 
Property, commercial 
- Protection of copyright in the field of 
photomechanical reproduction 87611-2411 
Property, industrial 
- Industrial property arrangements applicable to 
financial aids for research R7600-411 
- Patents situation R7600-413 
Property, personal 
- Tax exemptions applicable to the importation of 
personal property by individuals Assent P 87602-
2417 
Proprietary, Committee for- medicinal 
products 
- Draft rules of procedure ofthe Committee for 
proprietary medicinal products 87612-2118 
Protection of the worker 
-Extension of social protection AssentS 87611-
2462 
Protectionism 
-Warning within the EP against protectionist 
tendencies 87606-2407 
Protective measure 
- Application of protective measures by Italy and 
the United Kingdom R7600-210 
- Authorization granted to Ireland to levy a duty on 
imports of footwear Decis1on C 87606-2120 
- Authorization of protective measures in Italy 
Decision C 87605-2108 
-Authorization to Italy to maintain the deposit 
requirement authorized Decis1on C 87607-2202 
-Common commercial policy towards State-
trading countries and other non-member 
countries R7600-487 
- Consequences of the monetary measures taken 
by Italy on the imports of farm products 87605-
2240 
- Extension of protective measures for the 
importation of certain footwear into Ireland 
87611-2115 
- Extension of the import quota restrictions in Italy 
of cast-iron tube and pipe fittings originating in 
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Protective measure (Continuation) 
Taiwan Decision L 87603-2306; Decis1on 
L 87612-2310 
- Fixing duties for the import of footwear 
originating in the EFTA countries into Italy 
Decis1on L 87607-2118 
- Import quotas for electric filament lamps 
originating in certain State-trading countries 
87612-2309 
- Import quotas in Germany for textile products 
originating in South Korea Regulation L 87609-
22300 
- Maintenance of the authorization given to the 
United Kingdom to take protective measures 
DeciSIOn C 87607-2203 
- Protective measures against imports from 
certain non-member countries 87607-2312 
- Protective measures against the import into 
France of gloves originating from Malaysia 
Regulation C 87607-2308 
- Protective measures by Italy in view of the 
monetary situation 87605-2204 ; DeciSIOn 
C 87605-2205 , Decision C 87609-2204 ; 87610-
2204 
- Protective measures in Italy and Ireland R7600-
113 
- Protective measures within the framework of the 
multilateral negotiations (safeguard group) 
87610-2305 
-Protective measures with regard to imports into 
the United Kingdom of cotton yarn originating in 
Spain 87612-2311 
- Protective measures with regard to imports of 
certain products originating in third countries 
87606-2302 
-Protective measure with regard to imports of 
footwear originating in certain EFTA countries 
DeciSIOn L 87602-2106 
-Situation on the Community's exchange markets 
87603-2208 
Protein product 
- Security system with respect to protein products 
Regulations C 87604-2250 
Protein products 
-Adoption of formal regulations for the« overall 
compromise» on agricultural prices for protein 
products Regulation L 87606-2238 
-Temporary aid system for private storage of 
certain protein products Assent P 87604-2415 
Protocol, additional 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Portugal 
Agreement R7600-515 
- Opening of negotiations with Portugal with a 
view to the implementation of the additional 
protocol 87607-2345 
Protocol, financial 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol with Portugal 87606-2342 
Public contract 
- Reservations and preferences in the award of 
public contracts R7600-131 
Pub I 
Public sector 
- Work of the Economic Policy Committee 87612-
2205 
87601-2203; 87602-2204' 87603-2211 ; 87605-
2208 ; 87606-2205 ; 87607-2204 ' 87609-2206 ' 
87610-2206; 87611-2209 
Public works contract 
- Procedures for the award of public works 
contracts in Italy Case 10-76 87602-2428 
Quality, water 
- Fight against the pollution of surface fresh water 
Assent P 87607-2424 
- Procedure for the exchange of information 
regarding the quality of surface fresh water 
(Proposal Decision C) 87604-2236 
-Technical seminar on the harmonization of 
biological methods for evaluating the quality of 
surface waters 87610-2221 
Quota, basic 
- Application ofthe quota system in the sugar 
sector in Germany Case 94-75 87602-2448 
Quota, catch 
- Deep-sea fish catch quotas 87602-2406 
Quota, Community 
-Community import quot~s for certain products 
originating in Finland, Norway, Portugal and 
Sweden 87605-2104 
- Community tariff quota for tobacco under the 
GPS RegulatiOn L 87607-2103 
Quota, Community tariff 
- Community tariff quota for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the associated OCT Regulation 
L 87602-2105 
- Community tariff quota for rum, arrack and tafia 
originating in the OCT Regulation L 87606-2109 
- Community tariff quotas for certain iron and 
steel products originating in the developing 
countries 87612-2107 
- Community tariff quotas for certain textile 
products originating in Malta Amended 
Regulations L 87606-2110 
- Community tariff quotas for handicrafts and 
certain hand-woven fabrics applicable to Peru 
and to Honduras Amended Regulations L 87612-
2105 
- Community tariff quotas for 1977 Regulations 
L 87611-2110 
- Increase of tariff quotas for certain eels 
Regulation L 87610-2105 
- Increase of tariff quotas for certain wines 
originating in third countries Regulation L 87610-
2105 
- Opening of Community tariff quotas for 1977 
Regulation L 87610-2106 
- Suspension of customs duties in the CCT and 
adoption of certain tariff quotas Assent P 87606-
2117 
- Suspension of the CCT duties on jute 
manufactures in the context of the SGTT 
Regulation L 87607-2103 
-Tariff quotas for apricot pulp from Morocco and 
Tunisia RegulatiOn L 87606-2111 
- Tariff quotas for certain paper and paperboard 
originating in Portugal Regulation L 87610-2103 
- Tariff quotas for certain plywoods of coniferous 
species RegulatiOn L 87612-2102 
- Tariff quotas for certain textile products 
originating in Malta DeciSIOn L 87605-2104 
Q 
- Tariff quotas for certain textile products under 
the outward processing arrangements with 
Switzerland Regulation L 87606-2107 
- Tariff quotas for ferro-chromium Regulation 
L 87606-2107 
- Tariff quotas for heads of cattle Regulations 
L 87606-2106 
- Tariff quotas for newsprint Amended Regulation 
L 87605-2103, Regulat10nL 87611-2108 
-Tariff quotas for raw silk Regulation L 87611-2108 
-Tariff quotas for rum, arrack and tafia originating 
in the ACP countries Regulation L 87606-2109 
-Tariff quotas for the importation into the United 
Kingdom of new potatoes originating in Cyprus 
Regulation L 87612-2104 
- Tariff quotas for the import of certain iron and 
steel products Regulations L 87611-2107 
- Tariff quotas for unwrought magnesium 
Regulation L 87601-2102; Regulat1on L 87606-
2108, Regulation L 87611-2109 
- Tariff quotas for wines originating in Algeria 
Regulation L 87606-2111 
- Tariff quotas for 1977 Regulations L 87612-2103 
Quota, export 
-Authorization to export scrap to non-member 
countries 87612-2317 
- Community export quotas for certain non-
ferrous metals Regulation C 87609-2306 ; 87611-
2313 
- Community export quotas for lead waste and 
scrap Regulation L 87603-2312 
- Extension of the arrangements for exports of 
scrap for the Community as a whole 87603-2311 
- Quantitative Community export quota for certain 
copper products Regulat1on C 87607-2317 
- Quantitative Community export quotas for 
certain non-ferrous metals Regulation L 87612-
2318 
Quota, import 
- Import quotas for cotton yarn originating in 
Mexico 87606-2302 
- Import quotas in Italy of cast-iron products 
originating in Taiwan 87601-2303 
- Import quotas in respect of State-trading 
countries 87611-2306 
- Import quotas in Sweden for shoes coming from 
the Community 87605-2332 
- Protective measures against imports from 
certain non-member countries 87607-2312 
• 
Radiation, ionizing 
- Health protection against ionizing radiation 
R7600-267 ; 87602-2216; Amended D1rect1ve 
L 87606-2222 ; DirectiVe L 87606-2230 
- Information and training seminar on radiation 
protection 87611-2226 
Radiation protection 
- Health protection against ionizing radiation 
R7600-267 ; B7602-2216; Amended Directive 
L 87606-2222 ; Directive L B7606-2230 
- Information and training seminar on radiation 
protection B7611-2226 
- Multiannual research programme in the field of 
radiation protection (ACPM) 87611-2259 
- Report on the biology and health protection 
programme B7605-2269 
-Seminar on medicines containing radioactive 
substances B7609-2210 
Radioactive material, reprocessing of 
- Necessity of a common policy on reprocessing 
radioactive material Resolution P 87605-2414 
Radioactive waste 
-Programme of indirect action concerning the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
87609-2236 
- Research programme for radioactive waste 
storage and management (ACPM) 87610-2258; 
87607-2274 
Rail transport 
-Authorization of aid in the United Kingdom for 
the improvement of rail transport services 
87605-2288 
-Creation of direct international railway tariffs for 
the carriage of coal and steel B7602-2265 ; 
Assent A B7603-2455 ; Resolution A B7606-2459 
- Discussions between the Commission and 
railway experts from the Group of Nine B7610-
2270 
-Harmonization of working conditions in the 
railways B7601-2215 
- Improvement of the situation of railway 
undertakings R7600-447 
- Measures for the rationalization of railways in 
France Assent C B7611-2283 
-Meeting of the ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committees B7611-2281 
- Preparation of a forward study of requirements 
for the carriage of goods (1985-2000) 87610-2274 
- Rationalization measures for the railways in 
Northern Ireland Assent C 87602-2266 
- Rationalization measures to improve the 
financial situation of the railways in Belgium and 
Germany Assent C B7607-2286 
- Refusal by the Commission to authorize the 
application by Luxembourg of special railway 
tariffs for agricultural products B7605-2285 
Railway undertaking 
- Rationalization measures for the railways in 
Northern Ireland Assent C B7602-2266 
R 
Raw material 
- Raw material requirements in the Community 
87611-2409 
Raw material, secondary 
- Reclamation of waste oils B7603-2235 
Reactor,light-water 
- Research programme concerned with plutonium 
recycling in light-water reactors (ACPM) B7607-
2275 
Reactor, rapid 
-Work of the Fast Reactors Coordinating 
Committee (CCRR) B7607-2264 
Readaptation aid, ECSC 
- Aid for the readaptation of ECSC steelworkers 
R7600-257 ; B7604-2219 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of coal and steel 
workers in the Community 87612-2216 
- ECSC-aid for the readaptation of colliery workers 
in Germany Decision C B7605-2216 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of steel workers in 
Germany, Belgium, France and the United 
Kingdom DeciSion C B7607-2216 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of workers in 
Germany and the United Kingdom B7611-2221 
- ECSC aid for the readaptation of workers in 
Germany, Belgium and the United Kingdom 
87606-2218 
Recording device 
- Application in Germany of the Community rules 
on recording equipment in road transport Assent 
c B7602-2267 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport AssentS B7601-2445 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport in Belgium AssentS B7601-2250 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport in Denmark Assent C B7606-22~1 
Recruitment 
- Drawing up lists of candidates for the ECSC 
Consultative Committee Case 66-76 87607-2453 
Recruitment of an official 
- Candidature for a post as a lawyer linguist 
87609-2434 
Recruitment services 
- Exchange between Member States of officials 
specializing in the field of recruitmen't services 
87601-2205 
Recycling of waste 
-Authorization to the Netherlands to grant aid to 
promote the re-use of waste paper DeciSion 
c 87611-2125 
- Reclamation of waste oils B7603-2235 
Reduction in capacities 
- Community action to meet the crisis in the 
shipbuilding sector Commumcat10n C 87605-1401 
Reel 
Reelection of the Economic and Social 
Committee 
- Re-election of the members of the Economic and 
Social Committee R7600-61 
Reference, standards and materials 
- Research programme on standards and 
reference materials (ACPM) B7601-2241 
-Research programme on standards and 
reference substances and programme on 
reference materials and methods (ACPM) B7605-
2271 'B7611-2261 
Refining 
-Work ofthe Energy Committee on problems 
connected with refining B7602-2260 
Refund, production 
- Abolition of production refunds for sales of 
maize meal Case 113-76 B7612-2434 
- Production refund in the cereals and rice sectors 
Case 101-76 B7610-2450 
Refunds on exports 
-Export arrangements for certain categories of 
compound foodstuffs and feedingstuffs Case 
125-76 B7612-2445 
Region, less-favoured 
- List of less-favoured farming areas in the French 
overseas departments Dtrect!Ve L B7607-2253 
Regional aid 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions of the Member States R7600-165 ; 
R7600-163 ; R7600-164 ; R7600-167 
-Authorization for the new French development 
aids scheme B7612-2132 
- Authorization of regional aid in Italy in favour of 
small and medium-sized enterprises in Sicily 
B7607-2131 
- ECSC conversion loans to Italy, France and the 
United Kingdom Communications C B7607-2207 
Regional development programme 
-Publication in the OJ ofthe outline for regional 
development programmes B7603-2215 
- Regional development problems in the 
Community AssentS B7603-2451 
Regional development, study on 
-Work of the Regional Policy Committee R7600-
242' B7603-2214; B7610-2210' B7611-2215; 
B7606-2212 
Regional policy 
-Activities of the EIB in the regional sector R7600-
241 
- Adoption of the First Annual Report on the 
European Regional Development Fund B7606-
1301 
-Developments in the field of regional policy 
R7600-230 
- ECSC regional conversion programme R7600-
238 
- Guidelines in the field of Community regional 
policy B7612-2206 
- Regional development problems in the 
Community AssentS B7603-2451 
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- Regional policy relating to the regions straddling 
the Community's internal borders Resolution 
PB7611-2403 
-Study on the establishment of a Community 
regional policy AssentS B7602-2458 
- Symposium on the future development of the 
regional policy B7611-2213 
- 1st report on the activities of the Regional Fund 
Resoluttan P B7612-2414 
Regional Policy Committee 
- Publication in the OJ of the outline for regional 
development programmes B7603-2215 
-Work ofthe Regional Policy Committee R7600-
242' B7603-2214; B7610-2210' B7611-2215; 
B7606-2212 
Regulations, Community 
- Extent to which Belgian legislation on social 
security is compatible with Community 
regulations Case 108-75 B7603-2444 
Rehabilitation, occupational 
-Action programme for the occupational 
rehabilitation of handicapped persons R7600-271 
Repair operation 
- Repair operations under the inward processing 
system B7601-2105, Dtrecttve L B7603-2106 
Report of the EIB, annual 
- Annual meeting of the Board of Governors of the 
EIB B7606-2463 
Report on officials, periodic 
- Periodic report on European Parliament officials 
Cases 30-76 and 31-76 B7603-2438 
Reprocessing of radioactive material 
- Necessity of a common policy on reprocessing 
radioactive material Resolution P B7605-2414 
Research 
- Dissemination of knowledge applicable to the 
indirect research action R7600-412 
Research, aeronautics 
-Action programme for the European aircraft 
industry AssentS B7602-2453 ; Assent P B7607-
2414 
Research, data processing 
-Creation of a consultative committee in the field 
of data-processing Dectston L B7607-2263 
Research, dissemination of the results of 
- Obligations of« joint undertakings "as regards 
the communication of information Oectston 
c B7602-2245 
-Utilization oft he results of Community research 
B7606-2265 
- Work of CREST on the dissemination of 
information and the results of scientific and 
technical research B7605-2265 
Research, energy 
- Meeting of the Energy Subcommittee of the 
European Committee for Research and 
Development B7607-2268 
- Outline agreement on cooperation between the 
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Research, energy (Continuation) 
European Communities and the lEA in the field 
of research 87607-2333 
- Present state of work in the field of energy 
research (ACPMs) 87603-2268 
- Present state of work on the research 
programme in the field of energy (CREST) 
87605-2262 
- Research programme concerning systems 
analysis and geothermal energy 87606-2254 
Research programme 
- Community financing of steel research projects 
Assent A 87606-2462 
- Direct and indirect actions in the field of 
multiannual research programmes R7600-389 
- Draft research programme on climatic problems 
87612-2269 
- Final report on the activities under the data-
processing programme 87609-2244 
- Financial aid for research projects on sanitary 
protection in the steel sector Dec1s1on C 87607-
2223 
- Financial aid under the research programme on 
ergonomics Dec1s1on C 87607-2224 
- Four-year scientific and technical education and 
training programme Decis1on L 87612-2271 
- Indirect-action multiannual programmes in the 
field of research Decisions L 87603-2274 
- Meeting of the COST ad hoc Working Party on 
Agricultural Research 87607-2269 
- Meeting ofthe Research Ministers 87602-21400 
- Multiannual research programme in the field of 
controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma 
physics Dec1s1on L 87603-2274 
- Multiannual research programme in the field of 
radiation protection (ACPM) 87611-2259 
- Objectives for a common research and 
development policy Resolution P 87605-2413 ; 
AssentS 87605-2461 
- Present state of work in the field of energy 
research (ACPMs) 87603-2268 
- Programme of indirect action for energy 
research (ACPM) 87602-2247 
- Research programme concerning systems 
analysis and geothermal energy 87606-2254 
- Research programme for hydrogen (ACPM) 
87604-2262 ; 87610-2262 
- Research programme for radioactive waste 
storage and management (ACPM) 87610-2258 ; 
87607-2274 
- Research programme for solar energy (ACPM) 
87604-2263 ; 87609-2246 
- Research programme in the field of agriculture 
R7600-320 
- Research programme in the field of data-
processing (CREST) 87603-2269 
- Research programme on high-flux reactors 
(ACPM) 87610-2259 
- Research programme on plutonium recycling in 
light-water reactors (ACPM) 87610-2261 
- Research programme on standards and 
reference materials (ACPM) 87601-2241 
- Research programme on standards and 
reference substances and programme on 
reference materials and methods (ACPM) 87605-
2271 ; 87611-2261 
- Research programme on the environment 
(ACPM) 87603-2275 ; 87606-2260 ; 87607-2273 ; 
Rese 
87610-2260' 87611-2260 
- Research programme relating to the 
measurement of carboxyhaemoglobin 87605-
2229 
- Research programmes in the field of energy 
(ACPM) 87604-2261 
- Research projects in the field of biology and 
health protection 87605-2270 
-Results of the Council meeting of Research 
Ministers Resolution P 87611-2254 , Resolution 
p 87601-2404 
- Revised energy research and development 
programme Assent P 87611-2406 ; Assent 
s 87611-2463 
-Technological research in the footwear sector 
AssentS 87611-2465 
- Three-year programme of technological 
research in the footwear industry sector 87607-
2265 
- Utilization oft he results of Community research 
87606-2265 
-Working out of a common policy in the field of 
research R7600-380 
- Work in the field of metrology, calibration and 
control measurements 87601-2240 
-Work of CREST on the coordination of national 
research and development policies 87604-2264 
- Work of STC on multiannual research 
programmes 87604-2265 
-Work of the ACPM for environmental research 
87604-2267 
- Work of the ACPM responsible for the future 
multiannual JRC programme 87609-2243 
-Work of the Central Bureau for Nuclear 
Measurements (CBNM) 87609-2245 
- Work of the Fast Reactors Coordinating 
Committee (CCRR) 87607-2264 
- Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 87611-2255; 87601-2237 
- 3rd programme of medical research on chronic 
respiratory diseases Memorandum C 87605-2228 
Research programme, multiannual 
- Direct and indirect actions in the field of 
multiannual research programmes R7600-389 
- Multiannual programme in the field of scientific 
and technical education and training Proposal 
C 87607-2272 ; Assent P 87611-2405 ; Assent 
s 87610-2471 
- Multiannual research programme of the JRC, 
1977-80 87605-1301 ; AssentS 87609-2457 , 
87610-2253 
- Multiannual research programme 1977-80 
Assent P 87609-2417 
- Research problems under discussion in the 
Council 87611-2253 
- Results of the Council meeting of Research 
Ministers Resolution P 87611-2254 ; Resolution 
p 87601-2404 
-Revised energy research programme 87612-
2270 
- Revision ofthe multiannual research and 
development programme in the field of energy 
Proposal C 87607-2266 
Research, social 
- Setting up a research programme on safety in 
mines Memorandum C 87607-2222 
Re se 
Research, steel 
-Community financing of steel research projects 
Assent A B7606-2462 
Research, technical 
- Aid for the financing of iron and steel research 
projects Dec1sion C B7605-2260 
-:- Project for the creation of a common market for 
public procurement in the field of advanced 
technology AssentS B7605-2451 
Residence, right of 
- Right of residence for a French national in 
Belgium Case 48-75 B7604-2439 
- Right of residence for Community nationals in 
Italy Case 118-75 B7607-2474 
Resources, own 
- Borrowing and lending operations of the 
Community Dec1s1on L B7603-2202 
- Drawing up budget estimates of own resources 
B7609-2470 
-Guidelines for a financial regulation on VAT 
B7611-2477 
- New rules relating to own resources B7606-2480 
-Own resources in 1976 R7600-78 
-Work ofthe Advisory Committee on Own 
Resources B7612-2498 
Restriction of imports, quantitative 
- Elimination of quantitative restrictions within the 
framework of trade with the developing 
countries B7604-2302 
- Fixing maximum prices for sugar in Italy Case 65-
75 B7602-2443 , AF BB 90-75 B7602-2445 
- Measures having an effect equivalent to 
quantitative restrictions R7600-111 
Restrictive trade practice 
- Warning within the EP against protectionist 
tendencies B7606-2407 
Retirement pension 
-Calculation of a Commission official's pension 
rights Case 95-76 B7609-2438 
Retraining, vocational 
- Work of the Social Fund Advisory Committee 
concerning the vocational retraining of workers 
87603-2220 
Rhine 
- Conclusion ofthe Bonn Convention on the 
protection ofthe Rhine against chemical 
pollution B7612-2228; AssentS B7612-2464 
- Convention for the protection of the Rhine 
against pollution Assent P 87611-2420 
- Ministerial Conference on the protection of the 
Rhine against pollution B7604-2234 ; B7605-2231 
-Protection of the Rhine against chemical 
pollution CommumcatJOn C B7609-2214 
Rhodesia 
-Statement by the European Council in 
Luxembourg on the situation in Rhodesia B7604-
2508 
Rice 
-Coding of the regulations in the rice sector 
RegulatiOn L B7606-2336 
Rights for the citizen, special 
- State of the work relating to passport union and 
special rights R7600-136 
Rights, fundamental 
- Developments and application of Community 
law R7600-564 
- Draft of a joint declaration by the European 
institutions concerning the respect of human 
rights B7610-2501 
- Protection of fundamental rights in Community 
law Assent P B7610-2417 
- Protection of the rights of the individual against 
data-processing B7604-2420 
Rights, worker 
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- Draft report by the Commission concerning 
safeguards for workers in the event of individual 
dismissal B7605-2222 
- Programme for the benefit of migrant workers 
and their families B7602-2413 
- Rules concerning conflicts of laws on 
employment relationships (Modification 
Regulation C) B7604-2227 
Rights workers, 
- Foreign workers' trade union rights Regulation 
L B7602-2206 
Road safety 
-Approval of road vehicles Assent C 87604-2276 
- Safety glass for road vehicles throughout the 
Community Resolution P 87601-2413 
Road transport 
-Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Denmark Recommendation 
c 87603-2298 
-Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Germany 87611-2278 
- Aid for through international railway tariffs for 
coal and steel in Belgium Dec1s1on C B7605-2287 
-Application in Germany of the Community rules 
on recording equipment in road transport Assent 
c B7602-2267 
-Applying the regulation on social legislation 
relating to road transport in the new Member 
States Dec1s1on C B7606-2272 
- Commission action on the organization of 
transport markets B7603-2295 
- Common rules for regular services by bus or 
coach AssentS 87601-2446 
Assent P B7602-2415 
- Community tariff quotas for the carriage of 
goods by road Dec1s1on C B7607-2284 
- Consultations of employers and workers in the 
road transport industry B7602-2214 
- Draft recommendation for Ireland concerning 
the carriage of goods by road DecisiOn C B7606-
2268 
- Forward study on goods transport requirements 
for 1985-2000 87601-2251 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport R7600-447 , 87603-2226 ; B7603-
2296 ; AssentS 87610-2467 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in Ireland Assent C B7610-2272 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in Italy Assent C 87605-2289 
(6) 
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Road transport (Continuation) 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in the United Kingdom Assent 
C 87605-2290 ; Assent C 87610-2273 
-Interpretation of the regulation on certain social 
legislation relating to road transport Case 65-
76 87607-2452 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport AssentS 87601-2445 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport in Belgium AssentS 87601-2250 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport in Denmark Assent C 87606-2271 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the common 
rules applicable to the international carriage of 
passengers by coach and bus 87602-2264 ; 
87603-2293 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the common 
rules applicable to the occasional international 
carriage of passengers by coach and bus 87606-
2267' 87609-2258; 87612-2288 
- Operation of the markets for the carriage of 
goods by land AssentS 87609-2448 
- Organization of the surface transport market 
R7600-441 
- Reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by 
road Assent P 87610-2422 
- Report on market trends in the international 
carriage of goods by road Assent C 87603-2294 
- System of bracket tariffs for the carriage of 
goods by road Assent P 87612-2416 
- Tax on the carriage of goods by road in respect 
of products in Germany Case 20-76 87602-2435 
-Transport of goods by road between the 
Member States AssentS 87609-2447 
- Work of the Permanent Representatives 
Committee on reference tariffs in the field of 
road transport 87611-2280 
- 6th report of the Committee of Experts on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs 87611-
2279 
Romania 
-Amendments to the import arrangements in 
respect of Romania within the framework of the 
Textile Agreement 87612-2307 
- Negotiations with Romania for the conclusion of 
an agreement on textile products 87601-2304; 
Recommendation C 87602-2310, 87603-2308; 
87604-2312' 87605-2310' 87607-2315; 87609-
2303 
- Opening of an anti-dumping procedure 
concerning imports of fertilizers originating in 
Romania 87607-2311 
- Signing of an agreement with Romania on textile 
products R7600-560 
- Textile Agreement with Romania under the MFA 
87611-2309 
- Visit to Romania by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 87601-2336 
Rules, Community 
- Draft Community rules concerning Community 
transit traffic through Austria and Switzerland 
Resolution P 87604-2409 
Rule 
Safeguard clause 
- Abolition of the safeguard clause for the 
importation of beef and veal originating in non-
member countries Dec1s1on C 87612-2244 
- Implementation of a safeguard clause under the 
Lome Convention Regulat1on L 87601-2331 
- Maintenance of the safeguard clause for the 
French fresh tunny market Dec1s1on L 87604-2253 
-Safeguard clause against the importation of 
maize into Germany AF 7-66,19-66 87602-2436 
-Work ofthe Safeguard Clause Group set up in 
the Trade Negotiations Committee 87605-2302 
Safeguards 
- Application of the provisions of the Euratom 
Treaty concerning safeguards 87607-2282 
-EURATOM safeguards R7600-432, Regulation 
c 87609-2257 ' 8761 0-2269 
- International Atomic Energy Agency inspections 
87611-2461 
Safeguards, agreement between the United 
Kingdom, EURATOM and the IAEA 
- Signing of the Agreement on safeguards 
between the United Kingdom, EURATOM and 
the IAEA 87609-2317 
Safety at work 
- Actions in the field of safety and health at work 
(Advisory Committee) 87602-2218 
-Annual report of the Standing Committee for 
safety and health in coal mines 87609-2211 
-Community action on safety and health in 
coalmining 87603-2231 
- Conference on the Prevention of Occupational 
Risks in the Metalworking Industry 87610-2215 
- Development of research under the third 
programme for health in mines 87605-2227 
- Harmonization of legislation for the posting of 
safety signs at the workplace Proposal D1rect1Ve 
c 87604-2228 
- Project for a Community campaign for safety in 
agriculture 87604-2229, 87612-2223 
- Radiation protection in nuclear power-stations 
87603-2232 
- Research programme relating to safety in mines 
87605-2225 
- Safety and health protection at work R7600-270 
- Safety information at the workplace 87611-
2470 ; Assent P 87607-2419 ; AssentS 87609-
2458 
-Setting up a research programme on safety in 
mines Memorandum C 87607-2222 
- Training courses for factory inspectors 87611-
2225 
-Work ofthe Advisory Committee on Safety, 
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 87610-
2216 
-Work of the Mines Safety and Health 
Commission R7600-274; 87612-2225 
- Work of the Steel Industry Safety and Health 
Commission R7600-273 
s 
Safety control 
-Application of the provisions of the Euratom 
Treaty concerning safeguards 87607-2282 
Safety information 
-Safety information at the workplace 87611-
2470 , Assent P 87607-2419 , AssentS 87609-
2458 
Safety inspection 
- International Atomic Energy Agency inspections 
87611-2461 
Safety, nuclear 
- Radiation protection in nuclear power-stations 
87603-2232 
Safety, road 
-Safety glass for road vehicles throughout the 
Community Resolution P 87601-2413 
Safety signs, posting 
- Harmonization of legislation for the posting of 
safety signs at the workplace Proposal DirectiVe 
c 87604-2228 
Sales contract 
- Contract for the sale of sugar between a German 
and an Italian firm Case 726-76 87612-2446 
-Sole agency agreement Case 14-76 87610-2460 
Scholarship 
-Assessment of the training policy carried out 
under the Yaounde Convention 87601-2333 
-Awarding of scholarships by the Paul Fin et 
Foundation to the children of ECSC workers 
R7600-275; 87601-2218, 87604-2233, 87607-
2227' 87610-2219 
Science Foundation, European 
- Participation ofthe Commission in the annual 
assembly of the European Science Foundation 
87610-2255 
Scientific and technical cooperation 
- European cooperation in the field of scientific 
and technical research (COST) 87603-2271 , 
87611-2256 
- Meeting of senior officials in the field of scientific 
and technical research 87606-2257 
- Scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87611-2257 
-Symposium on prospective studies in Europe 
87603-2272 
Scientific and technical documentation 
- Plan of action for the improvement of the 
transfer of information between European 
languages Communication C 87612-2275 
-Work of the Committee on Information and 
Documentation in Science and Technology 
87603-2280 ' 87610-2264 ' 87611-2270 
- Work within the framework of the three-year 
action plan in the field of scientific and technical 
information 87609-2252 
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Scientific and technical information 
- Cooperation between various bodies in view of 
the setting up of the EURONET project B7603-
2278 
-Cooperation with the European Space Agency 
within the framework of EURONET B7604-2272 
-Coordination in the administration of data banks 
87611-2269 
- Creation of a single command language for the 
data bases within the framework of EURONET 
87609-2250 
-Implementation ofthe outline agreement 
between the Commission and the postal and 
telecommunications administrations B7602-2255 
- National organizations for the optimum 
utilization of research results B7602-2256 
- Plan of action for the improvement of the 
transfer of information between European 
languages Commumcat10n C B7612-2275 
- Setting up EURONET R7600-408 ; B7603-2277 , 
B7604-2271 ; B7605-2277 
- Signing of a contract between the Commission 
and the national Postal and Telecommunications 
Administrations on the EURONET project B7606-
2264 
- Use of Community data bases B7609-2251 
-Use ofthe documentation and information 
system for metallurgy B7602-2257 
-Work of the CIDST on the setting up and 
operation of EURONET B7607-2277 
- Work of the CIDSTwith a view to the link-up of 
data banks and data bases to the EURONET 
network B7605-2278 
-Work within the framework of the three-year 
action plan in the field of scientific and technical 
information B7609-2252 
Scientific and technical training 
- Four-year scientific and technical education and 
training programme Dec1s1on L B7612-2271 
- Multiannual programme in the field of scientific 
and technical education and training Proposal 
C B7607-2272 , Assent P B7611-2405 ; Assent 
s B7610-2471 
Scientific policy 
- Indirect-action multiannual programmes in the 
field of research Dec1s1ons L B7603-2274 
- Meeting ofthe European Research and 
Development Committee (CERD) B7603-2270 , 
B7606-2258 
- Meeting ofthe Research Ministers B7602-21400 
- Objectives for a common research and 
development policy Resolution P B7605-2413 , 
AssentS B7605-2461 
-Participation of the Commission in the annual 
assembly ofthe European Science Foundation 
87610-2255 
-Plenary session of the European Research and 
Development Committee (CERD) B7612-2268 
- Proposal for a « European Year of Science » 
87602-2249 
-Research promotion R7600-414 
-Results of the Council meeting of Research 
Ministers Resolution P B7611-2254 , Resolution 
PB7601-2404 
- Results of the Milan symposium on a scientific 
and technological policy for the European 
Community (CREST) B7606-2255 
Sect 
- Symposium on prospective studies in Europe 
B7603-2272 
- Symposium on the scientific and technological 
policy B7605-2263 
- Working out of a common policy in the field of 
research R7600-380 
Scientific research 
- Work of the CREST Sub-Committee on Energy 
Research and Development B7601-2236; B7609-
2238 
Scotland 
- Separate nature of the Scottish legal system 
B7610-2504 
Scrap 
-Authorization to export scrap to non-member 
countries B7612-2317 
- Extension of the arrangements for exports of 
scrap for the Community as a whole B7603-2311 
- Interpretation of the CCT for ferro-alloys Case 38-
76 B7612-2454 
- Modification of the quotas for scrap exports 
R7600-492 , B7606-2306 
Sea fishing 
- Results of the study on accidents at work in the 
fishing industry B7605-2221 
Sea, Law of the 
- Guidelines for the 5th session of the Conference 
on the Law of the Sea Commumcatlon C B7605-
2327 
- United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea 
B7603-2330 ' B7602-2229 
- 3rd United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea R7600-468 
-5th session of the United Nations Conference on 
the Law of the Sea B7609-2318 
Sea pollution 
- Fight against marine pollution by dangerous 
substances discharged into the aquatic 
environment D1rect1ve L B7605-2232 
- Fight against marine pollution by waste due to 
the titanium dioxide industry Assent P B7601-
2418 ' B7602-2456 
- Protection of the Mediterranean against 
pollution Assent P B7605-2419 
-Protection ofthe sea againstthe dumping of 
waste AssentS B7605-2457 
- Signing ofthe Barcelona Convention on 
pollution in the Mediterranean B7609-2213 
Sea transport 
- Exchange of views within the Council on 
problems concerning shipping B7611-2284 
- Social problems in the shipping sector B761 0-
2214 
Sectoral aid 
- Aids concerning inland waterways in France, 
Luxembourg and Belgium Assent C B7607-2287 
- Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions of the Member States R7600-165 , 
R7600-163 , R7600-164 ; R7600-167 
-Authorization to France to grant aid to the iron 
and steel industry Dec1s1on C B7611-2123 
- Authorization to the Netherlands to grant aid to 
Secu 
Sectoral aid (Continuation) 
promote the re-use of waste paper Dec1s1on 
CB7611-2125 
- Authorization to the United Kingdom to finance 
the stockpiling of steel DecisiOn C 87610-2116 
- Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
for the granting of aids to the cotton, rayon and 
flax industries Decision C 87611-2124 
-Scrutiny procedure for the British precision 
instruments industry 87612-2134 
Securities 
- Conditions for the admission of securities to the 
official stock exchange quotation Assent 
p 87609-2418 
- Coordination of the conditions for the admission 
of securities to official stock exchange quotation 
R7600-178; 87601-2113; AssentS 87606-2450; 
87611-2129 
Security, marketable 
- Collective investment undertaking for 
marketable securities Proposal Directive C 87604-
2118 
Security social 
- Setting up of a permanent information system 
on social security in agriculture 87607-2218 
-1st European social budget Assent P 87611-2412 
Security system 
-Security system with respect to protein products 
Regulations C 87604-2250 
SEDOC 
- Coordination of employment policies Assent 
s 87603-2449 
-Implementation of the SEDOC system R7600-258 
Seed marketing 
- Equivalence of seeds produced in non-member 
countries Dec1s1ons L 87605-2254 
Seed sector 
-Equivalence of controls of seeds carried out in 
non-member countries DirectiVe L 87603-2262 
- Equivalence of seeds produced in non-member 
countries Dec1s1ons L 87605-2254 
- Publication by the Commission concerning a 
catalogue of seeds and plants 87603-2262 
Selling at a reduced price 
- Processing guarantee for butter purchased at a 
reduced price Cases 99 and 100-76 87610-2449 
Service, occasional 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the common 
rules applicable to the occasional international 
carriage of passengers by coach and bus 87606-
2267' 87609-2258' 87612-2288 
Service, regular 
- Common rules for regular services by bus or 
coach Assent P 87602-2415 
AssentS 87601-2446 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the common 
rules applicable to the international carriage of 
passengers by coach and bus 87602-2264 ; 
87603-2293 
Session of the EP, plenary 
-Censure motion against the Commission 
defeated Assent P 87606-2402 
Seychelles 
- Application by the Seychelles for accession to 
the Lome Convention 87606-2346 
Sheepmeat sector 
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- Creation of a common organization for the 
sheepmeat market Assent P 87601-2421 
-Transitional common organization of the market 
in sheep meat AssentS 87603-2452 
Shipbuilding 
-Aids for shipbuilding in the United Kingdom 
Amended Directive L 87611-2126 
- Authorization of aid for the construction of small 
cargo vessels 87610-2271 
- Community action to meet the crisis in the 
shipbuilding sector Commumcatlon C 87605-1401 
- Consultations in the shipbuilding industry with a 
view to an international agreement 87609-2234 
- Laying-up fund for vessels AssentS 87612-2462 
- Meeting of the OECD Working Party on 
Shipbuilding 87612-2330 
- OECD arrangement in the shipbuilding sector 
87612-2261 
- Statement by the Community to the OECD on the 
problems in the shipbuilding industry 87622-51 
- Technical barriers to trade in boats and their 
fittings Proposal D1rect1ve C 87607-2116 
- Work of the OECD Working Party on 
Shipbuilding 87610-2322 ; 87611-2328 
Simplification of agricultural regulations 
-Action to simplify agricultural regulations 
Resolution L 87611-2234 
Siting of a power station 
-Community actions relating to the siting of 
power stations Commumcat1on C 87612-2086 
Sluice-gate price 
- Fixing levy and the sluice-gate price for pig 
carcases and the eggs and poultry-meat sector 
Amended Regulation L 87602-2240 
Social action programme 
- Project for the extension of social protection to 
persons not covered by existing schemes 
Dec1s1on C 87606-2219 
- 1973-76 summary account ofthe Community's 
social policy 87612-1301 
Social budget, European 
- Revised 1st European social budget 87605-2218 
- Working out forecasting methods for social 
expenditure 87603-2224 
- 1st European social budget Assent P 87611-2412 
Social cooperation 
- Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners 87601-2429; 87602-2426; 
87604-2430 ; 87605-2436 ; 87607-2446 ; 87609-
2428 ' 87610-2438 ; 87606-2426 
Social partners 
- Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners 87601-2429; 87602-2426; 
(1} 
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Social partners (Continuation) 
67604-2430 ' 67605-2436 ; 67607-2446 ; 67609-
2428; 67610-2438; 67606-2426 
- Consultations of employers and workers in the 
road transport industry 67602-2214 
-Consultations of employers and workers on 
problems connected with social security 67603-
2222 
-Consultations of European employers' and 
workers' organizations R7600-46 ; R7600-265 ; 
67611-2440 ; 67612-2433 
- Creation of a temporary secretariat for young 
people 67610-2439 
- Financial aid granted to set up European Trade 
Union Institute 67612-2220 
- Meeting of the social partners in the inland 
waterways industry 67601-2216 
- Meeting of the social partners in the sugar 
industry 67611-2223 
Social protection 
- Extension of social protection AssentS 87611-
2462 
Social Report, 1975 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission before the EP on the employment 
problem 67604-1101 
Social research 
- ECSC aid for research projects on mines safety 
67612-2224 
- ECSC research policy in the social field R7600-
272 
- ECSC social research to improve life and working 
conditions 67602-2219 
- Financial aid ECSC for a research project 
concerned with the protection of workers against 
toxic risks 67606-2226 
- Financial aid under the research programme on 
ergonomics Dec1sion C 87607-2224 
-Financial aid under the research programme on 
ergonomics and readaptation 67605-2226 
-Research programme relating to the 
measurement of carboxyhaemoglobin 67605-
2229 
- Seminar of social workers from Community 
countries 67601-2211 
- Setting up a research programme on safety in 
mines Memorandum C 67607-2222 
-Study of the cost of hospitalization 67601-2210 
- 3rd programme of medical research on chronic 
respiratory diseases Memorandum C 67605-2228 
Social security 
-Calculation of a disability pension of a migrant 
worker Case 62-76 67607-2449 
-Calculation of pensions for migrant workers 
67604-2216 
- Consultations of employers and workers on 
problems connected with social security 67603-
2222 
-Coordination ofthe social security schemes for 
migrant workers 67602-2207 
- Equal treatment between men and women in the 
field of social security 87612-2217 
- Extent to which Belgian legislation on social 
security is compatible with Community 
regulations Case 108-75 87603-2444 
Soci 
- Meeting of the Administrative Commission on 
Social Security for Migrant Workers 87606-2215 
- Move by the EP to establish a Community social 
security system 67605-2416 
- Project for the extension of social protection to 
persons not covered by existing schemes 
DeciSIOn C 87606-2219 
- Right to reimbursement of old-age pension 
contributions Case 104-76 87610-2453 
- Rules on the social security of migrant workers 
67603-2219 
-Social security for a migrant worker's child Case 
63-76 87607-2450 
- Social security for employed workers moving 
inside the Community Case 17-76 67602-2433 , 
Case 103-75 87605-2446 ; Case 76-76 87607-
2462 , Case 87-76 87609-2430 ; Case 93-
76 87609-2436 ; Case 17-76 87609-2443 ; Case 
109-76 87611-2444; Case 112-76 87611-2447 
-Social security for migrant workers 87602-207 ; 
Case 112-75 87604-2441 , Case 75-76 67607-
2461 ; Case 79-76 67607-2465, Case 19-
76 67607-2479, Case 102-76 87610-2451 ; Case 
32-76 87610-2462 
- Social security for migrant workers and their 
families Amended Regulations L 87604-2215 
- Social security for migrant workers in the event 
of a road accident in a Member State other than 
the victim's Case 72-76 67607-2458 
- Social security for self-employed workers 67601-
2207 
-Study of the cost of hospitalization 87601-2210 
- Work of the Administrative Commission on 
Social Security for Migrant Workers 87607-
2211 ; 87609-2207 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Social 
Security for Migrant Workers 87601-2208 , 
67607-2212 
- Work relating to social security for migrant 
workers R7600-260 
- Work relating to the harmonization of policies in 
the field of social security R7600-259 
Social service 
- Meeting ofthe Liaison Committee for 
Community Welfare Workers R7600-263 
Social situation 
-Commission guidelines in the field of 
employment stability 87604-2214 
-Drawing up the second European social budget 
67604-2221 
- Economic situation in the Community 87602-
2403 , Commumcatlon C 87604-2205 
- Guidelines for the European social budget 
Assent P 87604-2403 
-Guidelines ofthe programme of employment 
statistics 67607-2210 
- Report on employment prospects in the 
Community until1980 67607-2209 
-Statement on the evolution of the social situation 
in the Community in 1975 Assent C 67603-1201 , 
Resolution P 87609-2422 
- Trend ofthe social situation in the Community 
R7600-246 , AssentS 87605-2453 
Social, Statement 1975 
- Statement on the evolution of the social situation 
in the Community in 1975 Assent C 87603-1201 ; 
Resolution P 87609-2422 
Sola 
Solar energy 
-Construction of a solar collector laboratory at the 
JRC 87605-2267 
-Research programme for solar energy (ACPM) 
87604-2263 ' 87609-2246 
Somalia 
-Food aid to Somalia 87601-2313 
South Korea 
-Official visit to South Korea by a Commission 
member R7600-553 ; 87607-2357 
-Signing of the Agreement on textile products 
between the EEC and South Korea 87612-2313 
-Supervision of imports of certain woven fabrics 
originating in South Korea Regulation C 87605-
2306 
Soviet Union 
- Respect of human rights in the Soviet Union 
87607-2412 
Soya beans 
- Fixing the average world market price in the soya 
beans sector RegulatiOns C 87603-2253 
Soya beans sector 
- Fixing the average world market price in the soya 
beans sector Regulations C 87603-2253 
Spain 
-Inquiry concerning imports of certain household 
articles originating in Spai_n ~7604-?307 . 
- New impetus to the negot1at1ons w1th Spa m 
87606-2340 ' 87607-2344 
- Political conditions for the accession of Spain to 
the Community Resolution P 87605-2407 
- Press release on the negotiations with Spain 
87601-2324 
- Relations between Spain and the Community 
87602-2419 ; 87604-2334 
-Statement by the Council of the EEC on an 
eventual accession of Spain to the EEC 87604-
2335 
-State of the negotiations with Spain R7600-514 
-Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
of Commerce 87604-2333 
-Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
of Foreign Affairs 87602-2333 
Spirit 
-German monopoly of alcohols Case 91-75 87602-
2446 ; Case 45-75 87602-2439 
Sri Lanka 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the EEC-Sri 
Lanka Agreement R7600-551 , 87610-2349 
Stab ex 
-First implementation of the« Stabex »system 
87607-1401 
-Implementation of the Stabex system in favour 
of the ACP and the OCT Regulation L 87601-2331 
-Transfer under the STAB EX for the Central 
African Republic 87610-2341 
Staff regulations of Community officials 
- Payment of a Commission official's 
remuneration Case 56-75 87606-2440 
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Staff regulations of the Communities 
- Allowance for voluntary termination of service 
for a Commission official Case 97-75 87606-2441 
Staff, research 
- New terms of employment for the staff of the 
JRC 87610-2253 
State aid 
- Aids for shipbuilding in the United Kingdom 
Amended D1rect1ve L 87611-2126 
- Amendment of assistance methods to 
shipbuilding following an initiative by the United 
Kingdom 87607-2130 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions of the Member States R7600-165; 
R7600-163 ; R7600-164 ; R7600-167 
-Authorization of actions by the Member States to 
assist the coal industry Dec1s1on C 87602-2263 
-Authorization of aid for the construction of small 
cargo vessels 87610-2271 
-Authorization of aid in favour of saving energy in 
Denmark Dec1s1on C 87611-2122 
-Authorization of aid in Italy for the shipbuilding 
industry Dec1s1on C 87607-2129 
-Authorization of aids in favour of the machine 
tools industry in the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
c 87603-2114 
- Authorization of aids in favour of the paper 
industry in the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
c 87605-2116 
- Authorization of aids in favour of the textile 
industry in the Netherlands 87601-2111 
- Authorization of aids in Germany in favour of 
promoting the use of Community coal in 
electricity generating stations Dec1s1on C 87603-
2113 
-Authorization of aids in the hotel industry in 
Denmark 87603-2115 
-Authorization of aids to small and medium-sized 
firms for saving energy in Denmark 87612-2131 
-Authorization of aids to the environment in 
Danmark Dec1s1on C 87605-2118 
- Authorization of aid to the Netherlands for the 
baking industry Dec1s1on C 87605-2115 
- Authorization of regional aid in Ltaly in favour of 
small and medium-sized enterprises in Sicily 
87607-2131 
- Authorization of State aids in Denmark in favour 
of small and medium-sized firms Dec1s1on 
CB7607-2128 
- Authorization of State aids in Ireland Dec1s1on 
c 87605-2114 
- Authorization to Belgium to grant aid for the iron 
and steel industry Dec1s1on C 87606-2125 
- Authorization to Denmark to grant aid for the 
slaughter of hens Dec1s1on L 87606-2245 
-Authorization to Denmark to grant State aid for 
the protection of the environment 87602-2115 
- Closure ofthe irregularity procedure against Italy 
in respect of aids for the protection of water 
against pollution 87610-2117 
- Closure ofthe irregularity procedure in respect 
of aids to small and medium-sized firms in Italy 
87601-2109 
-Closure ofthe irregularity procedures in respect 
of State aids in Germany, France and the 
Netherlands 87604-2256 
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- Examination of State aids in the agricultural 
sector R7600-324 
- Infringement procedure against Italy for export 
aids to the toy industry Dec1s1on C 87603-2116 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aids for the 
conversion of industrial undertakings in Italy 
87612-2130 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aids for the 
pun:;hasing of printing paper in Italy Dec1s1on 
c 87606-2126 
- Infringement procedure in respect of aid to stock 
farming in Germany Dec1s1on C 87610-2245 
-Infringement procedure relating to State aids in 
Italy to the textile, clothing and footwear sectors 
Dec1s1on C 87604-2112 
-Infringement proceedings in respect of 
environmental aid Dec1s1on C 87605-2117 
-Lists of State aid existing in agriculture in 1974 
provided by the Member States 87606-2246 
- Notification by the Member States of 
information relating to financial aid for the coal 
industry Dec1sion C 87609-2256 
-State aid in Italy to improve sales of Italian 
products Dec1s1on C 87609-2108 
-5th Commission report on competition policy 
Resolution P 87609-2420 
State monopoly 
-Application of the rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
character R7600-166 
State-trading countries 
- Amendment to the import arrangements in 
respect of State-trading countries for 1976 
Dec1s1on C 87612-2306 
- Autonomous import arrangements in respect of 
State-trading countries Dec1s1on C 87611-2305 . 
Dec1s1on L 87612-2305 
- Closure of the anti-dumping procedure against 
Hungary, Poland and the GDR 87607-2311 
-Common arrangements applicable to imports 
from State-trading countries 87601-2302; 
Dec1s1on L 87602-2305 
- Debate in the EP on the relations between the 
Community and the COMECON 87604-2405 
- Import arrangements for steel products 
originating in the State-trading countries 87611-
2312 
- Import quotas for electric filament lamps 
originating in certain State-trading countries 
87612-2309 
- Import quotas in respect of State-trading 
countries 87611-2306 
-Opening of import quotas in respect of certain 
State-trading countries 87610-2307 
- Proposal for the conclusion of an agreement 
between the EEC and the CMEA R7600-561 ; 
87602-1201 
- Relations between the Community and the 
COMECON countries 87612-2418 
- Relations with State-trading countries and the 
CMEA 87611-1301 
- Visit to Romania by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 87601-2336 
STC 
- Creation of an Advisory Committee on Fusion 
87604-2266 
- Work of STC on multiannual research 
programmes 87604-2265 
Stee 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Committee 
87602-2251 ; 87609-2241 
Steel 
-Adoption of the forward programme for steel for 
the first quarter of 1977 87612-2259 
- Adoption of the forward programme for steel for 
the third quarter of 1977 87606-2251 . 87607-
2260 
-Adoption of the forward programme for steel 
1980-1985 87605-2258 
- Examination ofthe general steel objectives 
before the ECSC Consultative Committee 87603-
2457 
- Forward programme for steel for the fourth 
quarter of 1976 Assent A 87610-2249 
- Forward programme for steel for the second 
quarter of 1976 Assent A 87603-2456 
- Forward programme for steel for the third 
quarter of 1976 Assent A 87606-2461 
- Import quotas for American special steels 87606-
2359 
-Informal consultations between the Commission 
and Japan on Japanese exports of special steels 
to the United Kingdom 87609-2335 
- Position of the EEC towards the implementation 
of quotas for the importation of special steels by 
the United States 87606·2360 
- Restrictions on the import of special steels into 
the United States 87603-2354 
Steel arrangement 
- Situation on the steel market within the ECSC-
Japan Contact Group 87611-1101 
Steel company 
- Steel firms required to inform the Commission of 
their deliveries Decision C 87612-2258 
Steel, forward programme for 
- Adoption of the forward programme for steel for 
the first quarter of 1977 87612-2259 
- Adoption of the forward programme for steel for 
the third quarter of 1977 87606-2251 ; 87607-
2260 
- Forward programme for steel for the fourth 
quarter of 1976 Assent A 87610-2249 
- Forward programme for steel for the second 
quarter of 1976 Assent A 87603-2456 
- Forward programme for steel for the third 
quarter of 1976 Assent A 87606-2461 
Steel, general objectives 
-Adoption of the forward programme for steel 
1980-1985 87605-2258 
- Examination of the general steel objectives 
before the ECSC Consultative Committee 87603-
2457 
Steel industry 
-Adoption of a document on the common steel 
policy 87611-1401 
- Authorization of a merger in the iron and steel 
industry in France 87610-2113 
- Authorization of a merger in the iron and steel 
industry in Germany 87603-2110 . 87612-2129 
- Authorization of merger in the iron and steel 
industry 87603-2111 
Stee 
Steel industry (Continuation) 
-Authorization of merger in the iron and steel 
industry in the United Kingdom 87611-2121 
- Authorization of mergers in the iron and steel 
industry 87602-2113 , 87607-2126 
-Authorization to Belgium to grant aid for the iron 
and steel industry Dec1s1on C 87606-2125 
-Authorization to France to grant aid to the iron 
and steel industry Dec1s1on C 87611-2123 
- Authorization to takeover in the iron and steel 
industry in the United Kingdom 87607-2127 
- Authorization to the United Kingdom to finance 
the stockpiling of steel Dec1s1on C 87610-2116 
- Coking coal and coke for the iron and steel 
industry Assent A 87611-2471 
-Commission guidelines to combat the crisis in 
the steel sector 87607-2259 
-Community action in the steel sector R7600-362 
-Community steel policy Assent C 87610-2247 
- Consultations ECSC-Japan on the situation in the 
steel industry 87606-2366 
-Consultations with the Member States relating to 
the guidelines of the Commission in the field of 
iron and steel 87609-2233 
-Crisis on the steel market 87612-2413 
- ECSC aids in view of the crisis in the iron and 
steel industry 87601-2214 
- Employment situation in the iron and steel 
industry ResolutiOn A 87601-2206 ; Assent 
A 87601-2453 
- Examination of the ECSC steel policy in the ECSC 
Consultative Committee 87611-2469 
- Examination of the situation in the iron and steel 
industry 87602-2242 
- Implementation of crisis measures in the steel 
sector Dec1s1on C 87612-2257 
- Investment in the iron and steel industry 87607-
2261 
- Investment trends in the iron and steel industry 
87601-2234 
- Memorandum on the conversion policy in iron 
and steel areas 87606-2209 
- Replacement of the ECSC Consultative 
Committee 87607-2482 
- Research project concerning the fight against 
pollution in the iron and steel industry 87601-
2217 , Assent C 87602-2220 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission on the Commission's policy in the 
steel sector 87610-2473 
-Technical annex to the Commission's 
communication relating to the steel policy 
87610-2248 
-Work of the Steel Industry Safety and Health 
Commission R7600-273 
Steel product 
-Arrangements for the import of ECSC steel 
products originating in the ACP into the 
Community Dec1s1on C 87605-2314 
- Authorization of a joint-buying agreement in the 
steel industry 87605-2113 
-Authorization to import iron and steel products 
from non-member countries 87612-2316 
-Authorization to import iron and steel products 
in to Germany and the United Kingdom Dec1s1ons 
c 87604-2314 
- Derogation from the protective duty on iron and 
steel products at the external frontiers of the 
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Community Dec1s1on C 87609-2305 
- Import arrangements for steel products 
originating in the State-trading countries 87611-
2312 
- Minimum prices for iron and steel products 
Assent A 87601-2452 ; 87602-2422 
- Reduced or suspended duties on the import of 
certain iron and steel products Dec1s1on C R7600-
491 ; Dec1s1on C 87607-2316 
- Suspension of duties on imports into the 
Community of iron and steel products Dec1s1on 
c 87607-2316 
-Tariff quotas for the import of certain iron and 
steel products -Regulations L 87611-2107 
Steel research 
-Community financing of steel research projects 
Assent A 87606-2462 
Steel undertaking 
- Authorization of a merger in the iron and steel 
industry in Germany 87603-2110; 87612-2129 
- Authorization of mergers in the iron and steel 
industry 87602-2113; 87607-2126 
- ECSC conversion loans to steel undertakings in 
Sicily and in the Saarland Dec1s1on C 87607-2207 
- Extension of specialization agreements in the 
steel industry 87602-2112 
- Position of the Commission on the formation of a 
steel producers' association Commumcat1on 
c 87602-2110 
Stock exchange, admission to the 
-Conditions for the admission of securities to the 
official stock exchange quotation Assent 
p 87609-2418 
- Coordination of the conditions for the admission 
of securities to official stock exchange quotation 
R7600-178, 87601-2113; AssentS 87606-2450; 
87611-2129 
Stock exchange transaction 
- Establishment of a single system of taxation for 
transactions in securities (Proposed Directive C) 
87604-2115 
Storage, aid for 
- Aid for private storage in the beef and veal sector 
Regulation C 87605-2247 , 87606-2242 
- Temporary aid system for private storage of 
certain protein products Assent P 87604-2415 
Storage of radioactive waste 
- Programme of indirect action concerning the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
87609-2236 
- Research programme for radioactive waste 
storage and management (ACPM) 87610-2258, 
87607-2274 
Strategy, common 
- Meeting of senior officials in the field of 
employment 87602-2205; 87605-2212 
Strategy, international development 
- Development cooperation policy R7600-469 
Subsidy, interest rate 
- Interest rate subsidy on the modernization of 
farms in Italy Dec1s1on L 87604-2254 
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Substance, dangerous 
-Approximation of the laws on packaging and 
labelling of dangerous substances Proposal 
c 87609-2107 
-Classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous substances D1rect1ve C 87607-2115 
- Meeting of experts concerning the Seveso 
accident caused by dioxin 87610-2218 
Substance, toxic 
- Deletion from the Community list of colouring 
matters in food D1rect1ve L 87604-2240 
- Prohibition of the marketing of certain plant 
protectiqn products Proposal DirectiVe C 87607-
2256 
Sugar Agreement, International 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a new 
international agreement on sugar 87606-2320 
- Participation ofthe Commission in the meetings 
relating to the preparation of a new international 
sugar agreement 87611-2324 
-Participation ofthe Community in the work of the 
International Sugar Council 87604-2319 
Sugar industry 
-Working hours in the sugar industry 87605-2220 
Sugar sector 
- Agreement on the guaranteed price for sugar 
originating in the ACP countries 87606-2350 
-Application of agricultural prices for sugar 
produced in Guadeloupe and Martinique AF 54 
60-76 87606-2435 
- Application of Protocol No 3 on ACP sugar 
87611-2241 
- Application of the quota system in the sugar 
sector in Germany Case 94-75 87602-2448 
-Certificate of export of sugar in Belgium Case 88-
76 87609-2431 
- Common organization of the market in sugar 
Regulation L 87606-2237 
- Contract for the sale of sugar between a German 
and an Italian firm Case 126-76 87612-2446 
-Conversion into national currencies of fines 
imposed on sugar undertakings AF 41,43 et 44-
73 87609-2439 
- Export refund on white sugar 87601-2226 
- Export refund on white sugar in Germany Case 
115-75 87603-2445 
- Fixing agricultural prices in the sugar sector 
Regulations L 87603-2243 
- Fixing maximum prices for sugar in Italy Case 65-
75 87602-2443, AF 88 90-75 87602-2445 
- Meeting of the social partners in the sugar 
industry 87611-2223 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a new 
international agreement on sugar 87606-2320 
-Participation of the Commission in the meetings 
relating to the preparation of a new international 
sugar agreement 87611-2324 
-Participation of the Community in the work of the 
International Sugar Council 87604-2319 
-Tax levied by an Italian public body in the sugar 
sector Case 105-76 87610-2454 
- Tax on sugar in Italy Case 77-76 87607-2463 
-Technical changes in the invitation to tender for 
the export of white sugar 87607-2246 
-Work of the Advisory Group of the International 
Syst 
Sugar Council concerning a new agreement 
87610-2319 
Sulphur dioxide 
- Measuring of urban atmospheric pollution by 
sulphur dioxide and suspended particulate 
matter 87602-2215, 87602-2223; Assent 
s 87606-2455 
Summertime 
- Introduction of a single system of summer time 
in the Community 87602-2261 ; Assent C 87602-
2272 . AssentS 87602-2455 
-Standardization of the length of summer time 
Assent P 87603-2422 
- Uniform application of summer time to facilitate 
international transport 87602-2268 
Summit in Puerto Rico, Western 
- International conference in Puerto Rico 87606-
2201 . Resolut1on P 87607-2205 
Supply, Community 
- Raw material requirements in the Community 
87611-2409 
Survey 
- Organization of a sample survey on manpower 
87611-2218 
Sweden 
- Import quotas in Sweden for shoes coming from 
the Community 87612-2337 
Switzerland 
-Agreement between the Community and 
Switzerland on the establishment of a European 
Fund for the laying-up of inland waterway 
vessels Dec1s1on L 87606-2266 
- Negotiations with Switzerland on an agreement 
relating to indemnity insurance 87604-2117 
- Respect of the rules of competition of the 
Community by Switzerland 87607-2411 
System, Community exchange 
-Situation on the Community's exchange markets 
87603-2208 
Taiwan 
- Import quotas in Italy of cast-iron products 
originating in Taiwan 87601-2303 
- Interim anti-dumping duty in respect of imports 
of cycle chains originating in Taiwan 87611-2308 
- Openmg of an anti-dumping procedure 
concerning imports of certain steel products 
87607-2311 
Tariff, bracket 
- Extension of the system of bracket tariffs Assent 
s 87612-2461 
- System of bracket tariffs for the carriage of 
goods by road Assent P 87612-2416 
- 6th report of the Committee of Experts on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs 87611-
2279 
Tariff classification 
- Classification of equipment used in mines Case 
108-76 87611-2443 
- Interpretation in Germany of the CCT for terra-
alloys Case 38-76 87604-2435 
- Interpretation of the CCT for fat compounds Case 
86-76 87609-2429 
- Tanff classification of certain types of china Jomt 
Cases 98-75;99-75 87602-2449 
- Tariff classification of devices for the 
manufacture of toys Case 22-76 87609-2444 
Tariff concession 
- Overall offer of tariff and non-tariff concessions 
to the developing countries relating to tropical 
products 87604-2304 
Tariff measure, non-
- Offers concerning non-tariff measures within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
of the GAIT 87610-2306 
-Work of the Non-Tariff Measures Group in the 
Trade Negotiations Committee 87605-2304 , 
87607-2304 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Quantitative 
Restrictions under the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations 87611-2302; 87607-2306 
Tariff reduction 
-Commission proposal at the meeting oft he 
Tariffs Group concerning tariff reductions 87607-
2303 
-Community proposal before the Trade 
Negotiations Committee concerning tariff 
reductions 87607-2301 
- Maintenance of the Community preference for 
the new Member States Regulation L 87611-2102 
-Work by the Tariffs Group relating to tariff 
reductions within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations 87603-2303 , 
87610-2303 ' 87612-2303 
Tariff, reference 
- Reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by 
road Assent P 87610-2422 
T 
- Work of the Permanent Representatives 
Committee on reference tariffs in the field of 
road transport 87611-2280 
Tax, alcohol 
- French monopoly of alcohols Recommendation 
c 87612-2136 
- Method of taxing beer imported into Germany 
Case 127-75 87606-2447 
Tax, direct 
- Elimination of double taxation in connection 
with the adjustment of transfers of benefits 
between associated enterprises Proposal 
DirectiVe C 87611-2127 
Tax exemption 
- Derogation granted to Denmark concerning tax 
exemptions on imports in international travel 
87612-2141 
- Proposal for increasing tax exemptions in the 
international traffic oftravellers 87612-2140 
-Tax exemptions applicable to the importation of 
personal property by individuals Assent P 87602-
2417 
-Tax exemptions applicable within the 
Community for the importation of certain means 
of transport Assent P 87602-2416 , Assent 
s 87603-2453 
-Tax exemptions for travellers in Denmark 
DirectiVe L 87601-2112 
Tax, export 
- Fixing of export taxes on potatoes Regulations 
L 87602-2235 
Tax having equivalent effect 
- Charge for the health inspection of certain 
vegetable products Case 89-76 87609-2432 
- Charges for the health control of meat imports in 
the Netherlands Case 46-76 87606-2427 
- Taxes having an equivalent effect to customs 
duties R7600-105 
- Tax levied by an Italian public body in the sugar 
sector Case 105-76 87610-2454 
Tax import 
- Import tax on powdered coffee in Germany Case 
81-76 87607-2467, Case 81-76 87611-2455 
- Import tax on table wines originating in Italy 
Case 117-75 87605-2449 
- Tax on the carriage of goods by road in respect 
of products in Germany Case 20-76 87602-2435 
Tax, indirect 
- Derogation granted to Denmark concerning tax 
exemptions on imports in international travel 
87612-2141 
- Establishment of a single system of taxation for 
transactions in securities (Proposed Directive C) 
87604-2115 
- Harmonization of indirect taxes on transactions 
in securities Assent P 87610-2419, Assent 
s 8761 0-2468 
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Tax, indirect (Continuation) 
- Harmonization of systems of company taxation 
AssentS B7609-2453 
-Harmonization of taxes other than turnover taxes 
for manufactured tobacco AssentS B7609-2454 
- Proposal for increasing tax exemptions in the 
international traffic of travellers B761 2-2140 
-State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
legislation in the field of exemption from 
customs duties R7600-186 
- State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
legislation in the field of turnover taxes R7600-
182 
- State of the work relating to the 6th VAT 
Directive B7612-2138, Assent P B7607-2134 
- Tax exemptions for travellers in Denmark 
D1recttve L B760 1 -21 12 
-6th directive on the harmonization of laws 
relating to turnover taxes B761 0-2118 
Tax, turnover 
-Concept of« capital goods »relating to the 
directive on turnover taxes Case 51-76 B7606-
•2432 
-Interpretation ofthe directive on legislation 
concerning turnover taxes Case 111-75 B7605-
2448 
- State of the work relating to the harmonization of 
legislation in the field of turnover taxes R7600-
182 
-State ofthe work relating to the 6th VAT 
Directive B7612-2138 , Assent P B7607-21 34 
-6th directive on the harmonization of laws 
relating to turnover taxes B7610-2118 
Taxation, direct 
- Mutual assistance between national authorities 
on direct taxation R7600-190 , Proposal DirectiVe 
CB7604-2116, AssentPB7611-2410, Assent 
s B7612-2460 
Taxes, recovery of indirect 
- Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims 
B7610-2119 
Teaching 
-Colloquium for school and university education 
administrators B7611-2265 
- Cooperation in business studies B761 1-2266 
- Meeting of representatives of higher education 
establishments B7604-2268 
- Meeting of the Ministers of Education B761 1-
1201 
Technical barrier 
- Adaptation to technical progress of non-
automatic weighing machines D1rect1ve C B7607-
2115 
Technical cooperation 
- Meeting at ambassadorial level between the 
Community and the Latin American countries 
B7606-2371 ; B7612-2354 
Technical progress, adaptation to 
-Adaptation to technical progress of measures 
against air pollution by the exhaust gases of 
motor cars DeciSIOn C B761 1-2114 
- Adaptation to technical progress of non-
automatic weighing machines D1recttve C B7607-
2115 
Text 
-Technical barriers to trade in wire-ropes, chains 
and hooks DirectiVe C B7604-2107 
Technical progress, adjustment to 
-Classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous substances DirectiVe C B7607-21 15 
Technical research 
- Project for the creation of a common market for 
public procurement in the field of advanced 
technology AssentS B7605-2451 
Terrorism, fight against 
- Fight against international terrorism in the 
context of European political cooperation 
Resolution P B7607-2408 
- Statement by the European Council concerning 
the fight against international terrorism B7607-
2504 
Textile Agreement 
- Agreement between the Community and 
Bangladesh on textile products B7607-2314 
-Agreement between the Community and Egypt 
on textile products B7605-2309 
-Agreement between the Community and 
Yugoslavia on trade in textile products B7606-
2305 
- Annual consultations relating to the Agreement 
on Trade in Textiles between the EEC and Japan 
B7611-2310 
-Community tariff quotas for handicrafts and 
certain hand-woven fabrics applicable to Peru 
and to Honduras Amended Regulations L B7612-
2105 
-Conclusion of a textile agreement with Columbia 
87604-2313 
-Conclusion of textile agreements under the 
Multifibre Arrangement R7600-490 
-Consultations with India relating to Indian 
exports of certain textile handicrafts 87609-2304 
-Consultation with India on the framework of the 
agreement on textile products 87605-2312 
- Negotiations with Bangladesh for the conclusion 
of an agreement on jute products B7604-2311 , 
87605-2313 
- Negotiations with Brazil for the conclusion of a 
textile agreement 87601-2306; 87602-2311 
- Negotiations with Columbia for the conclusion of 
an agreement on textile products 87601-2305 , 
87602-2312 
- Negotiations with Egypt and Thailand for the 
conclusion of agreements on textile products 
87602-2309 
- Negotiations with Mex1co for the conclusion of 
an agreement on textile products B7605-231 1 
- Negotiations with Romania for the conclusion of 
an agreement on textile products B7601 -2304 , 
Recommendation C 87602-2310; 87603-2308, 
87604-2312 'B7605-2310' 87607-2315' B7609-
2303 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia for the conclusion 
of an agreement on textile products B7603-2309 
- Open1ng of negotiations with Poland with a view 
to a textile agreement Recommendation C 87612-
2315 
-Signing of an agreement with Romania on textile 
products R7600-560 
-Textile Agreement with Romania under the MFA 
87611-2309 
Text 
Textile and clothing industry 
-Advisability to intervene by applying the various 
financial instruments and certain EEC policies in 
the textile and clothing industry Commumcatlon 
c B7612-2263 
- Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
for the granting of aids to the cotton, rayon and 
flax industries Decision C B7611-2124 
- Intervention of the Social Fund in favour of 
workers in the textile and clothing industries 
DeciSIOn L B7602-2208 
- Rationalization measures in the stockings and 
tights sub-sector Recommendation C B7609-2235 
Textile product 
-Advisability to intervene by applying the various 
financial instruments and certain EEC policies in 
the textile and clothing industry Commumcat10n 
c B7612-2263 
-Community policy in the textile products sector 
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement 
Commumcatlon C B7612-2312 
-Community tariff.quotas for certain textile 
products originating in Malta Amended 
Regulations L B7606-2110 
-Crisis in the textile industry B7601-2409 
- Derogation from the rules of origin in respect of 
certain textile products within the framework of 
the EEC-Morocco Agreement B7607-2106 
- Import arrangements for textile products 
originating in South Korea Regulat1on L B7610-
2309 
- Import arrangements for textile products 
originating in South Korea and Brazil Regulation 
L B7602-2307 
- Import quotas for cotton yarn originating in 
Mexico B7606-2302 
- Import quotas in Germany for textile products 
originating in South Korea Regulat1on L B7609-
22300 
- Measures regarding imports of textile products 
originating in Brazil Amended Regulation 
c B7604-2308 
- Protective measures with regard to imports into 
the United Kingdom of cotton yarn originating in 
Spain B7612-2311 
- Quantitative control of rei m ports of certain 
textile products B7601-2308 
- Quantitative import restriction for textile 
products originating in Hong Kong Regulat1on 
L B7603-2307 
- Quantitative limits for the importation oftextile 
products originating in Hong-Kong Regulation 
L B7612-2314 
-Suspension of the CCT duties on jute 
manufactures in the context of the SGIT 
Regulation L B7607-2103 
- Tariff quotas for certain textile products 
originating in Malta DeciSIOn L B7605-21 04 
-Tariff quotas for certain textile products under 
the outward processing arrangements with 
Switzerland Regulation L B7606-2107 
-Tariff quotas for raw silk Regulation L B7611-21 08 
Thailand 
-Visit to the Commission by Thailand's Minister of 
Industry B7607-2359 
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Thermonuclear fusion 
-Agreement with Sweden in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
B7605-2273 
- Choice of site for JET B7601-2239 
- Directives on negotiations with Switzerland on 
cooperation in the field of controlled 
thermonuclear fusion and plasma physics 
B7605-2274 
- Implementation of the JET project 
Commumcatlon C B7606-2259 , B7609-2240 
- Implementation of the JET project under the five-
year controlled thermonuclear fusion 
programme B7610-2253 
- Meeting ofthe JET Steering Committee B7607-
2271 
- Position of the Council on the JET program me 
B7607-2270 
- Problems relating to the completition ofthe JET 
project B7612-2265 
- Release of appropriations for the JET project 
Assent P B7609-2407 
- Results of the discussions by the Council of 
Research Ministers on the JET Resolution 
p B7612-2266 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
relating to the JET project B7605-2272 
Tin Agreement, International 
- Meeting ofthe International Tin Council B7603-
2321 ' B7607-2331 
-Signing of the 5th International Tin Agreement 
Commumcat1on C B7604-2322 , B7605-2320 
Tindemans Report 
- Discussions of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the Tindemans Report B7609-2509 
- Exchange of views in the European Council on 
the Tindemans Report B7604-2504 
- Tindemans Report on European Union R7600-
22 ' B7601-2501 
Titanium dioxide 
-Fight against marine pollution by waste due to 
the titanium dioxide industry Assent P B7601-
2418 ' B7602-2456 
Tobacco, manufactured 
- Excise duties on manufactured tobacco in France 
B7602-2118 
- Harmonization of excise duties on manufactured 
tobacco R7600-187 , Proposal D1rectwe C B7607-
2133, AssentPB7607-2415, AssentPB7610-
2420, DeciSion L B7612-2139 
- Harmonization of taxes other than turnover taxes 
for manufactured tobacco AssentS B7609-2454 
- Imports of manufactured tobacco originating in 
the new Member States B7602-2117 
- Italian monopoly of manufactured tobaccos Case 
59-75 B7602-2441 
Tobacco sector 
- Community tariff quota for tobacco under the 
GPS Regulat1on L B7607-2103 
- Export refund on raw tobacco Regulations 
c B7602-2237 
Tomato concentrate 
- Fixing the minimum and maximum price for 
tomato concentrates for the 1976n7 marketing 
(8) 
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Tomato concentrate (Continuation) 
year B7605-2245 
- Measures to reduce tomato surpluses Assent 
p B7607-2432 
Tourist industry 
-Work relating to the broad lines of a Community 
tourist policy B7604-2260 
Toxic substance 
- Admissible standards fixing the quantity of 
erucic acid in oils and fats intended for human 
consumption Directive L B7607-2235 
- Community actions following the contamination 
of the population by toxic products in Seveso 
B7607-2230 
-Consequences of the Seveso disaster in Italy 
B7609-2416 
- Deletion from the Community list of colouring 
matters in food D1rect1ve L B7604-2240 
- Disposal of toxic substances D1rect1ve L B7604-
2238 
- Prohibition ofthe marketing of certain plant 
protection products Proposal Directive C B7607-
2256 
Toxic waste 
- Fight against marine pollution by dangerous 
substances discharged into the aquatic 
environment Directive L B7605-2232 
Tractor, farm or forestry 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to anti-roll 
devices for tractors (Amendment of a proposal 
for a Directive C) B7606-2119 
- Technical barriers to trade relating to the 
admission of wheeled farm or forestry tractors 
Directive L B7604-2106 
Trade Agreement 
- Extension of the Trade Agreement between the 
Community and Argentina B7612-2356 
- Preferential links within the framework of trade 
agreements concluded with non-member 
countries R7600-103 
Trade agreement, extension of a 
- Extension or tacit renewal of trade agreements 
concluded by Member States with non-member 
countries Dec1s1on L R7600-488 ; Dec1s1on 
L B7602-2306 ; Dec1s1on L B7604-2306 ; Dec1s1on 
L B7609-2301 ; Dec1s1on L B7610-2308; Dec1s1on 
L B7612-2308 
Trade Committee 
- Work of the OECD Trade Committee B7602-
2326 ; B7611-2326 
Trade cooperation 
- Creation of an European agency for trade 
cooperation with the developing countries 
R7600-474; B7611-2466; B7610-1401 
- Negotiations with India for the conclusion of an 
agreement on coir products B7604-2309 ; B7602-
2313 
-Participation of the Community in the plenary 
session oft he Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific B7604-2327 
Trad 
Trade, East-West 
-Annual session of the Economic Commission for 
Europe (ECE) B7604-2326 
- Development of East-West trade (ECE 
Committee on the Development of Trade) B7612-
2335 
Trade, obstacle to 
-Work of the Sub-Group on Technical Barriers to 
Trade under the multilateral trade negotiations 
B7611-2303 
Trade promotion 
- Participation of the ACP countries in 
international trade fairs B7602-2318 ; B7607-
2350 ; B7609-2328 ' B7603-2314 
- Trade promotion actions in favour of the 
developing countries B7605-2317 
- Trade promotion of the ACP States B7606-2353 
Trade relations 
- Bilateral consultations with Australia under the 
GATT B7604-2345 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Australia B7607-2356 
- Import restrictions applied in Australia on 
freezers from the Community B7611-2347 
- Regular high-level consultations between the 
Community and Japan B7612-2350; B7606-2365 
- State of the relations between the Community 
and Latin America R7600-554 , Resolution 
p B7602-2409 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and Australia R7600-545 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and Japan R7600-544 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and New Zealand R7600-546 
- Visit to the Commission by a member of the 
Bangladesh Presidential Council B7605-2348 
Trade Union Institute, European 
- Financial aid granted to set up European Trade 
Union Institute B7612-2220 
Trademark 
- Agreement between a French and an English 
firm on a trademark Case 34-75 B7604-2437 
- Draft regulation on the creation of a Community 
trademark and the establishment of a 
Community trademark office R7600-145 
-Termination of an agreement on the use of 
trademarks B7603-2108 
- Valuation of pharmaceutical products subject to 
a trademark Case 82-76 B7607-2468 
Trademark, Community 
- Creation of a Community trademark 
Memorandum C B7607-2120 
- Draft regulation on the creation of a Community 
trademark and the establishment of a 
Community trademark office R7600-145 
- Work on the creation of a Community trademark 
B7611-2117 
Trademark law 
- Creation of a Community trademark 
Memorandum C B7607-2120 
- Exercise of trademark rights AF jomtes 51,86 et 
96-75 B7606-2439 ; Case 119-75 B7606-2443 
Trad 
Trademark law (Continuation) 
-Work on the creation of a Community trademark 
B7611-2117 
Trademark restriction agreement 
-Termination of an agreement on the use of 
trademarks B7603-21 08 
Trademark sharing agreement 
-Agreement between a French and an English 
firm on a trademark Case 34-75 B7604-2437 
Training 
- Examination of the action programme in the field 
of education within the framework ofthe 
Education Committee B7606-2262 
Training, vocational 
- State of the work in the field of vocational 
training B7607-2217 
Transit, Community 
-Agreement between the Community, Austria 
and Switzerland on Community transit DeciSIOn 
L B7606-2113, B7610-2108 
- Draft Community rules concerning Community 
transit traffic through Austria and Switzerland 
Resolution P B7604-2409 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the 
implementation of rules to govern the temporary 
laying-up of vessels DeciSIOn L B7605-2286 
- Simplification of formalities and controls under 
the Community transit rules RegulatiOn L B7612-
2112 
Transport, admission to the occupation of 
operator 
- Accession to the occupation of transport 
operator by waterway Assent P B7605-2421 , 
Assent 5 B7605-2456 
-Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Denmark Recommendation 
c B7603-2298 
-Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Germany B7611-2278 
Transport, Advisory Committee on 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
B7610-2276 
Transport aid 
-Authorization of aid granted to bargees in 
Belgium B7602-2269 
-Authorization of aid in the United Kingdom for 
the improvement of rail transport services 
B7605-2288 
Transport, air 
-Measures to improve the application of the rules 
of competition in the air and sea transport sector 
R7600-450 
Transport by air 
-Improving air traffic control B7610-2424 
- Meeting with senior air transport officials B7610-
2275 
Transport by rail 
-Authorization of aid in the United Kingdom for 
the improvement of rail transport services 
B7605-2288 
- Discussions between the Commission and 
railway experts from the Group of Nine B7610-
2270 
- Harmonization of working conditions in the 
railways B7601-2215 
- Improvement of the situation of railway 
undertakings R7600-447 
- Measures for the rationalization of railways in 
France Assent C B7611-2283 
- Rationalization measures for the railways in 
Northern Ireland Assent C B7602-2266 
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- Rationalization measures to improve the 
financial situation ofthe railways in Belgium and 
Germany Assent C B7607-2286 
Transport by road 
-Applying the regulation on social legislation 
relating to road transport in the new Member 
States DeciSion C B7606-2272 
-Commission action on the organization of 
transport markets B7603-2295 
-Consultations of employers and workers in the 
road transport industry B7602-2214 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport R7600-447 , B7603-2226 ; B7603-
2296; Assent 5 B7610-2467 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in Ireland Assent C B7610-2272 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in the United Kingdom Assent 
C B7605-2290 , Assent C B761 0-2273 
- Introduction of a recording device i.n road 
transport Assent 5 B7601-2445 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport in Belgium Assent 5 B7601-2250 
- Introduction of a recording device in road 
transport in Denmark Assent C B7606-2271 
-Organization of the surface transport market 
R7600-441 
Transport by sea 
-Exchange of views within the Council on 
problems concerning shipping B7611-2284 
-Social problems in the shipping sector B7610-
2214 
Transport by waterway 
- Accession to the occupation of transport 
operator by waterway Assent P B7605-2421 , 
Assent 5 B7605-2456 
Transport company 
- Rationalization measures to improve the 
financial situation of the railways in Belgium and 
Germany Assent C B7607-2286 
Transport infrastructure 
-Accounting system for expenditure on transport 
infrastructures Report C B7602-2273 
- Action in the field of transport infrastructure 
Commumcat1on C B7606-1401 , Assent C B7612-
2465 
-Community actions relating to coordination of 
investments in transport infrastructures R7600-
445 
- Discussions between the Commission and 
railway experts from the Group of Nine B7610-
2270 
- Forward study on goods transport requirements 
for 1985-2000 B7601-2251 
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Transport infrastructure (Continuation) 
- Improvement ofthe situation of railway 
undertakings R7600-447 
- Measures for the rationalization of railways in 
France Assent C 87611-2283 
- Preparation of a forward study of requirements 
for the carriage of goods ( 1985-2000) 87610-2274 
- Programme for developing transport 
infrastructures 87603-2299 
- Results of the forecasting study on transport 
requirements for 1985-2000 87612-2289 
- Symposium attended by the Commission and 
the Transport Workers' Unions 87612-2290 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport in 
the field of infrastructure 87606-2275 
-Work of the Committee for coordinating the 
forward study on goods transport requirements 
87604-2277 
Transport infrastructure committee 
- Project for the creation of a committee in the 
field oftransport infrastructure 87611-2417 
Transport, maritime 
-Aid granted to self-employed crews of boats in 
France 87603-2297 
- Measures to improve the application of the rules 
of competition in the air and sea transport sector 
R7600-450 
- Meeting of the Port Working Party 87605-2291 
- Relations with non-member countries in the field 
of sea transport Commumcatlon C 87606-2274 
- Work of the Port Working Group 87604-2279 
Transport market 
- Action for failure to act in respect of the common 
transport policy 87604-2410 
- Commission action on the organization of 
transport markets 87603-2295 
- Implementation of the common transport policy 
87602-2419 
- Operation of the markets for the carriage of 
goods by land AssentS 87609-2448 
- Report on market trends in the international 
carriage of goods by road Assent C 87603-2294 
- Symposium attended by the Commission and 
the Transport Workers' Unions 87612-2290 
- Transport of goods by road between the 
Member States AssentS 87609-2447 
-Transport problems before the Council 87612-
2287 
Transport, means of 
- Tax exemptions applicable within the 
Community for the importation of certain means 
of transport Assent P 87602-2416 ; Assent 
s 87603-2453 
Transport of goods 
-Application of the Customs Convention relating 
to the international transport of goods Regulation 
L 87612-2114 
- Entry into force of the agreement on the 
international carriage of perishable foodstuffs 
87607-2289 , AssentS 87609-2455 
- Extension of the system of bracket tariffs Assent 
s 87612-2461 
- Reorganization of the transport sector Assent 
PB7611-2416 
Tran 
- Results of the forecasting study on transport 
requirements for 1985-2000 87612-2289 
-Signing of the Customs Convention on the 
international carriage of goods Dec1s1on L 87612-
2114 
- Transport of perishable foodstuffs Assent 
p 87610-2425 
-Work of the Committee for coordinating the 
forward study on goods transport requirements 
87604-2277 
Transport of goods by rail 
-Creation of direct international railway tariffs for 
the carriage of coal and steel 87602-2265 , 
Assent A 87603-2455 . Resolution A 87606-2459 
- Meeting ofthe ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committees 87611-2281 
- Preparation of a forward study of requirements 
for the carriage of goods ( 1985-2000) 87610-2274 
- Refusal by the Commission to authorize the 
application by Luxembourg of special railway 
tariffs for agricultural products 87605-2285 
Transport of goods by road 
- Aid for through international railway tariffs for 
coal and steel in Belgium Dec1s1on C 87605-2287 
- Community tariff quotas for the carriage of 
goods by road Dec1s1on C 87607-2284 
- Draft recommendation for Ireland concerning 
the carriage of goods by road Dec1s1on C 87606-
2268 
- Forward study on goods transport requirements 
for 1985-2000 87601-2251 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in Italy Assent C 87605-2289 
- Interpretation of the regulation on ~ertain social 
legislation relating to road transport Case 65-
76 87607-2452 
- Operation of the markets for the carriage of 
goods by land AssentS 87609-2448 
- Reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by 
road Assent P 87610-2422 
- Report on market trends in the international 
carriage of goods by road Assent C 87603-2294 
- System of bracket tariffs for the carriage of 
goods by road Assent P 87612-2416 
- Tax on the carriage of goods by road in respect 
of products in Germany Case 20-76 87602-2435 
- Transport of goods by road between the 
Member States AssentS 87609-2447 
- 6th report of the Committee of Experts on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs 87611-
2279 
Transport of goods by waterway 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the 
implementation of rules to govern the temporary 
laying-up of vessels Dec1s1on L 87605-2286 
Transport of passengers by road 
- Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Denmark Recommendation 
c 87603-2298 
-Common rules for regular services by bus or 
coach AssentS 87601-2446 
Assent P 87602-2415 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the common 
~ules applicable to the international carriage of 
passengers by coach and bus 87602-2264 ; 
87603-2293 
Tran 
Transport of passengers by road (Continuation) 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the common 
rules applicable to the occasional international 
carriage of passengers by coach and bus 87606-
2267 ' 87609-2258 ' 87612-2288 
Transport of travellers by road 
- Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Germany 87611-2278 
Transport policy 
- Reorganization of the transport sector Assent 
P87611-2416 
- Transport problems under discussion in the 
Council 87611-2277 
Transport, road 
-Application in Germany ofthe Community rules 
on recording equipment in road transport Assent 
c 87602-2267 
-Work of the Permanent Representatives 
Committee on reference tariffs in the field of 
road transport 87611-2280 
Treaty, ECSC 
-Limitation periods in proceedings and the 
enforcement of sanctions under the rules of the 
ECSC Treaty DeciSIOn C 87612-2122 
Tripartite Conference 
-Joint statement at the end of the 2nd Tripartite 
Conference 87606-1101 
- Preparations for the second Tripartite 
Conference 87605-2201 
- Preparations of the EP for the Tripartite 
Conference 87606-2405 
- Re-establishment of full employment and 
preparations for the Tripartite Conference 
Resolution P 87606-2207 
-Results of the Tripartite Conference R7600-219 , 
87607-2417 
Tropical product 
- Entry into force of the offers on tropical products 
87610-2304 
- Overall offer of tariff and non-tariff concessions 
to the developing countries relating to tropical 
products 87604-2304 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain tropical 
products RegulatiOn L 87611-2104 
-Work of the Tropical Products Group within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
87607-2302 
- Work of the Working Party on Tropical Products 
87602-2303 
Turkey 
- Community offer within the framework of the 
development of the EEC-Turkey Association 
87607-2341 
- El8 loans to Turkey for forestry development and 
industrial projects 87612-2487 
- Exceptional aid to the victims of the earthquake 
in Turkey 87611-2336 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association 
Committee 87607-2342 
- Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association Council 
87603-2336' 87612-2341 
- Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary 
Committee 87611-2335 
- Official visit to Turkey by the President of the 
European Parliament 87605-2335 
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-Recommendations ofthe EEC-Turkey Joint 
Parliamentary Committee concerning the further 
development of the Association Resolution 
p 87603-2409 
- State of the work within the EEC-Turkey 
Association Agreement R7600-504 
- Visit to Turkey by the President-in-Office of the 
Council and the Vice-President of the 
Commission 87609-2322 
-Work ofthe Joint EEC-Turkey Parliamentary 
Committee 87604-2328 
UN 
- Meeting ofthe Economic and Social Council of 
the UN B7607-2336 
- Participation of the Commission in the United 
Nations Conference on human settlements 
B7606-2333 
UNCTAD 
-Application by the Community of the 
International Agreements on Coffee and on 
Cocoa Regulations L B7610-2320 
- Consequencesofthe4th UNCTADforthework 
ofthe CIEC B7606-2308 
-Consultation meeting on copper under UNCTAD 
B7603-2322 
-Debate on the 4th session of UNCTAD Resolution 
p B7610-2406 
- Developing countries' debt problems within the 
framework of UNCTAD R7600-477 
- Establishment of a common fund for the 
financing of commodity agreements R7600-476 
- Extension of the International Wheat Agreement 
Communication C B7601-2315 ; Commumcatlon 
c B7602-2325 ; B7607-2330 
-International Cocoa Agreement under UNCTAD 
B7603-2323 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
jute, kenaf and allied fibres B7610-2318 
- Meeting of the Intergovernmental Group 
responsible for the integrated programme on 
commodities within the framework of UNCTAD 
B7611-2319 
-Meeting of the International Tin Council B7603-
2321 ; 87607-2331 
-Participation of the Community in the .. 
international negotiations on commod1t1es 
Communication C B7607-2329 
-Preparation of the fourth session of UNCTAD in 
Nairobi Communication C B7602-2328 
-Preparatory meeting on hard fibres under 
UNCTAD B7612-2329 
- UNCTAD IV integrated programme R7600-465 
- Work of the Trade and Development Board of 
UNCTAD relating to the establishment of a list of 
commodities B7603-2329 
-4th session of UNCTAD in Nairobi B7605-1201 
Undertaking, collective investment 
- Collective investment undertaking for 
marketable securities Proposal Directive C B7604-
2118 
Undertaking, joint 
- Obligations of« joint undertaki~gs » as regards 
the communication of informat1on Dec1s1on 
c B7602-2245 
Undertaking, public 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions of the Member States R7600-165 ; 
R7600-163; R7600-164; R7600-167 
Undertaking, railway 
- Rationalization measures for the railways in 
Northern Ireland Assent C B7602-2266 
u 
Undertakings, agreement between 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
undertakings R7600-153 
-Authorization of a joint-buying agreement in the 
steel industry B7605-2113 
-Authorization of a joint selling agreement B7603-
2112 
- Authorization of cooperation and rationalization 
contracts in the German steel industry B7612-
2128 
-Authorization of the joint sale of fuels in Belgium 
B7602-2114 
-Changes made to an information agreement 
between European manufacturers of paper 
machine wires B7612-2127 
- Concession agreement between a French and a 
German firm Case 63-75 B7602-2442 
-Contract between undertakings relating to a 
market sharing arrangement B761 0-2112 
- Contract for the exclusive supply of brewery 
products in Belgium Case 47-76 B7606-24_28 
- Distortion of competition due to a clause 1n 
restraint oftrade B7607-2125 
- Distortion of competition due to a supply ban 
B7607-2124 
-Extension of specialization agreements in the 
steel industry B7602-2112 
- Firm ordered to provide information relating to 
its commercial activities B7607-2123 
- Position of the Commission on the formation of a 
steel producers' association Communication 
c B7602-211 0 
-Prohibitions of exports and rei m ports following 
representations from publishing houses B7610-
2110 
- Restriction of competition in the field of 
transport insurances B761 0-2111 
- Rules of competition between undertakings in 
Germany Case 26-76 B7603-2435 
- Termination of private measures to regulate 
herbage seed imports B7603-2109 
-Unlawful trade agreement in Germany Case 26-
76 R B7607-2448 , Case 26-76 R B7607-2480 
Unemployment benefit 
- Entitlement to unemployment benefits for 
employed persons moving within the 
Community Case 40-76 B7611-2453 
- Grant of unemployment benefit to employed 
persons moving within the Community Case 39-
76 B7612-2455 
- Maintenance of the entitlement to 
unemployment benefits for persons moving 
from one Member State to another Case 40-
76 B7605-2438 
Unemployment, fight against 
- Fight against unemployment in the Community 
AssentS B7602-2451 
- Fight against youth unemployment Assent 
P Resolut1on P B7611-2413 
- Measures in favour of employment Resolution 
A B7606-2458 
Unfi 
Unemployment, fight against (Continuation) 
- Priority action to relieve unemployment Assent 
s B7611-2459 
- Recommendation to the Member States on the 
vocational preparation of unemployed young 
people Assent C B7607-2208 
Unfitness 
- Unfitness of a successful candidate in a 
recruitment competition Case 121-76 B7612-2442 
UN IDO 
-Cooperation agreement between UN IDO and the 
Commission B7611-2331 
- Participation of the Commission in the meeting 
of the Committee responsible for drawing up the 
constitution of UN IDO B7601-2319 , B7604-
2325 ' B7607-2338 
United Kingdom 
-Amendment of assistance methods to 
shipbuilding following an initiative by the United 
Kingdom B7607-2130 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom B7607-2490 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for steelworks 
B7610-2480 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for the 
enlargement of two hovercraft B7611-2474 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for the 
financing of various water supply schemes 
B7603-2465 
- EIB loans to the United Kingdom for the steel 
industry B7612-2483 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
construction of high speed-trains B7604-2445 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
development of an oilfield B7607-2492 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the financing 
of a gas pipeline B7602-2461 , B7604-2444 , 
B7605-2463 
- EIB loan to Wales for a hydroelectric power 
scheme B7607-2491 
- Maintenance of the authorization given to the 
United Kingdom to take protective measures 
Dec1s1on C B7607-2203 
-Scrutiny procedure for the British precision 
instruments industry B7612-2134 
- Specific aids to the United Kingdom for the 
purchase of off-shore installations Dec1s1on 
CB7601-2110, B7612-2135 
- Statement by the Commission on the economic 
policy measures taken by the United Kingdom 
B7612-2203 
United Kingdom-Euratom-IAEA, agreement 
on safeguards 
-Joint agreement on safeguards between the 
United Kingdom, EURATOM and the IAEA 
B7606-2326 
United Nations, General Assembly of the 
- International development strategy within the 
framework of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations Resolution P B7602-2408 
- 31st session of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations R7600-494, B7610-2324 
United States 
- Bilateral consultations between the EEC and the 
United States under the GATI B7603-2352 
-Customs duties in the United States on imports 
of brandy from the Community B7611-2345 
- Distortion of competition relating to the import 
of footwear by the United States B7603-2353 
- EIB loan for the United States capital market 
B7603-2460 
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- High-level six-monthly meetings between the 
Commission and the government of the United 
States B7604-2342, B7610-2344 
- Import quotas for American special steels B7606-
2359 
- Import quotas in the United States for special 
steels coming from the Community B7601-2335 
- Imports of non-rubber footwear into the United 
States B7604-2343 
- Meeting between members of the EP and 
representatives of the US Congress B7604-2341 , 
B7609-2330 
- Meeting between senior American officials and 
the Commission B7606-2361 
- Position of the EEC towards the implementation 
of quotas for the importation of special steels by 
the United States B7606-2360 
- Restrictions on the import of special steels into 
the United States B7603-2354 
- Statement by a member ofthe Commission in 
the United States B7607-2353 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission about the relations between the 
United States and the Community B7607-2409 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and the United States R7600-538 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
relating to exports of automobiles to the United 
States B7605-2343 
- Visit to the United States by the President of the 
Commission B7602-2344 
-Work of the GATI Council B7607-2335 
UNO 
-Meeting of the FAO Council B7607-2337 
Uranium 
- Activities ofthe Supply Agency R7600-436 
Uranium prospecting 
-Aid for projects relating to uranium prospecting 
in the Member States Regulation C B7607-2281 
Uruguay 
- 1st meeting of the EEC-Uruguay Joint 
Committee B7606-2373 
USSR 
- Violation of the Helsinki Agreement by the USSR 
B7605-2411 
, 
V 
VAT 
-Concept of« capital goods» relating to the 
directive on turnover taxes Case 51-76 87606-
2432 
-Guidelines for a financial regulation on VAT 
87611-2477 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to customs 
debt Proposal D1rect1ve C 87604-2103, Assent 
P 87609-2419 , AssentS 87610-2469 
- Interpretation of the directive on legislation 
concerning turnover taxes Case 111-75 87605-
2448 
-Phasing out of MCAs granted via VAT in 
Germany Assent P 87602-2405 
- State of the work relating to the 6th VAT 
Directive 87612-2138 , Assent P 87607-2134 
Vegetable sector 
- Production standards and marketing standards 
for jams 87605-2420 
Vehicle, commercial 
-Provisions applicable to commercial vehicles in 
Italy Assent C 87607-2288 
Vehicle, motor 
- Safety glass for road vehicles throughout the 
Community Resolution P 87601-2413 
Vessels, fund ~or the laying-up of waterway 
vessels 
- Agreement between the Community and 
Switzerland on the establishment of a European 
Fund for the laying-up of inland waterway 
vessels DeciSIOn L 87606-2266 
Veterinary committee, advisory 
-Creation of an advisory veterinary committee 
within the framework of the cooperation with 
professional associations Dec1sion C 87606-2249 
Veterinary field 
- Accession of the Community to the European 
Convention for the protection of animals kept for 
breeding purposes 87604-2258 
Veterinary legislation 
-Adoption of the list of non-member countries 
authorized to import fresh meat into the 
Community 87611-2238 
- Creation of an advisory veterinary committee 
within the framework of the cooperation with 
professional associations DeciSion C 87606-2249 
- Derogations granted to the three new Member 
States in the veterinary field Report C 87606-2248 
- Establishment of an emergency fund in the event 
of an epizootic disease as a result of imports 
from a non-member country 87611-2238 
-Examination for trichinae of imports of fresh 
pig meat Proposal D1rect1ve C 87607-2255 
-Harmonization of legislation in the field of 
veterinary medicines Proposal DirectiVe C 87605-
2112 
- Measures in the field of veterinary legislation 
following the accession of the new Member 
States 87611-2238 
- Measures relating to the protection of 
consumers in the veterinary sector 87612-2253 
- Placing foot-and-mouth disease vaccine at the 
disposal of the FAO DeciSIOn C 87606-2247 
- Protection of the consumer in the case of chilled 
poultry Report C 87607-2236 
-Work in the field of veterinary medicinal 
products R7600-135 
Vietnam 
-Emergency aid to Vietnam 87606-2316 
Vinyl chloride monomer 
- Health protection of workers exposed to vinyl 
chloride monomer Proposal D1rect1Ve C 87611-
2224 
- Maximum admissible content of vinyl chloride 
mono mer in contact with foodstuffs D1rect1ve 
L 87612-2238 
Visit, official 
- Official visit to Canada by the President of the 
Commission 87602-2346 
- Official visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission 87606-2344 
- Official visit to Israel by the President of the 
Commission 87603-2344 
- Official visit to Japan by a Commission member 
87607-2355 
- Official visit to Jordan by the President of the 
Commission 87607-2346 
- Official visit to Mexico by the President of the 
Commission 87604-2347 
- Official visit to Pakistan by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 87603-2359 
- Official visit to South Korea by a Commission 
member R7600-553 ; 87607-2357 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Greek 
Minister of Coordination and Planning 87602-
2331 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Nigeria 87606-2348 
- Official visit to Turkey by the President of the 
European Parliament 87605-2335 
- Visit to Lisbon by the President of the 
Commission 87603-2341 
- Visit to the United States by the President of the 
Commission 87602-2344 
Visit to the Commission 
- High-level contacts between Australian and 
Commission officials 87606-2368 
-Visit to the Commission by President Senghor 
87610-2340 
-Visit to the Commission by the Canadian 
opposition leader 87609-2334 
- Visit to the Commission by the Executive 
Secretary of the Economic Commission for Latin 
America 87605-2329 
- Visit to the Commission by the Indian Minister of 
Industry and Civil Supplies 87602-2347 
Voca 
Visit to the Commission (Continuation) 
-Visit to the Commission by the Israeli Minister of 
Industry and Trade 87604-2337 
-Visit to the Commission by the Lebanese 
Minister of Social Affairs 87611-2338 
-Visit to the Commission by the Portuguese 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 87601-2327 
-Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Federal Executive Council of Yugoslavia 87602-
2338 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Japan Federation of Economic Organizations 
87610-2345 
-Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
of Commerce 87604-2333 
-Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
of Foreign Affairs 87602-2333 
Vocational retraining 
- Work of the Social Fund Advisory Committee 
concerning the vocational retraining of workers 
87603-2220 
Vocational training 
-Adoption of the resolution concerning the 
professional activity and the accession of young 
people to working life 87612-2272 
- Community policy for the employment of young 
people 87607-2418 
- Creation of an advisory Committee for the 
training of dental practitioners 87612-2274 
- European seminar on vocational guidance 
87610-2211 
- Financial aid for the realization of pilot projects in 
the field of vocational training Dec1s1on C 87603-
2221 
- Financial aid to carry out pilot projects in the field 
of vocational training Dec1s1on C 87604-2220 
- Inaugural meeting of the Advisory Committee on 
medical training 87605-2276 
- Introduction of a common vocational training 
policy R7600-253 
- Public aids for the vocational training of adults 
87605-2217 
- Social problems in the sea fishing sector 87603-
2229 
- State of the work in the field of vocational 
training 87607-2217 
-Work ofthe Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training 87609-2249 
- Work of the European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 87602-2209 
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Waste at sea, discharge of 
- Accession of the Commission to certain 
international agreements on sea pollution Assent 
PB7611-2419 
Waste at sea, dumping of 
- Fight against marine pollution by dumping of 
waste at sea Proposal Directive C B7601-2219 
- Protection of the sea against the dumping of 
waste AssentS B7605-2457 
Waste disposal 
- Disposal of toxic substances Directive L B7604-
2238 
Waste, radioactive 
- Programme of indirect action concerning the 
management and storage of radioactive waste 
B7609-2236 
- Research programme for radioactive waste 
storage and management (ACPM) B7610-2258; 
B7607-2274 
Waste recycling 
- Establishment of a waste management 
committee Decision C B7604-2237 
- Reclamation of waste oils B7603-2235 
Waste, toxic 
- Fight against marine pollution by dangerous 
substances discharged into the aquatic 
environment D1rect1ve L B7605-2232 
- Health protection measures against toxic and 
dangerous wastes Proposal Directive C B7607-
2228 
Water, drinking 
- Quality of water for human consumption Assent 
PB7601-2416; B7612-2231 
Water, mineral 
- Abolition of competition restriction in the 
mineral waters sector B7604-2111 
Water, pisciculture 
- Quality of waters capable of supporting 
freshwater fish Proposal Directive C B7607 -2231 
Water pollution 
-Closure of the irregularity procedure against Italy 
in respect of aids for the protection of water 
against pollution B7610-2117 
- Conclusion ofthe Bonn Convention on the 
protection of the Rhine against chemical 
pollution B7612-2228 ; AssentS B7612-2464 
- Convention for the protection ofthe Rhine 
against pollution Assent P B7611-2420 
- Fight against the pollution of surface fresh water 
Assent P B7607-2424 
-Ministerial Conference on the protection of the 
Rhine against pollution B7604-2234 ; B7605-2231 
- Procedure for the exchange of information 
regarding the quality of surface fresh water 
(Proposal Decision C) B7604-2236 
- Protection of shellfish-growing against pollution 
Proposal Directive C B7610-2220 
- Protection of the Rhine against chemical 
pollution Commumcat1on C B7609-2214 
-Water pollution caused by wood pulp mills 
B7612-2232 
Water quality 
- Procedure for the exchange of information 
regarding the quality of surface fresh water 
(Proposal Decision C) B7604-2236 
- Protection of shellfish-growing against pollution 
Proposal Directive C B7610-2220 
- Quality of water for human consumption Assent 
PB7601-2416; B7612-2231 
- Quality of waters capable of supporting 
freshwater fish Proposal Directive C B7607-2231 
- Technical seminar on the harmonization of 
biological methods for evaluating the quality of 
surface waters B7610-2221 
Water resources 
- Extraordinary meeting of the Council of 
Agricultural Ministers on the consequences of 
the drought B7609-2221 
- Security of water supplies in the Community 
B7609-2216 
- Work of a group of experts on climatic problems 
in the Community B7609-2239 
Waterway transport 
- Accession to the occupation of transport 
operator by waterway Assent P B7605-2421 ; 
AssentS B7605-2456 
-Aid for waterway transport in Belgium, France, 
the Netherlands, Luxembourg and the United 
Kingdom B7606-2270 
- Negotiations for an agreement on the 
implementation of rules to govern the temporary 
laying-up of vessels Dec1sion L B7605-2286 
Waterways, inland 
- Agreement establishing a European laying-up 
fund for inland waterway vessels (Proposal 
Regulation C) B7607-2283 
-Aid for waterway transport in Belgium, France, 
the Netherlands, Luxembourg and the United 
Kingdom B7606-2270 
- Aids concerning inland waterways in France, 
Luxembourg and Belgium Assent C B7607-2287 
- Authorization of aid granted to bargees in 
Belgium B7602-2269 
- Drawing up a list of waterways of a maritime 
character B7604-2278 
- Meeting of the social partners in the inland 
waterways industry B7601-2216 
- Mutual recognition of navigability licences for 
inland waterway vessels Directive L B7601-2249 
- Opinion of the Commission to the Belgian 
government on measures relating to inland 
waterway transport B7602-2270 
Weights and dimensions 
- Provisions applicable to commercial vehicles in 
Italy Assent C B7607-2288 
Welf 
Welfare worker 
- Meeting of the Liaison Committee for 
Community Welfare Workers R7600-263 
Western Sahara 
-Food aid to the Western Sahara B7601-2314 
Wheat Agreement, International 
- Extension of the International Wheat Agreement 
Communtcatlon C B7601-2315 ; Communication 
c B7602-2325' B7607-2330 
Wheat, common 
- Supply of common wheat to Italy Dec1s1on 
L B7604-2248 
Wheat, International Agreement on 
- Accession ofthe Community to the protocols 
further extending the Wheat Trade Convention 
and the Food Aid Convention B7605-2319 
Wildlife, protection of 
- European Convention for the protection of 
animals AssentS B7606-2454 
Wine 
- Extension of the arrangements applicable to 
imports of Cyprus sherry into the United 
Kingdom and Canada B7606-2338 
- Increase of tariff quotas for certain wines 
originating in third countries Regulation L B761 0-
2105 
- See wine sector BXX00-07 
- Tariff quotas for wines originating in Algeria 
Regulat1on L B7606-2111 
Wine, registered designation of origin of 
- Harmonization of the rules relating to quality 
wines AssentS B7609-2459 
Wine sector 
- Common organization ofthe market in wine 
B7601-2228 ; Regulations L B7603-2241 ; Assent 
p B7609-2415 ; B7611-2244 ; B7612-2243 
- Community measures in the wine sector B761 0-
2238 
-Conversion premiums in the wine sector Assent 
p B7603-2424 
- Customs arrangements in the wine sector Assent 
p B7605-2107 
- Description and presentation of wine and grape 
musts Amended Regulation L B7605-2239 
- Fixing M CAs for Italy in the wine sector B7602-
2234 
- Fundamental adjustment of the common 
organization of the wine market Regulations 
L B7605-2235 
- Harmonization of the rules relating to quality 
wines AssentS B7609-2459 
- Import tax on table wines originating in Italy 
Case 117-75 B7605-2449 
- Rules concerning the importation of products in 
the wine sector originating in certain non-
member countries Amended Regulation L B7605-
2238 
- Rules for the designation and the presentation of 
wines and grape musts (Modification Regulation 
L) B7604-2251 
- Wine distillation operations Dec1s1on L B7606-
2239 ; Regulations L B7607-2248 
Wine, table 
- Wine distillation operations Dec1s1on L B7606-
2239; Regulations L B7607-2248 
Wood 
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- Opening of an anti-dumping procedure for 
artificial or reprocessed wood from Brazil B7603-
2304 
- Termination of the anti-dumping procedure for 
imports of hard building board of wood pulp 
originating in Brazil B7606-2303 
Work programme of the Commission 
- General report for 1975 and the work 
programme of the Commission B7602-1101 , 
B7602-2402 
- Statement by the President of the Commission 
on the activities of the Commission during its 
term of office B7612-2404 
Worker participation 
- Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners B7601-2429 ; B7602-2426 , 
B7604-2430 ; B7605-2436 ; B7607-2446 ' B7609-
2428 ; B7610-2438 ; B7606-2426 
Worker, protection of the 
- Extension of social protection AssentS B7611-
2462 
Workers, protection of 
- 1973-76 summary account of the Community's 
social policy B7612-1301 
Workers, rights of 
- Draft report by the Commission concerning 
safeguards for workers in the event of individual 
dismissal B7605-2222 
- Programme for the benefit of migrant workers 
and their families B7602-2413 
- Rules concerning conflicts of laws on 
employment relationships (Modification 
Regulation C) B7604-2227 
- Safeguarding of workers' rights in the event of 
company mergers D~rectiVe L B7612-2218 
Working and living, improvement in 
- Organization of a competition for the 
improvement of low-cost housing B7607-2221 
Working conditions 
- Aid granted to self-employed crews of boats in 
France B7603-2297 
- Applying the regulation on social legislation 
relating to road transport in the new Member 
States Dec1s1on C B7606-2272 
- Commission survey on the earnings of 
permanent workers in agriculture B7602-2212 
- Establishment of a European foundation for the 
improvement of living and working conditions 
AssentS B7609-2462 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport R7600-447 ; B7603-2226 ; B7603-
2296; AssentS B7610-2467 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in Ireland Assent C B7610-2272 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in Italy Assent C B7605-2289 
- Harmonization of social provisions in the field of 
road transport in the United Kingdom Assent 
97 
Working conditions (Continuation) 
C 87605-2290; Assent C 87610-2273 
- Harmonization of working conditions in the coal 
industry 87605-2219 
- Harmonization of working conditions in the 
railways 87601-2215 
- Reform of the organization of work 
Commumcatton C 87606-2221 
- Rules concerning conflicts of laws on 
employment relationships (Modification 
Regulation C) 87604-2227 
- Safeguarding of workers' rights in the event of 
company mergers D1rectJVe L 87612-2218 
- Social problems in the shipping sector 87610-
2214 
- Survey on earnings in agriculture Decis1on 
c 87604-2225 
-Working hours in the sugar industry 87605-2220 
Working conditions, improvement of 
- Community measures for the situation of 
women 87610-2415 
- Creation of the European foundation for the 
improvement of living and working conditions 
87610-2223 
Working life, preparation for 
- Adoption ofthe resolution concerning the 
professional activity and the accession of young 
people to working life 87612-2272 
- Draft report concerning the transition of young 
people from study to working life 87604-2269 
- Financial aid to carry out pilot projects in the field 
of vocational training DecisiOn C 87604-2220 
- Measures with a view to preparing young people 
for the transition from education to work 87611-
2263 
- Vocational training for young people R7600-251 
- Work of the Education Committee on the 
transition to working life 87605-2275 ; 87607-
2276 ' 87609-2248 
World Food Council 
- Participation of the Community in the World 
Food Council 87605-2316; 87606-2331 
Worl 
Yaounde Convention 
- Administration of financial and technical 
cooperation within the framework of the 
Yaounde Convention 87601-2332 
-Assessment of the training policy carried out 
under the Yaounde Convention 87601-2333 
- Financial commitments of the second Yaounde 
Convention R7600-536 
- Financing decisions for Zaire within the 
framework of the EDF 87612-2346 
- Financing decisions of the EDF within the 
framework of the Yaounde Convention 87605-
2342 ; 87607-2352 
- Financing decision under the third EDF for Upper 
Volta 87606-2358 
- Financing decision under the third EDF in favour 
of Cameroon Dec1s1on C 87603-2351 
- New decisions under the 3d EDF within the 
framework of the Yaounde Convention 87602-
2343 
- Seizure of EEC companies in Ghana Resolution 
p 87612-2347 
Yield, standard rates of 
- Fixing standard rates of yield for certain inward 
processing arrangements Amended Directive 
c 87607-2112 
Youth 
- Creation of a temporary secretariat for young 
people 87610-2439 
Youth employment 
- Recommendation to the Member States on the 
vocational preparation of unemployed young 
people Assent C 87607-2208 
Yugoslavia 
-Agreement between the Community and 
Yugoslavia on trade in textile products 87606-
2305 
- Covering of the loans granted by the El8 to 
Yugoslavia 87610-2335 
- El8 loan to Yugoslavia for the financing of 
projects of common European interest 87601-
2329 
-Joint statement following the visit of Community 
representatives to Yugoslavia 87611-2340 
- Meetings of the subcommittees on agriculture 
and industry under the EEC-Yugoslavia 
Agreement 87605-2338 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia for the conclusion 
of an agreement on textile products 87603-2309 
- Statement following the visit of a Commission 
delegation to Yugoslavia 87612-2342 
- State of the relations between the Community 
and Yugoslavia R7600-516 
-Visit to the Commission by the President ofthe 
Federal Executive Council of Yugoslavia 87602-
2338 
-Visit to Yugoslavia by a Commission delegation 
87609-2325 
V 
Zaire 
- Emergency aid for the population of Zaire 
Decision L 87606-2315 
Zone, fishing 
-Common fisheries policy before the EP 87611-
2422 
- Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources 87612-1201 
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